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chedule 
DATE OPPONENT AND SITE TIME PRICE 
Sept. 14 Texas A&M at College Station , Tex. 4:00 CDT $7 .00 
Sept. 21 N. C. State at Raleigh , N. C. 7:00 EDT $7.00 
Sept. 28 GEORGIA TECH AT CLEMSON 1 :00 EDT $7 .00 
Oct. 5 GEORGIA AT CLEMSON 1 :00 EDT $7 .00 
Oct. 12 Maryland at College Park , Md. 1 :30 EDT $7.00 
Oct. 19 DUKE AT CLEMSON (Homecoming) 1 :00 EDT $7.00 
Oct. 26 Tennessee at Knoxville , Tenn. 2:00 EDT $8.00 
Nov. 2 Wake Forest at Winston-Salem, N. C. 1 :30 EDT $7.00 
Nov. 9 NORTH CAROLINA AT CLEMSON (IPTAY Day) 1 :00 EDT $7.00 
Nov. 16 VIRGINIA AT CLEMSON (Parents' Day) 
Nov. 23 SOUTH CAROLINA AT CLEMSON 
With this brochure we hope that you , the working press, 
will find all the information you need on Red Parker's 1974 
Clemson Tigers. However, as you know, our office is always 
willing to assist you, and we want you to feel free to contact 
us whenever we may make your job of covering the Tigs more 
enjoyable. 
WORKING CREDENTIALS 
We'll appreciate getting these as early as you know your 
assignment. Working press and photo passes are honored from 
sports editors of DAILY newspapers and radio and TV sports 
directors ONLY. Make request directly to SID , preferably a 
week in advance of kickoff to insure adequate mailing time. 
SERVICES 
As in the past , play-by-play, individual and team stats, and 
coaches' quotes will be supplied to all members of the working 
press, as well as a packet of first-half action shots which will be 
furnished by staff photographers of Clemson's Communi-
cations Center. And of course you'll receive a feast fit for a 
king on ' 'The Top of the Valley ," as you go through the lunch 
line which is located on the photo deck of the press box. 
TELECOPIER - WESTERN UNION SERVICE 
The press box is equipped with eight outside lines and 
outlets for your telecopier. Our office will always have at least 
one telecopier at the game , but you should let us know in 
advance if you plan to use it to send your copy as we have 
certain requirements and obligations as well . Wes tern Union 
service is also available, bu t it is up to the individual writers to 
make prior arrangements with that company for service. 
1 :00 EDT $7.00 
1 :00 EDT $7.00 
LOCKER ROOM INTERVIEWS 
Bob Bradley will escort those writers wishing to go to the 
Clemson dress ing room, while the visiting SID will make the 
trip to the opponent's dressing area. This usually takes place 
with about three minutes left on the scoreboard clock. The 
dressing areas are located under the West end zone stands, 
opposite tl1e scoreboard end of the field. 
RESTRICTIONS 
Our press box is operated for the convenience of the 
working press only. No women , other than accredited sports-
writers or photographers will be admitted, and no one under 
16 will be admitted. 
We certainly appreciate the coverage you have given the 
Tigs over the years , and we look forward to working with you 
this fall. 
Bob Bradley , Sports Information Director 
Box 632 , Clemson , S. C. 29631 
Office Phone: 803-656-2101 
Home Phone: 803-654-5419 
Jerry Arp, Sports Promotions Director 
Home Phone: 803-654-5468 
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Name: Clemson University 
Location: Clemson, South Carolina 29631 Founded: 1889 
President: Dr. Robert Cook Edwards, Clemson '33 
Conference: Atlantic Coast-Clemson, Duke, Maryland, North 
Carolina, N. C. State, Virginia, and Wake Forest 
Enrollment: 10,112 (1973-74) 
Nickname: Tigers 
Colors: Purple & Orange 
Stadium: Clemson Memorial-Death Valley (43,451 perma-
nent seats) 
Student Paper: The Tiger 
Student Radio Station: WSBF 
ATHLETIC STAFF 
Faculty Chair111an: Kenneth N. Vickery, Clemson '38 
Athletic Director: H. C. (Bill) McLellan, Clemson '54 
Ass't Athletic Director: George Bennett, Clemson '55 
Ass't to Athletic Director: Bob Smith, Furman '34 
Comptroller & Head Golf Coach: Bobby Robinson, Fu1111an 
'68 
Executive Secretary of IPTA Y: Gene Willimon, Clemson '33 
Ticket Manager: Steve Gibert 
Head Trainer: Fred Hoover, Florida State '53 
Assistant Trainer: Walt McCombs, The Citadel '71 
Assistant Trainer: Herman McGee 
Equipment Manager: Tom Burton 
Ass't Equipment Manager: Bobby Long, Clemson '72 
Head of Athletic Grounds: P. Wee Greenfield, North Texas 
State '48 
Academic Advisor: Rick Robbins, Texas '49 
Head Basketball Coach: Tates Locke, Ohio Wesleyan '59 
Head Baseball Coach: Bill Wilhelm, Catawba '57 
Head Cross Country Coach: Jim Moorhead, Clemson '62 
Head Fencing Coach: Charlie Poteat, North Carolina '72 
Head Soccer & Track Coach: Dr. I. M. Ibrahim, Shorter '64 
Head Swimming Coach: Carl McHugh, Clemson '36 
Head Tennis Coach: Bill Beckwith, Iowa State '57 
Pilot & Coliseum Manager: Earl Ambrose 
Custodian Littlejohn Coliseum: Billie Norris 
Director of Athletic Medicine: Dr. Bryon Harder, Medical 
University of South Carolina '68 
Staff Physicians: Dr. Jud Hair, Medical College of South 
Carolina '52;Dr. John Swicord, Medical University of 
Sou th Carolina '72 
Sports Infor111ation Director: Bob Bradley, Clemson '51 
Sports Promotions Director: Jerry Arp, Clemson '74 
Student Assistants, Sports Infor111ation: Al Adams and Reggi 
Williams 
Sports Infor111ation Secretary: Mrs. Flo Sharp 
FOOTBALL COACHING STAFF 
Head Coach: Jimmy D. (Red) Parker, Arkansas A&M '53 
Offensive Coordinator ~d Quarterback Coach: Don Murry, 
Arkansas A&M 66 
Running Back Coach: Ed Emory, East Carolina '60 
Offensive Line Coach: Duke Owen, Georgetown '53 
Receiver Coach: Larry Beckish, Wichita State '63 
Defensive Coordinator: Harold Steelman, Arkansas '55 
Defensive End Coach: Tom Bass, Maryville '60 
Linebacker Coach: Dwight Adams, Henderson State '58 
Defensive Backfield Coach: Joe Burson, Georgia '66 
Jayvee Offensive Coordinator: Tom Moore, The Citadel '67 
Jayvee Defensive Coordinator: Ronnie Carter, Arkansas A&M 
'67 
Assistant Jayvee Coach: Bill Swinger, South Carolina State '65 
Recruiting Coordinator: Clyde Wrenn, N. C. State '65 
Post-Graduate Assistants: Bobby Carlton, Newberry '67; 
Woody Dyar, Western Carolina '69; Rick Guard, Mars 
Hill '74; Jim Holland, Appalachian State '71 
Graduate Assistants: Karl Andreas, Mike Buckner, Marion 
Reeves, Smiley Sanders, and Jeff Stocks- all 
members of Clemson's '73 grid team 
Student Managers: Pete Anderson, Barry Drake, Len Gough, 
Sammy Gough, Hal Hanvey, Jack Locklair, Dick 
Robbins, David Wessinger 
Student Trainers: Bill Blackstone, Freddy Gore, Hank 
Morrow, Michael Padgett, Ronnie Starnes, Paul 
Thacker, Trippy White , David Williams 
1973 RESULTS AND ATTENDANCE 
h Clemson 14 The Citadel 12 40,000 
a Clemson 14 Georgia 31 48,000 
a Clemson 21 Georgia Tech 29 48,062 
h Clemson 15 Texas A&M 30 30,000 
h Clemson 32 Virginia 27 28,000 
a Clemson 24 Duke 8 33,800 
h Clemson 6 N. C. State 29 34,000 
h Clemson 35 Wake Forest 8 25,000 
a Clemson 37 North Carolina 29 37,500 
h Clemson 13 Maryland 28 31,500 
a Clemson 20 South Carolina 32 55,615 
TOTAL 411,477 






at Texas A&M 
at N. C. State 
at Maryland 
at Tennessee 
at Wake Forest 
Holiday Inn, Huntsville, Texas 
Governor's Inn, Raleigh, N. C. 
Holiday Inn Capital Beltway, College Park, Md. 
Holiday Inn Central, Knoxville, Tenn. 
Sheraton, Winston-Salem, N. C. 
• 
Tillm~ Hall--Campw Landmark 
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Without a doubt, Clemson University has 
been blessed by the touch of Mother Nature. 
Sitting at the foot of the Blue Ridge 
Mountains, and surrounded by the cool blue 
waters of Lake Hartwell and the bright green 
tree-mantled hills, Clemson was founded in 
1889, the result of a bequest of land to the 
State of South Carolina by Thomas G. 
Clemson. 
But things have changed since Mr. 
Clemson came South in the l 830's and 
married the daughter of John C. Calhoun, a 
foremost statesman in South Carolina 
history and Vice-President of the United 
States. 
The campus skyline has changed dramati-
cally with the addition of new facilities and 
renovation of some of the older buildings, 
which in the past 14 years has exceeded the 
cost of $36 million. 
The main campus comprises 600 acres, 
representing an investment of approximately 
$87 million in permanent facilities, and is 
surrounded by 23,000 acres of University 
property. 
Clemson offers 4 7 curriculums in nine 
undergraduate colleges and 55 programs in 
graduate studies, forming a background of 
training for the hundreds of occupations and 
professions in which the graduates engage. 
Since much of the students' time is spent 
outside the classroom, Clemson hopes that 
all activities of student life can become a 
part of the overall learning process; that its 
students will benefit from the social and 
cultural advantages of campus life while 




or out on Lake Hartwell, 







Bill clellan, Director of Athletics 
Clemson's athletic department is moving rapidly in the right 
direction mainly because it has a superb chief engineer in Bill 
McLellan, a man who became the school's third director of 
athletics Feb. 4, 1971. 
Since the Hamer native assumed the department's top 
position, the Tiger sports' program has experienced a major 
face-lifting, and one which has caused quite a bit of excite-
ment around the school. 
Last December McLellan led a contingent into the Frank 
Johnstone Jervey Athletic Center as Clemson vacated the 
out-dated facilities of Fike Field House in place of the modern 
structure that is by far one of the finest in the entire country. 
Not only does the Center house administrative and coaches' 
offices , separate dressing facilities for all sports, and the ticket 
office, but it houses an auxiliary gym with a tartan floor and 
two playing courts, a dirt area for inside workouts, training 
and equipment rooms, steam room and sauna bath, in addition 
to other allied facilities necessary for an efficient athletic 
operation, including a weight room second to none. 
Additionally, since McLellan has been Clemson's director of 
athletics, the Tiger track team has christened a nine-lane 
all-weather outdoor facility, the soccer program has developed 
into one of the best in the nation as the Tig booters have 
claimed two consecutive Atlantic Coast Conference titles and 
have been involved in two straight NCAA playoffs, not to 
mention the progress Clemson's football and basketball pro-
grams have made. 
On the grid scene, for example, the old wooden seats in 
Clemson's Memorial Stadium have been replaced by aluminum 
ones which are more comfortable for the fans, dressing 
facilities under the stadium for game use by the Tigers and 
their opponents are second to no one's, and also during the 
McLellan era, three new practice fields, one equipped with the 
finest in lighting techniques are just out the door and a few 
steps away from the dressing areas in the Jervey Center. 
Together with the Tiger baseball field, called ''the fmest 
playing surface in the South'' by professional scouts and 
opponents as well , the beautiful 10,600-seat Littlejohn Coli-
seum across the street from the Jervey Center, the tennis 
complex that includes 14 lighted hard surface courts and a 
separate tennis house for office and dressing areas , and the 
new olympic-size swimming pool and separate diving tank 
which is being completed in Fike Recreation Center, McLellan 
has been the architect of one of the most modern and 
rapidly-developing college athletic programs in the nation. 
But his sights have been on the entire Clemson family as 
well as he has been responsible for a tremendous boom in the 
intramural program for the student body in addition to the 
faculty and staff members at Tigertown. ln fact, it has grown 
so fast that this program is being headed by three full-time 
staff members whereas it operated under the guidance of a 
part-time director just five short years ago. In making 
- ~. 
improvements for students as fast as he does for the athletic 
department, McLellan engineered a five-year plan, now in its 
second year, of mass growth for the intramural-athletic 
program. 
Such is the saga of Bill McLellan, a loyal Clemson man who 
has been around Tigertown for almost 25 years, which 
includes his grid career under the legendary Frank Howard. 
After earning a pair of football letters and a member of the 
1952 Gator Bowl , McLellan graduated from Clemson in 1954 
with a BS in agronomy, and with an MS in agricultural 
economics two years later. 
And since his appointment as assistant business manager of 
athletics in 1958, he has worked his way, through football 
coaching, IPT A Y, administrative and ticket du ties, all the way 
to the top. And because he has worked so hard to put the 
Tigers on top, he has risen to the top as well. He's done it for 
one reason, his love for Clemson University. 
He is married to the former Ann Rogers of Fork, and they 
have two daughters, Suzy, a freshmar1 at Winthrop , and Arch 





In December of 1973, Clemson's athletic family moved into 
the Frank Johnstone Jervey Athletic Center, by far one of the 
finest and most modern facilities in America. 
Not only does it house all coaches' and administrators' 
offices, but it contains the department's ticket complex, an 
auxillary gym with tartan floor, training room, equipment 
room, and weight room, separate steam and sauna rooms, and 
carpeted dressing rooms for all of Clemson's athletic teams, as 
well as a visitor's dressing area. 
Moreover, it's right in the middle of Clemson's other 
athletic facilities, making it just a step away from the locker 
room to the playing field. 
Re Parker 
Hea Football Coach 
He came to Clemson in December of 1972 with one goal in 
mind- to put claws back on the Tiger. He installed a new game 
plan called ''Big Red's Machine- The Tiger Triple," and with it 
saw his gridders amass over 4,000 yards offensively. And in 
leading his footballers to a 5-6 record he caused opponents to 
look with respect and sometimes even a fear towards his team. 
He's no miracle worker, but Red Parker is one top notch 
football coach. And the biggest thing he's got going for himself 
is the simple fact that he's one heck of a guy, and one who is 
respected by not only his peers, his players, and the fans, but 
by everyone who comes in contact with him. 
With this in mind, it's no wonder that in 21 previous years 
in the coaching ranks, the Smilin' Redhead from Hampton, 
Ark., has never served as anything less than a head coach, and 
that he has posted an overall record of 148-71-6, including a 
collegiate won-lost mark of 73-59-2. 
A football, baseball, and track letterman at Arkansas A&M, 
Parker graduated in 1953 and at the ripe young age of 21, 
assumed the grid reins at Fordyce, Ark., High School, a school 
that was carrying a 22-game losing streak. 
However, by the time the Redhead had worked his 
successful formula for winning into his eight-year stay at 
Fordyce, his grid achievements included a 37-game winning 
skein and a sparkling overall record of 7 5-12-4. 
But the high school's loss was a definite plus on the side of 
his alma mater as Parker returned to Arkansas A&M in 1961 to 
head up the grid fortunes. And although he ended a five-year 
stay with a 29-19-2 mark, his last three campaigns were by far 
his best, as Parker's '63, '64, and '65 teams posted a fine 
24-5-1 record and had claimed a pair of conference champion-
ships. 
The Redhead then journeyed to the State of South Carolina 
and took over the football duties at The Citadel in 1966, and 
remained at the Charleston institution through the 1972 
season. 
After installing a veer offense for the Bulldogs, Parker's 
Cadets became the bully of the Southern Conference, and his 
1971 team, which scored 366 points and posted an 8-3 mark, 
had 5,030 yards of real estate to rank the school fourth in the 
nation in the total offense department. A seven-year stand at 
The Citadel by Parker gave the 'Dogs a 39-34 record- a mighty 
fine showing for a school with 2,000 men and one which could 
only promise a recruit that he would leave the school as a man. 
Then came Tigertown. He made no promises prior to his first 
season other than issuing a warning to opponents that the 
Tigers would be no easy game. The '73 footballers won three 
more games than pre-season prognosticators said they would, 
and Clemson finished a strong third in the Atlantic Coast 
Conference behind N. C. State and Maryland, both of whom 
went on to post-season bowls. 
Moreover, the Tigs produced 231 points last fall, more than 
any other Clemson team had managed since the '59 Blue-
bonnet Bowl champs scored 285. And most of all, every single 
member of last year's team had one heck of a time playing for 
one heck of a coach. 
And to coin an old Parker phrase, ''A dollar to a donut'' 
says that the Tigers will get better and better each year that 
the Redhead is at the helm. That's why folks are saying, in 
reference to the upcoming season, ''Excitement Galore-
Clemson Football '74." 
Parker is married to the former Betty Goggans of Rison , 
Ark. , and they have two daughters , Vicki and Cindy, and a 
son, Jim Mack. 
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Red Parker is faced with the same problem on the eve of his 
second year at Clemson as he encountered last fall - that is, 
selecting a quarterback to direct his potent veer offense. 
But if the Tiger boss finds the right trigger-man to operate 
''Big Red's Machine- The Tiger Triple," then together with 38 
lettermen, including 14 starters, from a year ago , it's easy to 
see why ''Excitement Galore'' has been used to describe 
Clemson football for '74. 
The Tigers netted 4,009 yards of real estate last year and 
scored more points (231) than any other Clemson team since 
the 1959 Bluebonnet Bowl champs scored 285. However, the 
1973 unit had All-Atlantic Coast Conference signal-caller Ken 
Pengitore who accounted for 1,941 of the total yards. 
Also gone from last season's grid team are starting running 
backs Smiley Sanders and Jay Washington, slot back Gordy 
Bengel, center John Bolubasz, defensive ends Bob Jones and 
Jeff Stocks, and defensive tackle Bruce Decock. 
The Smilin' Redhead tested a trio of quarterbacks in the 
spring, and entering the pre-season workouts , the Clemson 
mentor is still undecided as to whom will draw the starting 
nod. 
Senior Mark Fellers has the most experience, having played 
in the shadow of Pengy for the past two campaigns, but a pair 
of red-shirt sophomores, Mike O'Cain and Joey Riley, impress-
ed Parker in the spring. 
Although O'Cain came up with probably the best overall 
showing during the off-season workouts, Riley possesses the 
best throwing arm of the trio. So it leaves Parker with the 
decision to choose a starter based on perfor111ances prior to the 
season opener. 
Another area that plagued the Redhead last fall, and is 
again on the list of problems, is the lack of proven depth at the 
running back spots. 
Ken Callicutt made a good transition out of Chester High School and 
into college football as he ground out 505 yards on 101 carries in his 
freshman season last fall. He is the Tigers leading rusher returning. 
. 
It's easy to see why Georgia's play-by-play announcer Larry Munson 
called Bennie Cunningham ''Clemson's young giant," as the mammoth 
tight end carries a host of Bulldogs down the field for a Tiger first 
down. Cun paced Clemson in receiving last fall with 22 catches for 341 
yards. 
Sophomore Ken Callicutt rushed for more than 500 yards 
as a freshman in '73 , and with a little more consistency, the 
hard-running performer could be a great threat this fall. 
Other quickback candidates who went through the spring 
drills were sophomores 0. J. Tyler and walk-on candidate Pat 
Swisher , who led the Cubs in rushing last fall. 
Senior Tony Mathews heads the strongback candidates, but 
after a strong finish in '73 he injured his knee in the first week 
of the off-season program and watched the conclusion on the 
workouts from the sideline. 
Behind him are junior Leon Hope, sophomore Bob Coffey, 
and Ferrum JC transfer Don Testerman. 
Whereas Parker might have some doubts about his running 
game, he should feel confident if his quarterback can get the 
football to an impressive corps of receivers. 
And leading the pack is 6-5, 252-pound Bennie 
Cunningham, a ·bona fide All-America candidate according to 
Parker and the majority of the professional scouts as well. 
Cun led the Tigers in receiving last fall as a sophomore with 
22 aerials for 341 yards, and although he has two great seasons 
ahead, sophomore Harold Cain looks to be made from the 
same mold as Clemson's ''Young Giant.'' 
Senior Jim Lanzendoen, with 19 catches for 265 yards in 
'73 , and junior speedster Craig Brantley will give the Tigs a 
dangerous one-two punch at split receiver, and the flanker, or 
slotback position, will be in good hands with a trio of 
sophomores in Rut Livingston, Joey Walters, and Rickey 
Bustle. 
Up front on the ''Fox Hole Five'' senior Maret Cobb has 
been moved to center to replace the 'graduated Bolubasz, with 




All-ACC lineman Ken Peeples has been moved back to 
tackle for his senior year, which should be a super one, and he 
will be joined on the other side by junior Frank Bethea, also a 
starter last fall. 
Senior Curt Butterr11ore is also back at his number one 
guard spot this season, and following the off-season drills, 
junior Neal Jetton held the number one berth at the other 
guard spot. 
However, look for juniors Gary Alexander, Ed Homo no ff, 
and David LeBel, and sophomore Don Hornyak to figure in on 
the offensive line plans by the time the season begins. 
Defensively, the Tigers should be tougher in '74, that is if 
the off-season workouts were any indication of things to 
come. 
Seniors Tom Boozer and Guy Gehret, who played in 
backup roles last fall, loom as favorites at the end spots, but 
Frank Wise, a converted linebacker who was out in the spring 
because of an injury, and Gary Kesack both have the chance to 
crack the starting unit. 
Junior G. G. Galloway returns as a starter at tackle with big 
soph Harry Lee Fulwood deter11tined to land the other berth. 
Moreover, junior letterman Dan McBride drew some starting 
nods a year ago, and soph Don Stone lettered at this spot as a 
freshman. 
Junior college transfer Jerome Hill was a first-team All-
American at Lees-McRae, and he will push these folks for a 
starting position, as will a couple of big and strong incotning 
freshmen. 
Nelson Wallace started at tniddle guard as a freshman in '73, 
but the cat-quick defender will be pushed by senior Willie 
Anderson, who very well could be the strongest player on the 
team. Anderson played linebacker last season. 
... \ 
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In just his freshman season in 1973, Nelson Wallace nabbed the starting 
spot at middle guard, and what a year he had. He's shown here 
accepting Chevrolet's defensive standout award from ABC's Lee 
Grosscup after he made 16 individual tackles, was in on seven others, 
and blocked an extra point attempt against N. C. State in an ACC 
contest that was regionally-televised. 
Frank Wise started a big day against Wake Forest last fall when he 
picked off a Deacon aerial and raced 36 yards to paydirt. Although the 
Columbia junior played linebacker last season, he was switched to end 
where he'll no doubt play a major role in Clemson's defensive fortunes 
in 1974. 
With the return of Jimmy Williamson, a second-team 
Rookie All-American selection by FOOTBALL NEWS as a 
sophomore in 1972, it's easy to see why Parker says that his 
linebackers could be his best defensive area this season. 
Injured on just his second play of '73 campaign, Williamson 
was granted another year of eligibility by the NCAA and he 
has two years left, much to the pleasure of Parker. 
And not only is the Redhead's linebacking corps tough, 
but, it's also young, as a pair of sophomore letter111en, Tim 
Stough, a starter in '73, and Travers Webb, could probably 
start for any other team in the league. 
The secondary returns intact with junior Lynn Carson and 
sophomore Malcolm Marler at the corners, senior Jim Ness at 
rover, or Tiger, and All-ACC safety Peanut Martin. 
But that foursome, that swiped 12 of the 19 passes that 
Clemson picked off last fall, will have to contend with the 
likes of junior Dennis Smith, red-shirt soph Mark Lee, and 
rising sophs Rick Carter, Roy Eppes, and Chris Clifford for 
starting berths in '74. 
The kicking game could be in the best shape ever for a 
Clemson team as seniors Mitch Tyner and Bob Burgess return 
with a year of experience behind them. 
Tyner, the premier punter in the conference in '74, was 
second in the ACC in punting last fall with a 41.8 mark, his 
' best kick being an 81-yarder, and he also ranked as one of the 
top punters in the nation . 
Burgess accounted for 33 points on extra points and field 
goals, with his longest a 43-yarder, even though he was 
hampered by a thigh injury all year, which was corrected by 
surgery in the off-season . 
With the returning lette1111en , some mighty promising in-
coming freshmen, and by solving the quarterback problem, 
Clemson's grid fortunes should definitely rise in '74, even 




Pre-Season Depth Chart 
OFFENSE 
Split Ends: 
JIM LANZENDOEN , 186 
CRAIG BRANTLEY, 1 70 
Jeff Buesing , 175* 
Quick Tackles: 
KEN PEEPLES , 244 
GARY ALEXANDER, 236 
Wayne Neely , 207** 
Quick Guards: 
NEAL JETTON , 237 
Don Hornyak, 260* 
Breck Culler, 232* 
Centers: 
MARET COBB , 232 
• 
RON BOWLAN , 218 
Kevin Kreis, 209* 
Strong Guards: 
CURT BUTTERMORE, 224 
ED HOMONOFF , 225 
David Morris, 216* 
Strong Tackles: 
FRANK BETHEA , 229 
DAVID LEBEL, 2 18 
David Hughston, 2 13** 
DEFENSE 
Left End:.: 
GUY GEHRET, 204 
FRANK WISE, 215 
George Hyams , 219** 
Left Tackles: 
Harry Lee Fulwood, 264* 
DAN McBRIDE, 246 
Ken Weichel , 215* 
Middle Guards: 
WILLIE ANDERSON, 211 
NELSON WALLACE, 202 
George Jehlen , 216* 
Right Tackles: 
G. G. GALLOWAY, 225 
Mark Strawbridge, 215* 
DON STONE, 230* 
Right Ends: 
TOM BOOZER, 210 
Gary Kesack, 206* 
Bob Sharpe , 194** 
Strong-Side Linebackers: 
JIMMY WILLIAMSON, 205 
TRAVERS WEBB , 215* 
Jay Kreis , 216 
Tight Ends: Weak-Side Linebackers: 
BENNIE CUNNINGHAM , 252 TIM STOUGH, 201 * 
Harold Cain , 226* Dennis Silver , 203** 
Mike Webber, 209 TOMMY DUCWORTH, 187 
Quarterbacks: 
Mike O'Cain , 176** 
MARK FELLERS , 202 
Joey Riley, 200** 
Quickbacks : 
KEN CALLIClITT , 188 
0 . J . Tyler, 170** 
Pat Swisl1e r, 170* 
S trongbacks: 
LEO HOPE, 203 
Bob Coffey, 193* 
TO Y MATHEWS, 20 1 
Flankers : 
Rut Livingston, 190* 
Joey Walters, 167* 
Rickey Bu tie, 187** 
CAPS indica te Lette rme n 
• - T rue opho n1ores 
•• - Red hirt ophomo res 
Left Comers: 
LYNN CARSON , 162 
Richard Carter , 1 73 * 
MIKE CORNELL, 160* 
Right Comers: 
Mark Lee, 178** 
Roy Eppes, 180* 
MALCOLM MARLER, 158* 
Tigers (Rovers): 
JIM NESS , 178 
Tony Rouse, 170* * 
Cl1ris Clifford, 192 * 
Safeties: 
PEANUT MAR TI , l 79 
DENNIS SMITH , 170 
OTE: Th i depth chart ,,·as made after spring pract ice and doe no t 
include junior coll~e tran fer) ~,ho mi.-..ed the off- ason \.\ Orkouu. 
OFFENSIVE LETTERMEN RETURNING (19) 
Receivers : SR Craig Brantley, TE BENNIE CUNNINGHAM , 
SR JIM LANZENDOEN 
Interior Linemen: T Gary Alexander, T FRANK BETHEA, C 
Ron Bowlan, G CURT BUTTERMORE, C MARET COBB, 
G Ed Homonoff, G Neal Jetton, T Al Murray, T KEN 
PEEPLES , T David LeBel 
Backs: RB Ken Callicutt , RB Leon Hope, QB Mark Fellers, RB 
Tony Mathews 
Specialists: P Mitch Tyner, PK Bob Burgess 
OFFENSIVE LETTERMEN LOST (11) 
Receivers: TE Karl Andreas, SB GO~Y BENGEL, FLK Jerry 
Davis, SB David Sasser, SB Bob Shell 
Interior Linemen: C JOHN BOLUBASZ, G Art Brisacher 
Backs: RB Chuck Huntley, QB KEN PENGITORE, RB 
SMILEY SANDERS, RB JAY WASHINGTON 
DEFENSIVE LETTERMEN RETURNING (19) 
Interior Linemen: E Tom Boozer, T G. G. GALLOWAY, E 
Guy Gehret, T Dan McBride , T Don Stone, E Frank Wise 
Linebackers and Middle Guards: LB WILLIE ANDERSON, 
MG Tommy Ducworth , LB TIM STOUGH, MG NELSON 
WALLACE, LB Travers Webb, LB Jimmy Williamson 
Backs: CB LYNN CARSON, S Mike Cornell , CB MALCOLM 
MARLER, S PEANUT MARTIN, S JIM NESS, S Dennis 
Smith , CB Bill Wingo 
DEFENSIVE LETTERMEN LOST (8) 
Interior Linemen : T BRUCE DECOCK, E BOB JONES , E 
JEFF STOCKS 
Linebackers and Middle Guards: LB Mike Buckner, MG David 
Morris 
Backs: S Ricky Brown , S Leon Fabers, CB Marion Reeves 
1973 SEASON ENDING STARTERS IN CAPS 
NOTE : C Maret Cobb lettered as a tackle in '73; T Ken Peeples lettered 
as guard in '7 3 ; T David LeBel lettered as defensive tackle in '7 3; DE 
Frank \Vise le ttered a.s linebacker in ' 73 . 
The Coaches 




and a burning desire to win 
are three characteristics of 
Dwight Adams, starting his 
second season as Clemson's 
linebacker coach, and ninth 
consecutive campaign with 
Red Parker. 
A native of Dover, Ark., 
Adams was an all-conference 
pick at Henderson State, 
graduating in 1958. 
His coaching career began 
in the prep ranks at Pine 
Bluff, Ark., and after an 
impressive four seasons there, 
he moved to Lake Charles, 
La., High School and spent 
one grid season. 
His association with the 
Redhead came when the 
latter was tabbed as grid boss 
at The Citadel. 
Adams, who still looks like 
a college linebacker himself, 
has coached eight high school 
or college All-Americans, 
including a pair of all-pro 
standouts. And with a corps 
led by Jimmy Williamson, a 
1972 second team Rookie 
All-American, Adams has the 
makings of some more 
superstars. 
He is married to the form-
er Jo Bickham of Tillar, Ark., 
and they have two daughters, 
Jana (15) and Ruth (11), and 
a son, Scott (13). 
~ \. • •• h - • 
TOM BASS 
Defensive End Coach 
A real professor of the 
game, Mooresville, N. C., 
native Tom Bass is entering 
his eighth consecutive season 
as a valuable member of the 
Clemson grid staff. 
He attended Maryville 
College, but before his gradu-
ation in 1960 he had es-
tablished himself as a stand-
out in both football and base-
ball at the Tennessee school. 
He was a prep assistant but 
one season, at Sevier County 
High School, until his talents 
were recognized and he was 
named as head coach at that 
• 
institution, a position he held 
for four campaigns. 
Named East Tennessee's 
Coach-of-the-Year in 1964, 
Bass led his prep team to a 
four-year mark of 35-7-2. 
The college scene was evi-
dent in this man's future, and 
he began with the successful 
program at Tennessee for 
coach Doug Dickey. 
Bass has served as fresh-
man coach, defensive interior 
line coach, and defensive end 
coach at Tigertown. 
He's married to the former 
Susan Price of Knoxville, 
Tenn., and they have three 
children, Thomas Steven (8), 





The end-around, the half-
back-option, and all those 
other razzle-dazzle plays are 
part of Larry Beckish's play-
book, because the Haledon, 
N. J., native believes in mov-
ing the football. And with the 
competitive Beckish on the 
sidelines, Clemson could 
break a game open at any 
time. 
A 1963 graduate of 
Wichita State, Beckish was 
team captain and an All-
Missouri Valley Conference 
selection as a college senior, 
and his alma mater retained 
his services as an assistant for 
the next two years. 
Then after serving as 
offensive line coach at Tampa 
for a pair of seasons, Beckish 
joined Frank Howard's 
Clemson staff in 1968. 
He remained at Tigertown 
through the 1970 campaign 
before Fran Curci, who had 
accepted the top spot at 
Miami, Fla., tabbed Beckish 
as the Hurricanes' offensive 
backfield coach. 
But he returned to 
Clemson in 1972 as Cub boss, 
and as receiver coach last fall 
he was responsible for the 
fast development of the Tigs' 
bona fide All-American candi-
date Bennie Cunningham. 
He 's married to the former 
Alice Morley of Wichita , 
Kan. , an honor graduate of 
Clemson, and they are the 
parents of two sons , Michael 
(9) and Chris (4). 
JOE BURSON 
Defensive Backfield Coach 
Clemson allowed but an 
average of 111.1 yards per 
game through the air last fall, 
and the Tiger secondary, 
second in the league in pass 
defense, picked off more 
passes ( 19) than any other 
ACC team. Additionally, 
Peanut Martin, a soph in 
1973, reaped All-ACC 
honors. 
All these accolades came 
after one pre-season grid 
publication had commented 
that ''Clemson's secondary 
was as bare as Mother 
Hubbard's cupboard." Why 
the success? Because Joe 
Burson is in charge of the 
defensive backfield at Tiger-
town. 
Born and raised in 
Newnan, Ga., Burson was a 
top defensive back at 
Georgia , graduating in 1966, 
and although he was drafted 
by the Washington Redskins, 
an old college injury brought 
his pro career to an end. 
He spent but two seasons 
in the prep ranks, at Griffin, 
Ga., High School , before he 
joined the Clemson family. 
In 1970 Burson was 
defensive coordinator for the 
junior varsity team, and then 
spent two years as defensive 
end coach before his move to 
the secondary prior to last 
fall. 
He is married to the form-
er Denise Johanson of North 
Caldwell, N. J. 
1 I 
Jayvee Defensive Coordinator 
Although Ronnie Carter 
was a stand.out offensive play-
er as a prepster and collegian, 
Red Parker , knowing the 
talents and abilities of his 
young ex-halfback, acquired 
tl1e services of this Fordyce , 
Ark. , native prior to the 1973 
campaign, and turned over 
the junior varsity defensive 
fortunes to l1im. 
After an outstanding prep 
career under Parker at 
Fordyce High Scl1ool, where 
arter lettered in football, 
basketball, and track, the 
latter spent one year at the 
University of Arkansas, but 
trar1sferred to Arkansas A&M 
wl1ere his old high school 
mcr1tor l1ad accepted the 
l1cad coaclung du tie . 
1--Ie graduated 1n I 967 and 
l1caded to Monticello, Ark., 
I I1gl1 chool a · an a s1stant 
for one season before taking 
o er tl1c top pos1t1on tl1e nc,t 
car. 
T 11 c p o r t c i t y· o f 
l1arlc tt)n \I.a arter· · 11ext 
12 
t t)p wl1c re lie , as a grid 
assistant at t ndrc,v~ l-l1g.J1 
clil>OI. But a , ear la tcr lie 
,, a~ tabbed a l1ead coacl1 and 
prtl>r tll li1s lt?m~or1 dt?bu t. 
pO\ICd a 1,,0-) car niark of 
l t-i-5 . 
:1rtt?r arid Iii ,, ifc . tl1c 
ft)r11il'f Diar1e Rasl1 t>f 
I l1r1 t1ct?llt1 , ,\rk .. l1a,e a 
dat1gl1ter . J~r111iler l-). 
111 farn i l)' li,•1: irt 
\tauld11i I !all , ti t · atl1ll til 
dl1111i, a d n11 up n i l f. 
ED EMORY 
Running Back Coach 
Few coaches can boast of 
the popularity and the 
success which has followed in 
the footsteps of the always-
pleasant Ed Emory, who be-
gins his second year on the 
Clemson staff, and first 
campaign as the man in 
charge of the Tigers' den of 
running backs. 
Born in Lancaste r, Emory 
landed a grid scholarship at 
East Carolina and was a 
stellar performer for the 
Pirates as a collegian himself. 
After graduation in 1960, 
he served as an assistant at 
Kinston , N. C. , High School 
for three years before assum-
ing the head reins at Wades-
boro , N. C., High. 
Four years there and one 
at Wadesboro's Bowman HS 
readied l1im for the college 
scene, but after one season at 
Wake Forest, in 1969 , Emory 
landed a position l1e couldn't 
re 1st tl1e top job at 
football-r1cl1 Brevard, . C., 
H1gl1 Scl1ool. And i11 four 
} cars tl1ere, l1c led tl1e Blue 
De,11 to a 35-7 mark. 
Tl1rcc t1111cs mory was a 
prep conferer1cc coacl1-of-
tl1t?-)·car and once \Vestern 
ortl1 arol1na 's. H1 · first 
,car at lcm~on ,,·a pent a · 
J J\, cc oordi11ator. 
• 
lit IS ITIJrri1.:d (0 tllC (orn1-
Cf \ ' irgir1ia Jt>nc of rc1.:n-
,•ill1: ,, '. , :ind tl1c,· li:i,·c one 
• 
da11gl11cr. L11c illt: , :i11d t\\ 'O 
11 , B t t le 11 <l : d J r. 
• 
TOM MOORE 
J ayvee Offensive Coordinator 
Just seven short years ago, 
Tom Moore was carrying the 
football and running pass 
routes for Red Parker. Today, 
the All-Southern Conference 
selectee in 196 7, he is on the 
Clemson staff with the Red-
head, entering his four th 
season at Tigertown. 
Born in Dayton , 0., Moore 
wound up in Beaver Falls, 
Pa. , and played on the same 
prep team with New York Jet 
signal-caller Joe Namath. 
After earning all-league 
honors , three varsity grid 
letters, and serving as co-
captain for the Bulldogs his 
senior year, Moore graduated 
from The Citadel with a 
political science degree. 
Aurora Central, Colo. , 
High School was his initial 
stop, where he was offensive 
coordinator for one year, 
prior to a three-year stint at 
Wichita State where he served 
as frosh coach one season and 
varsity receiver coacl1 two 
years. 
He l1as been involved with 
recruiting and scouting as 
well as coaching while at 
Clemson. Moreover, he saw 
action for the alumni team 
against the varsity this past 
pr1ng 1n tl1e Orange-Wl1ite 
game . 
1oore I married to the 
former Jo, cc Stewart, a 
nati,·e of Clemson, and tl1c, 
Jrc tl1e parent · of a son. 





It's no wonder that 
Clemson's offense clicked off 
4,009 yards a year ago be-
cause the trigger man in ''Big 
Red 's Machine- The Tiger 
Triple'' was All-ACC perform-
er Ken Pengitore, a fla shy 
signal-caller who finished as 
the 11th most productive 
collegian in the final 1973 
national stats. 
Moreover , it's no wonder 
that Pengy experienced such 
a super year last fall , because 
the man who coached him 
was Don Murry, a 1966 
graduate of Arkansas A&M , 
who enters his second season 
on the Tiger staff this year. 
A native of Harrison, Ark., 
Murry reaped all-league 
honors at Warren High School 
in both football and basket-
• 
ball before a fine career JJl 
college under Red Parker. 
After a touch of the 
Parker magic, Murry spent 
one season as a graduate 
assistant at his alma mater , 
and then joined his coach at 
Tl1e Citadel wl1ere botl1 spent 
seven productive years 
Parker as the head mentor 
and Murry as tl1e flanker and 
receiver coach. 
He is married to the form-
er Libby Gibbs of Cros ett. 
Ark .. and tl1ey are tl1e parent 
ofa son. Barry 4) . 
DUKE OWEN 
Offensive Line Coach 
Without a rugged front 
wall, an offense would never 
hit high gear, and without 
Duke Owen, Clemson's 
offense would be in about the 
same fix as a bird without 
• wings. 
Tabbed the ''Fox Hole 
Five'' by Owen, because of its 
trench-like atmosphere and 
one-on-one combat, the 
offensive front line ripped 
massive holes in the 
opponents' defense a year ago 
to provide the Tiger backs 
enough room, at times, to 
drive a truck through. 
And not only does the 
fiery Owen build a wall, but 
he does so by first building 
the bricks-like Ken Peeples, 
a walk-on candidate who 
reaped All-ACC honors and 
the State's Jacobs' Blocking 
Award last fall. 
A Lebanon, Ky., native, 
Owen graduated from 
Georgetown College in 1953, 
fashioned a 76-29-4 prep slate 
at Mount Sterling, Ky., spent 
a four-year term at the Uni-
versity of Kentucky, and then 
served as offensive line coach 
at Cincinnati in 1969. 
He joined the Clemson 
program as Cub coach in 
1970, leading the frosh to a 
4-1 slate that year, then 
assumed the offensive line 
du ties in 1971. 
Owen is married to the 
former Florence Deeb of 
Louisville, Ky. , and they have 




There's a heck of a lot of 
football knowledge locked in-
side of Harold Steelman, and 
that's one of the biggest 
reasons that Red Parker 
named him as Clemson's 
defensive coordinator. 
Born in Pine Bluff, Ark., 
Steelman journeyed to Little 
Rock Junior College on a 
football scholarship and then 
finished his playing days at 
Arkansas, graduating in 1955, 
but not before he had played 
on the Razorbacks' '54 
Cotton Bowl team. 
He remained within the 
state and coached in the prep 
ranks, a pair of seasons each, 
at Texarkana, Lewisville, and 
Eldorado, before signing on 
with the Redhead. 
And since that time, a 
four-year term at Arkansas 
A&M, Steelman has been on 
Parker's staff. His seven-year 
stand at The Citadel included 
the head defensive coaching 
title, with a specialization in 
the interior line. 
Moreover, because of the 
organizational ability of the 
coach, Parker turned over the 
duties of Clemson's football 
camp coordinator to him. 
And that's why the summer 
program for youths was the 
best ever in 1974. 
Steelman and his wife, the 
former Carolyn Corley of 
Little Rock, Ark., have a 
<laughter, Sara Lyn ( 18) and a 
son, Hal (15). 
BILL SWINGER 
Assistantjayvee Coach 
Hard-working Bill Swinger 
is actually the youngest 
member of the Clemson 
coaching staff, but the 
popular Anderson native has 
captured the hearts of Tiger 
players, fans, and fellow 
coaches, and has found a 
home in Tigertown. 
A prep quarterback, 
Swinger led Westside High 
School to the state champion-
ship in 1961, and because of 
his accomplishments, landed 
a grid scholarship at South 
Carolina State. 
Prior to his graduation in 
1 965, Swinger had been 
named to both the all-
conference and all-state units 
as a signal-caller and defensive 
safety. 
His first two years out of 
college were spent at New 
Deal High School in Starr 
where Swinger was head 
coach in both football and 
basketball. 
He then returned to his 
prep alma mater as an as-
sistant but Uncle Sam inter-
rupted his coaching career by 
handing Swinger a two-year 
contract, which included a 
tour in Viet Nam. 
After discharge, he return-
ed to Westside and spent 
three seasons until Red 
Parker called him to Tiger-
town. 
He is married to the form-
er Lois Yvonne Carter of 
Anderson and they have two 
daughters , Monique (3½) and 
Melanie ( 1). 
CLYDE WRENN 
Recruiting Coordinator 
Clyde Wrenn might not get 
in as much on-the-field coach-
ing as the other Clemson 
assistants, but without the 
dedicated efforts of this 
Chester native, the Tigers 
wouldn't have any players to 
coach, because he serves as 
the program's chief recruiter. 
In Fact, Wrenn's hard 
work has given Clemson's 
recruiting a new look, and 
he's responsible for the group 
of young ladies- The Bengel 
Babes- who assisted the foot-
ball staff during the year. 
Beginning his third season 
at Tigertown, Wrenn spent 
the 1972 campaign as a junior 
varsity assistant before assum-
ing the recruiting chores the 
next year. 
After a two-year baseball 
career at Spartanburg Junior 
College, Wrenn transferred to 
N. C. State where he gradu-
ated in 1965. 
His initial coaching assign-
ment was in Florence at 
Southside High School where 
he was head baseball mentor 
and head assistant for the grid 
squad. 
He remained at Southside 
for five seasons, earning his 
masters at Western Carolina 
in the meantime, and then 
headed to West Florence HS 
as head football coach and 
athletic director where he 
spent a pair of seasons. 
Wrenn and his wife , the 
former Willa Lynn of Chester, 




FRED HOOVER WALT McCOMBS HERMAN McGEE 
Head Trainer Assistant Trainer Assistant Trainer 
Without a doubt , Fred Hoover, one of the most qualified and respected men in his field , has 
assembled a training staff at Clemson which is second to none. 
Rick Robbins 
Academic Advisor 
• • RICK ROBBINS 
Academic Advisor 
For the past seven years, Rick 
Robbins has served as ''Brain 
Coach'' at Clemson, and it's 
because of his hard work and 
dete1111ination that Tiger athletes 
shine in the classroom as well as 
on the field. 
A native of Jacksonville, Fla. , Hoover graduated from Florida State where he got his first 
taste of athletic training duties,joined the staff at Tigertown in 1959, and for the past 15 years 
has dedicated his efforts to keeping Clemson athletes in top physical shape. And he's done one 
whale of a job. 
A native of Austin, Tex., Col. 
Robbins , as he is referred to by 
the athletes , graduated from the 
University of Texas, spent more 
than 25 years of active duty in 
the U. S. Army, and retired with 
the rank of lieutenant colonel. 
14 
But not only is Hoover recognized by his fellow staff members as a valuable asset , but as a 
member of the National Athletic Trainers Association, his peers have honored him with such 
accolades as district director, national convention chairman , and national president. 
He handled the training chores for the U.S. at the Pan American games in Sao Paulo, Brazil 
in 1963 , and was named as a staff member for the U. S. in the Olympics in Munich. 
Robbins has also served as 
assistant track coach at Clemson 
and has aided many Tiger 
athletes in their negotiation of 
con tracts with professional 
teams. 
He is married to the former Elva Cook of Mt. Vernon, Ill. , and they have a daughter , 
Catherine Ann (16) and a son, Bryan (13). 
Joining Hoover in giving Clemson a first-rate staff are veteran trainer Herman McGee and 
young and impressive Walt McCombs. 
A native of Pendleton, McGee , who is married to the fo1111er Lucia Greene , also of 
Pendleton, is in his 41 st season at Tigertown and has become a legend in his own time with 
Clemson followers. 
He is married to the former 
Clare Eaves of Palestine, Tex., 
and they have two sons, Dick 
(20) a Clemson junior and foot-
ball manager , and Tommy (16). 
McCombs, born in nearby Belton , graduated from The Citadel and spent a pair of seasons at 
Kentucky as head basketball trainer before joining the Clemson scene. He is single. 
Equipment 
TOM BURTON BOBBY LONG 
It 's no doubt that Clemson's athletes are always decked out in 
the finest and most well maintained equipment, because Tom 
Burton , a 22-year career Army veteran, is in charge of this area at 
Tigertown. 
Born in Richmond, Va., Burton, in addition to spending tours 
in eight foreign countries, served on both the Clemson and 
Furman ROTC staffs before completing his military career. 
Married to the former Bea Davis of Lynchburg, Va., Burton 
and his wife have two daughters, Jan (21) and Jerry (20). 
Aiding Burton this fall is Clemson graduate Bobby Long, a 
former assistant recruiter for the Tigers, who will also work with 
athletes in their weight-training program. Long is married to the 
former Becky Rice of Anderson and they have a daughter, Deena 
(6) and a son, Dean (3). 
GEORGE BENNETT 




Sports Information Director 
BYRON HARDER 
Dir. of Athletic Medicine 
BOB SMITH 
Assistant to Athletic Director 
GENE WILLIMON 
Exec. Secretary of IPT A Y 
JERRY ARP 








" P. WEE GREENFIELD 
Head of Athletic Grounds 
EARL AMBROSE 





Clemson's athletic staff is housed in the new 
and modern Frank Johnstone Jervey Athletic 
Center which is located on west campus and just 
across the street from Littlejohn Coliseum. 
There are six direct lines to the Jervey Center, 
all rotating from 656-2101. Should you experience 
difficulty in reaching a coach who has an office 
other than the one in Jervey, you may leave a 
message with the receptionist, Mrs. Martha 
Garrison, at the Center. 
SPECIAL TICKET OFFICE PHONE: 803-656-2118 
SPECIAL SPORTS INFORMATION PHONE: 803-656-2114' 
Dwight Adams, Football 
Earl Ambrose, Pilot 
and Coliseum Mgr. 
Jerry Arp, Publicity 
Tom Bass, Football 
Larry Beckish, Football 
Bill Beckwith, Head Tennis 
George Bennett, 
Ass't. Athletic Director 
Bob Bradley, Publicity 
Joe Burson, Football 
Tom Burton, Equipment Mgr. 
Bobby Carlton, Football 
Ronnie Carter, Football 
Bill Clendinen, Basketball 
Ed Emory, Football 
Tommy Gaither, Basketball 
Steve Gibert, Ticket Mgr. 
Charlie Harrison, 
Basketball 
P. Wee Greenfield, 
Head of Athletic Grounds 
Fred Hoover, Head Trainer 
Frank Howard 
I. M. Ibrahim, Head 
Soccer and Track 
Bobby Long, Strength 
Coach and Equipment 
Tates Locke, 
Head Basketball 
Walt McCombs, Trainer 
Herman McGee, Trainer 
Carl McHugh, Head Swimming 
Bill McLellan, 
A th le tic Director 
Tom Moore, Football 
Jim Moorhead, Head Cross 
Country and Ass't Track 
Joe Mullins, Tennis 
Don Murry, Football 
Billy Norris 
Coliseum Custodian 
Duke Owen, Football 
Red Parker, Head Football 
Charlie Poteat, Head Fencing 
Rick Robbins, 
Academic Advisor 
Bobby Robinson, Comptroller 
and Head Golf 
Bob Smith, Ass't to 
Athletic Director 
Harold Steelman, Football 
Bill Swinger, Football 
Kenneth N. Vickery, Faculty 
Chm. of Athletics 
Bill Wilhelm, Head Baseball 
Gene Willimon , 
Exec. Sec. of IPTA Y 
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WILLIE WILLIE ANDER ON 
6-2 ... 211 ... 22 ... Sr ... Mayesville 
Standout middle guard who has experienced a most 
successful grid career and should be headed for his best 
campaign eve1· in this his senior yea1· ... was a head-
ht1nting middle linebacker his freshman season with the 
Cubs as this former all-state prepster at Mayewood High 
School was groomed under the same mold as All-ACC 
and now Green Bay Packer linebacker Larry Hefner ... 
early training paid off and thanks to some off-season 
weightlifting, Anderson stepped right into the starting 
spot at middle linebacker his sophomore season ... al-
though he was hampered by an injury in the spring 
workouts prior to his junior year, he again found a place 
on the starting unit, but at linebacker, not at middle 
guard, as he replaced the injured Jimmy Williamson ... 
picked off one opponent pass last fall . . . had an im-
pressive spring and looks to be in the best shape and 
condition ever for the '74 slate ... recreation and park 
administration major. 
6-2½ ... 21 O ... 21 ... Sr ... Columbia 
Made a most successful transition from offense to de-
fense, and one that has proven to be a tremendous asset 
and major part of Clemson's defensive plans ... had 
been one of the nation's most highly sought-after prep 
athletes at Eau Claire High School where he reaped 
All-Southern and All-American honors ... although he 
had paced the 1971 Cub team in receiving and had 
played in a reserve role as a soph, having made great 
strides as well, a deficiency in defensive end prospects 
prompted the coaches to give this gifted athlete a chance 
to move to this spot where he could really help the 
team . . . and Boozer responded, as the coaches knew 
he could, with a fine year last fall ... but the talented 
def ender didn't stop there as he turned in what has to 
be the best spring ever in his grid career this past spring 
and he now enters his senior year with all-star possibili-





6-0 ... 224 ... 22 ... Sr ... Perryopolis, Pa. 
A two-year lette1·man and a returning starter from the 
''Fox Hole Five'' of a year ago who is expected to meet 
the challenge afforded by his competitors and step right 
back into his old spot on the front wall this season ... 
after an average freshman campaign in 1970, the coaches 
felt that a yea1· on the scout team as a red-shirt would 
aid in the future development of this individual's play ... 
and it's funny how the coaches really seem to know 
what's best as Buttermore, who possesses a great attitude 
about the game, shed some excessive weight, dedicated 
himself to some hard work, and blossomed into a rugged 
and polished lineman . . . was MVP at Frazier High 
School and all-county as junior and senior ... majoring 
in sociology. 
-
HORACE MARET MARET 
6-2 ... 232 ... 21 ... Sr ... Greenville 
Tremendous would be the n1ost appropriate word to 
t1se in describing and outlining the progress of this hard-
working and determined lineman ... came out of Caro-
lina High School and immediately set his goals high as 
far as his grid fortunes were concerned . . . saw a con-
siderable amount of action in just his sophomore season 
at offensive guard and then after an outstanding spring 
practice he was moved to a number one spot at tackle 
where he spent the 1973 season ... but when the Tigers 
opened spring drills in February, with all their '73 offen-
sive line starte1·s back but the center the coaches moved 
' 
this versatile performer to the middle and he responded 
with an impressive spring ... and the best thing about 
Maret Cobb is that you know he is always giving more 
than 100 pe1· cent ... married ... industrial management 
• rna1or. 
WILLIAM EHRET DE 
6-1 ... 204 ... 22 ... Sr ... Altoona, Pa. 
Although it sounds repetitive to keep reeling off the 
names of ex-Clemson grid stars and current players who 
have made good in the Tiger prog1·am, and all of whom 
had joined the team as non-scholarship performers, the 
name of Guy Gehret has to be mentioned ... his vicious 
and fierce tackling gained him a starting spot on the 
1970 Cub team his freshman year, then after gaining 
some 15-20 pounds as a red-shirt the following campaign, 
he has continued to climb the grid ladder of success at 
Tigertown ... even though he was listed as a reserve a 
year ago he saw as much action as the starters and 
walked away from the off-season workouts bearing the 
latter title . . . along with Boozer will give the Tigers 
two of the finest defensive ends in the league ... all-
conference selection at Altoona Area High School . . . 
recreation and park administration major. 
R. JIM SR 
6-2 ... 186 ... 21 ... Sr ... River Edge, N. J. 
After overcoming an extremely painful muscle pull in 
his groin last fall, Lanz broke into the starting unit after 
the third game of the season and finished the year as 
Clemson's third-leading receiver with 19 catches for 265 
yards . . . although his moves and excellent hands had 
already established him as a dangerous threat, his per-
formance against Virginia in the season's fifth contest 
proved that he was by far one of the finest split receivers 
in the South ... against the Cavaliers he hauled in eight 
passes for 141 yards and two touchdowns, and what 
scores they were ... the first was a short pass across the 
middle which Lanz hauled in and ran between the entire 
Virginia defense for a 39-yard TD with just 30 seconds 
left until the half, and the second was a 28-yarder which 
clinched the 32-27 Tig vvin late in the fourth quarter ... 
record holder and all-conference at Ferrum JC, Hank 
Norton's highly successful program ... recreation and 



















AME ARY I DB 
5-1 O ... 17 4 ... 22 ... Sr ... Daytona Beach, Fla. 
Although this defensive back stands less than six feet 
tall, l1e plays like he's 10 feet tall with no peers ... ~l\7P 
at Seabreeze High School who spent a year at Gordon 
1ilitary in prep school ... his hard work, tremendous 
attitude, and vicious tackling put him in the starting 
secondary in the early goings of his sophomore year at 
Tigerto"vn and to this date there has not been a candidate 
in the Clemson grid program who could replace this 
fi ery competitor at his position at rover ... picked off a 
pair of opponent aerials last fall, and not only is he a 
thorn in tl1e side of receivers and passers, Ness affords 
Pxcellent run protection for his teammates ... should be 
a strong contender for an All-ACC berth this fall ... 
active in student organizations and officer in ROTC 
progran1 ... recreation and park administration major. 
ENNETH ANDREW EN PEEPLE 
6-2 ... 244 ... 22 ... Sr ... Timonium, Md. 
In tl1is his final season at Clemson, Ken Peeples sl1ould 
rc,11J .-\.11-,1\merican l1ono1·s . . . \vithot1t question tl1e 
pre111ier offensive lineman in the league . . . nvice in 
1973 ,,,,1s selected as the ACC's offensive lineman of tl1c 
,,·eek for his play against Georgia Tech and Duke . · · 
l,111cled a l)crtl1 on tl1e a ll-conference first unit and ,,·,1s 
tl1e11 rl·cogi1ized as the State of South Carolina's Jacobs' 
Blocki11g Tro1Jl1)' ,,·i11ncr ... and ''a dollar to a dont1t" 
,1 · hl ,,cl coacl1 Red P,1rker sav he '"rill collect thos san1e , , 
l1011ors ,111cl ,1,,•,1rds tl1is c,1 on a lo11g ,,•i tl1 quite a fc,,· 
111ort .. c·,1111c to le111sor1 ,,,itl1out a chol,1rsl1ip !Jttl 
,,·tJ11 :1 \t:1rti11~ \lJOt a· ,1 tackle in hi opho111orl' )'C, r, 
,,·,1 1110,·t•tl to ,1 first-tl•,1111 gt1arcl pot !,1st f,111, ,inti i, 
110,,· . l:1tetl to t.1rt : t t,1cklc i11 !1i final c,11111Jaign · · · 
~e11t1i1i llfll 11ro 1>t·ct ... l1,1s a pct l)oa con trictor 11.1111 d 
() . r ... l)iolog)' m, jor. 
Gary McKenzie (Gary) Alexander OT 
6-6 ... 236 ... 20 ... Jr . ... Seneca 
Big and aggressive linen1an who has the size and strength to 
be an outstanding collegiate gridder ... saw action in a reserve 
role last fall . . . came on in the off-season workouts and im-
pressed the coaching staff ... with his abilities, this experienced 
lineman has the chance to land a starting bertl1 on the offensive 
front wall . . . had a tren1endous prep career at nearby Seneca 
High School, earning letters in football , basketball, baseball. and 
track ... a good student majoring in industrial education. 
James Marvin (Marvin) Anderson RB 
5-10 . . 178 .. 21 .. Jr . .. Travelers Rest 
The third in a line of Anderson brothers fron1 Travelers Rest , 
following Jack and Tony to Tigertown . . . saw just limited 
action a year ago at the strongback spat . . . missed the spring 
drills and nursed a leg injury sustained in the latter stages of the 
1973 season . .. seemed to regain his full capacity and joined 
Clemson's track team, becoming a valuable weight man for the 
Tigers .. . an all-conference and all-state selection as prepster 
... microbiology major. 
Charles Bradley (Brad) Ashley SR 
5-1 I . 170 . 19 . So .. Greensboro, N. C. 
A non-scl1olarship player from the football-rich area of Greens-
boro who showed the coaches that he had a lot of desire and 
determination in the spring workouts ... earned two grid letters 
and one baseball letter at Grimsley High School . . . nephew of 
Clemson's Director of Athletics Bill McLellan ... majoring in 
pre-pharmacy. 
Frank Gibson (Frank) 
5-11 1/2 .. 229 .. 21 
Bethea 
. . Jr. • • 
OT 
Springfield 
A returning starter from last year's team who played a major 
role in Clemson's offensive line fortunes . . . has all the tools-
size, strength, and quickness-to be one of the top linemen in 
the conference ... although his off-season workout was not as 
impressive as his performance last fall, the coaches feel that this 
rugged lineman will again play a big part in the line picture this 
season . . . an All-American prepster at Hunter-Kinard where 
he was South Carolina Lineman-of-the-Year . . . older brother 
Earle played football at UNC . .. majoring in industrial man-
agement. 
Thomas Marvin (Tim) Blackwelder 
6-4 . 207 . 23 . Jr. . Charlotte, 
DE 
N. C. 
A rugged and aggressive defender who missed the 1973 season 
because of a broken arm ... was still hampered by this problem 
area in the spring workouts and therefore failed to get in some 
needed work ... has the ability to play at either end or tackle 
and if he shakes the injuries that have plagued him this Queen 
City product could be a valuable asset to the Tigers this fall ... 
preped at both South Mecklenburg and Olympic High Schools 
... majoring in political science. 
Richard Leon 
6-5 . 195 . 
(Rich) Bollinger 
19 . So. . Denville, 
FLK 
N. J. 
A talented receiver who led the Cubs in that department last 
fall with 24 catches for 342 yards ... also saw limited varsity 
action as a freshman. catching two passes for 35 yards . . . has 
good peed to match with his height, giving him the qualities 
11ecessary to become a top collegiate receiver . . . came to 
Clem on after a mo t successful prep career at Morris Knolls 
l ligh chool \\•here he earned two letters each in football , basket-
ball and track . . . was an all-county safety as prepster . . . 
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Robert Frank (Bob) Bolubasz DE 
6-1 . . 199 . . 19 .. So . .. Elizabeth, Pa. 
A versatile athlete who came to Clemson as a quarterback-
defensive back, moved to linebacker on the jayvee team last fall, 
and finished the off-season workouts at defensive end . . . 
younger brother of John Bolubasz, the Tigs' starting center a 
year ago . . . has the potential to be a rugged performer and 
needs only the game experience at his new spot to blossom . . . 
majoring in mechanical engineering. 
George Paul 
6-1/2 . 197 . 
(George} 





A talented running back prospect who has been hampered 
by injuries during his career . . . averaged 3.3 yards per carry 
as a freshman on the 1971 Cub team, but has yet to tote the 
pigskin for the Clemson varsity . . . possesses the fine speed 
and is a threat each time he runs . . . was a stellar performer 
on the Tiger track team this past spring, running both the 100 
and 220-yard dashes, as well as legs on the relay teams . . . 
prepped at John Carroll High School where he was an all-
conference tailback . . . administrative management major. 
Ronald E. (Ron} Bowlan C 
6-2 1/2 .. 218 .. 21 .. Sr . .. Wichita, Kan. 
Played behind John Bolubasz a year ago and then finished 
the off-season workouts as the number two center behind Maret 
Cobb ... has good size and strength and could very well move 
into the starting berth before the season gets underway . . . 
came to Clemson after a two-year stint at Pratt, Kan. , Junior 
College where he was an all-conference lineman . . . especially 
gifted as a snapper for punts . , . married . . . administrative 
management major. 
Craig Deaton (Craig} Brantley SR 
6-1 .. 170 .. 20 .. Jr . .. Charlotte, N. C. 
Lightning-fast receiver with a good pair of hands . . . was on 
the receiving end of a 53-yard scoring aerial against Georgia 
Tech last fall, but his longest gain of the year was a 62-yard 
non-scoring catch and jaunt against Wake Forest ... finished the 
spring as the number two split receiver behind senior Jim 
Lanzendoen . . . definitely in line for a considerable amount of 
playing time this fall . . . was a standout prep athlete at Myers 
Park High School where he was also one of the state's top 
hurdlers ... recreation and park administration major. 
Jeffrey (Jeff} Buesing SR 
6-3 . 175 . 19 . So .. Pompton Plains, N. J. 
An impressive receiver up from last year's Cub team . . . 
continued to show improvement this past spring, but will have 
to contend with the likes of Lanzendoen and Brantley at his 
split receiver spot . . . an All-Skyline Conference first team 
selection at Pequannock Township High School, the same school 
that produced ex-Tig standout Force Chamberlain ... industrial 
education major. 
Robert Theron (Bob} Burgess PK 
6-2 . . 197 .. 22 .. Sr . .. Decatur, Ga. 
Th'is senior should be in for a super year in 1974 ... after 
a fine prep career at Avondale High School, he spent a year 
at Florida State then at DeKalb JC before entering Clemson ... 
and after a brief absence from football, still contributed 33 points 
to the Tiger scoring cause a year ago despite a painful thigh 
injury . . . longest boot was a 43-yarder against UNC . . . 
underwent surgery this spring and missed the off-season drills 
and looks to be in top form for this fall . . . married . . . 
liberal arts major. 
Rickey Norman (Rickey) Bustle FLK 
5-1 I . . 187 .. 21 .. So . .. Summerville 
A red-shirt sophomore who l1as all the ability in the world 
to land a starting berth for the Tigers this fall . . . must fight 
a pair of true sophomores-Rut Livingston and Joey Walters-
for the slot back spot, and will no doubt be right in the thick 
of the battle for the job . . . was a standout quarterback at 
Summerville High School . . . father serves as baseball mentor 
at Baptist College in Charleston . . . recreation and park ad-
ministration major. 
Harold Dewitte (Harold) Cain TE 
6-6 . 226 . 19 . So. . Columbus, Ga. 
If ever there has been a carbon copy of 111ammoth Bennie 
Cunningham, this young sophomore is the one . . . played 
defensive end for the Cubs last fall , but was switcl1ed to tight 
end in the spring because of his potential as an offensive threat 
. . . and along with Cunningha111, the Tigers will possess, with-
ot1t a doubt, the finest one-two tigl1t end puncl1 in the country 
. . . in addition to his grid achievements, Cain, an all-city 
gridder from Hardaway High School, played on Cle111son's JV 
cage team this past winter ... administrative management major. 
Kenneth Byron (Ken) Callicutt 
6- I . . . I 8 8 . . . I 9 . . . So. . • • 
RB 
Chester 
A returning lettern1an who stepped right out of Chester High 
and into college, landed a second tea111 berth, and finished the 
seaso11 as Clemson's third-leading rusher with 505 yards in 101 
carries . .. best game was 121 yards in 18 carries vs. arch-rival 
Sot1th Carolina . . . in line to take over the spot left vacant by 
the graduated Smiley Sanders, although l1e 111ust improve his 
speed and pass catcl1i11g ability to be the consistent threat that 
the coaches know he can be . . . Shrine Bowl co-captain and 
MVP . . . recreation and park aclministration major. 
Lynn Lionel (Lynn) Carson, Ill DB 
5-1 I . 162 . 20 . Jr .. Upper St. Clair, Pa. 
When you talk of players maturing as sophomores, the name 
of this young man always pops up ... can1e to Clemson without 
a scholarship, finished his fresl1man year as the Cubs' leading 
rusher, tl1en, just like a veteran, stepped into the secondary as 
a starting cornerback las t fall ... led the Tigers in interception-
yards returned with 65 on five interceptions-also a team high 
which he and Peanut Martin jointly held . . . a vicious tackler 
who could very well be the key to Clen1son' s secondary fortunes 
this fall ... building construction major. 
Richard Fricks (Rick) Carter 
5-1 I . . . I 73 ... 20 ... So. • • • 
DB 
Walhalla 
An impressive sophomore from nearby Walhalla who has a 
bright future ahead of him at Tigertown . . . was an offensive 
standout at Walhalla High School and his 667 yards receiving as 
a senior is still a school record . . . was a split receiver as a 
freshman last season but moved to the secondary in the off-
season workouts . . . and from his spring performance, tl1is 
soph is listed as back-up to Lynn Carson at corner ... majoring 
in recreation and park administration. 
Chris Paul (Chris) Clifford DB 
6-4 . 192 . 19 . So. . Coral Gables, Fla. 
Talented athlete who missed the spring workouts because of 
a knee injury sustained in the early stages of the off-season pro-
gram . . . had made the transition to college ball and was coming 
on at a fast pace when sidelined . . . because of ability, will 
definitely figure in secondary plans this fall ... an all-state safety 
at Coral Gables High School, a team that lost but three times in 
two years . . . had two brothers who played at The Citadel, one 


























Robert Christopher (Bob} Coffey 
6-0 .. 193 .. 20 .. So . .. Linwood, 
RB 
N. J. 
Strong and tough running back who started for the Cubs last 
fall . . . best game as a freshman was 80 yards on 10 carries 
against Georgia Tech JV's ... looked impressive in the off-
season workouts and will definitely be right in the middle of the 
scrap for a starting role this fall for the strongback spot . . . 
gained more than 2,000 yards in three years at Holy Spirit 
where he reaped All-South Jersey and All-Parochial honors ... 
liberal arts major. 
Michael Neal (Mike} Cornell 
5-9 . . 160 . . 19 . . So. . . 
DB 
Delaware, 0. 
Gutty little performer who came to Clemson without a scholar-
ship but because of his desire and abilities, landed a spot on the 
squad ... in fact , his speed and quickness placed him on the 
kicking teams, earning him a letter in just his freshman year ... 
will no doubt again figure in the plans for the specialty teams 
this fall . . . was an all-league and all-district selection at 
Rutherford B. Hayes High School, where he was coached by his 
father ... administrative management major. 
Charles Edward (Eddie} Crawford DB 
6-1 ... 192 ... 20 ... So .... Pelzer 
Red-shirt sophomore from last season who seemed to have 
gained some valuable experience from his year with the scout 
team . . . came to Clemson as a highly-touted prep quarterback 
from Palmetto High School but missed his entire freshman 
campaign because of an injury . . . has made the adjustment 
to defense and looks to be headed for a fine future in the 
secondary ... Shrine Bowl member and 3-A Back-of-the-Year 
as prep senior . . . recreation and park administration major. 
Leighton Mills (Leighton} Cubbage LB 
6-1 1/2 ... 207 ... 21 ... Jr . ... Sumter 
Hardworking athlete who came to Clemson with his Edmunds 
High School coach Steve Satterfield, who is now head mentor 
at Wofford College ... worked mainly with the junior varsity 
last fall . . . all-region lineman as prepster as well as team's 
most valuable blocker ... a1so lettered in track in high school 
. . . majoring in zoology with dental career planned. 
Donald Breck (Breck) Culler 
6-41/2 . 232 . 19 . So .. High Point, 
OT 
N. C . 
Big lineman who has a strong chance of breaking into one 
of the top two offensive units this fall in his sophomore season 
: . . added some weight and strength in the off-season and 
impressed the coaches in the spring . . . was an all-conference 
tackle as prepster at Andrews High School for coach Bob Bos-
,vell . . . . father played football at Appalachian State . . . 
recreation and park administration major. 
Bennie Lee (Bennie} Cunningham TE 
6-5 ... 252 . . . 19 ... Jr . ... Seneca 
Not only does Red Parker call Cunningham ''the best player 
at his . position in collegiate football," but the majority "of the 
pr_ofe~~1onal scouts feel the same way about Clemson's Young 
Giant . . . althot1gh he led tl1e Tigs in receiving a year ago, 
having 22 catches for 341 yards the bona fide All-American 
candidate, who won't turn 20 year; of age tintil two days before 
Christmas, will no doubt touch the ball a lot more this fall , , · 
a tremen~o~1s blockei: and dangerous threat on the end-around 
· · , no l1m1t to the potential of this individual . . . hard-worker 
on campt1s FCA organization . . . secondary education major. 
James Gilbert (Jimbo} Davis 
6-0 . . . I 80 ... 25 ... So . . • • 
RB 
Greenville 
A hard-running and extremely hard-working individual who 
came to Tigertown without a scholarship and has landed a spot 
on the squad ... preped at Wade Hampton High School for 
Vernon Prather and following graduation he spent a tour of duty 
,vith the U. S. Army. 
Charles H. (C. H.} Ducworth 
5-1 I . . . 196 ... 20 ... So . . • • 
LB 
Anderson 
Hard-hitting defender who spent a year with the scout team 
last season as a red-shirt ... has also played defensive end . . . 
the youngest of four brothers to play football at Clemson . . . 
has the chance to see a considerable amount of action for the 
Tigers this fall . . . prepped at T. L. Hanna High School. 
lettering in football and track . . . history major. 
Thomas Webb (Tommy} Ducworth LB 
5-91/2 . . 187 . . 21 . . Jr. . . Anderson 
Returning letterman who has all the desire and heart to be-
come a top collegiate linebacker . . . although small as line-
backers go, this former T. L. Hanna standout is as tough, 
pound-for-pound, as any on the team . . . will definitely give 
the Tigers that added depth and experience in the linebacking 
corps this fall . . . majoring in agricultural education. 
Roy Colie (Roy} Eppes 
6-1 . . . I 80 ... 20 . . . So. • • • 
DB 
Anderson 
Gifted athlete who had a good freshman season with the 
Cubs last fall, continued to improve during the off-season work-
outs, and is right on the verge of landing a starting berth in 
the Tiger secondary . . . listed on the second unit at the 
present . . . ran the high hurdles on the Tiger track team after 
spring drills had concluded . . . was state high hurdle champ 
as prepster at Westside High School ... recreation and park 
administration major. 
Mark Gregory (Mark} Fellers QB 
6-2 .. 202 .. 22 ... Sr . .. Charlotte, N. C. 
The most experienced, as far as actual gan1e time goes, of the 
three quarterback candidates for this fall ... had over 700 yards 
offensively as frosh, but after an injury and a red-shirt year, has 
played in shadow of All-ACC signal-caller Ken Pengitore for 
past two seasons . . . will have to fight off Mike O'Cain and 
Joey Riley for the number one chores this fall , but if anyone can 
meet a challenge, it's Mark Fellers ... from Myers Park HS ... 
financial management major. 
Harry Lee (Harry Lee} Fulwood 
6-5 ... 264 ... 24 ... So . . • • 
DT 
Sumter 
Impressive-looking specimen who should figure heavily in the 
defensive fortunes for the Tigers this fall . . . after graduation 
from high school, spent a tour of duty with the U. S. Army and 
played service ball at Ft. Eustis, Va .... worked real hard since 
coming to Clemson, having shed some excess weight, and be-
cause of his strength and desire, has a bright grid future at 
Tigertown . . . married ... industrial education major. 
ROY EPPES 












G. G. GALLOWAY 
MIKE GRAVELY 
Gerald Glenn (G. G.) Galloway DT 
6-4 ... 225 ... 21 ... Jr . ... Anderson 
Hard-hitting lineman who has played varsity ball since entering 
Clemson . . . started a year ago and finished the off-season 
workouts in his old position, although he will be pushed by 
some rising sophs and some highly-touted freshmen this fall as 
the Tigers hope to beef up their defensive front wall . . . All-
American at T. L. Hanna High School where he was tabbed as 
the state's outstanding lineman as a senior . . . majoring in 
administrative management . 
Oliver Ford (Ford) Gibson OG 
6-3 .. 21 7 .. 20 .. So . .. Knoxville, Tenn. 
Dedicated worker who came to Clemson out of the football-
rich hills of Knoxville and the excellent grid program at Bearden 
High School ... l1ad a good freshn1an campaign in 1972 with 
the Cubs, was red-shirted a year ago, and will be right in the 
fight for an offensive line position this fall . . . civil engineering 
• ma1or. 
Charles Andrew (Chuck) Gordon DT 
6-3 .. 236 .. 20 .. So . .. Charlotte, N. C. 
Another big lineman who will be looking for a spot on one 
of the first two defensive front wall units this fall . . . red-
shirted last fall after spending a productive freshman year with 
the Cubs ... football, track, and wrestling letterman at Olympic 
High School . . . recreation and park administration major. 
Michael Kelley (Mike) Gravely 
6-0 . . . 204 . . . 19 . . . So. • • • 
OT 
Pickens 
Talented sophomore who was a starter for the Cubs last 
fall but was hampered by nagging injuries throughout the off-
season workouts . . . standout lineman at nearby Pickens High 
School where he reaped all-conference, all-state, and Shrine Bowl 
honors for coach Bill Isaacs ... also played baseball . . . father 
is conservation officer ... administrative management major. 
Mark Eric (Mark) Heniford LB 
5-1 I . . . 180 . . . 19 . . . So. . . . Loris 
Came to Clemson from Fork Union Military Academy in Janu-
ary, and although small as linemen go, has a lot of desire . . . 
played both offensive guard and linebacker in the spring . . · 
liberal arts major. 
Ray Jerome (Jerome) Hill DT 
6-2 . 240 . 20 . Jr .. Pilot Mountain, N. C. 
A first-team junior college All-American and Coastal Conference 
Lineman-of-the-Year at Lees-McRae a team that led the nation 
in rushing defense . . . was co-captain for the Bobcats, led the 
leag11e in sacking of the quarterback, played in the conference's 
North-South All-Star game, and was even voted as the most 
valuable lineman in that clash . . . no doubt will come to school 
!n t_he fall and by the time the season opener rolls around, be 
in line for a starting role ... preped at East Surry High School 











Although this senior has seen limited action in his Clemson 
career, the presence of this young man in practice and on the 
sidelines has been of great value to the Tiger program . . . a 
cledicated and determined athlete who always puts his team-
mates first . . . football, basketball, and baseball standout at 
Mooresville High School . . . English major. 
Edward Steven (Ed) Homonoff OG 
6-3 . 225 . 19 . Jr. . Los Angeles, Calif. 
Returning letterman who came on strong at the end of the 
1973 season, and again in the spring drills, after having entered 
Clemson after a year at LA Valley Junior College . . . an all-
conference selection in junior college . . . a strong contender 
for a spot on one of the first two .offensive units this fall . . . 
football and wrestling letterman at Canoga Park HS . . . textile 
• • science maJor. 
Leon (Leon) Hope RB 
5-11 ... 203 ... 22 ... Jr .... York 
Returning letterman who played behind Sanders and Mathews 
last fall at the strongback spot . . . added a few pounds and 
together with his quickness and elusiveness, this hardnosed 
running back should be a real asset to the Tiger offense this 
season . . . ruggedness evidenced by the fact that he played 
nose guard as a freshn1an ... was state's 3-A back-of-the-year 
as prep senior at York High School . . . Shrine Bowl member. 
Donald Michael (Don) Hornyak OG 
6-6 .. 260 .. 19 .. So . .. West Mifflin, Pa. 
If physical attributes mean anything, then this massive sopho-
more should have a bright future as an offensive lineman for the 
Tigers ... has great strength ... did not play last year because 
of a weight problem but came on strong in the spring drills and 
the coaches feel that he will see a good bit of action this season 
. . . lettered in football and track at West Mifflin North HS 
... liberal arts major. 
Ronald Perry (Ronnie) Huffman OT 
6-0 ... 205 ... 21 ... Jr . ... Columbia 
Another in a long line of prospects from the rich prep program 
at Eau Claire High School . . . has played both center and 
offensive guard in addition to tackle ... signed with Tigers along 
with teammate Tom Boozer on the same night ... majoring in 
recreation and park administration. 
David Webb (Dave) Hughston OT 
6-4 .. 213 .. 20 .. So . .. Charlotte, N. C. 
A red-shirt sophomore who was moved from his defensive 
end position to the offensive line . . . had his moments in 
the off-season workouts . . . should be a valuable addition to 
the ''Fox Hole Five'' bunch this season . . . was a three-sport 
star at Charlotte's Garinger High School, a prep institute that 





















George Vincent (George} Hyams DE 
6-5 . 219 . 20 . So. . Silver Spring, Md. 
An all-around athlete who has been worked at both offense 
and defense in an effort to find his most capable spot . . . was 
a tight end as prep athlete at Good Counsel, has seen action as 
both an offensive and defensive tackle in the last year-and-a-half, 
and now slated to work at defensive end . . . pre-med major. 
Richard Ervin (Richard} Ibach TE 
6-5 .. 193 .. 19 .. So . .. Fort Myers, Fla. 
Tall and lanky receiver who made the transition from a prep 
quarterback at Fort Myers High School where he was an all-
conference performer . . . hauled in 8 aerials for 90 yards as 
a freshman last fall . . . could also be used at the split receiver 
spot and will definitely add depth to the receiving corps . . . 
father played both basketball and football at Miami ... engineer-
. . 
1ng ma1or. 
Robert Stephen (Steve} Jasinski 
5-10 . 190 . 19 . So .. Coral Gables, 
RB 
Fla. 
A non-scholarship candidate who put in a lot of hard work 
as a freshman last fall . . . at times this past spring it looked 
as if this running back might be making his bid for a spot on 
one of the first two teams . . . will be given a closer look this 
fall . . . preped at Coral Gables High School . . . father 
played football and baseball at Stetson . . . pre-dental major. 
George Carl (George} Jehlen, Jr. 
6-2 . 2 16 . 18 . So. . Glen Ridge, 
MG 
N. J. 
A young defender who has played both offensive and de-
fensive line positions . . . although he finished the spring drills 
behind Willie Anderson and Nelson Wallace, the coaches feel 
that he will have the chance to see a considerable amount of 
action this fall . . . all-county and all-conference selection at 
Glen Ridge HS ... uncle played baseball at Duke ... financial 
management major. 
Neal Carson (Neal} Jetton OG 
6-3 .. 237 .. 21 .. Jr . .. Charlotte, N. C. 
A rugged lineman who shed some excessive weight a year 
ago, lettered in a reserve role last fall , and then came back with 
a superb performance this past spring that was probably the best 
overall off-season showing by an offensive lineman . . . has 
good strength, and together with his desire to always improve, 
he should be in for a good year with the ''Fox Hole Five'' ... 
attended West Mecklenbt1rg High School . . . administrative 
management major. 
Gary Michael (Gary} Kesack DE 
6-2 .. 206 .. 20 .. So . .. Bethlehem, Pa. 
Hard-nosed performer who should be on the eve of a great 
varsity career at Tigertown . . . impressed the coaches with his 
de~1re and ability as a frosh on the Cub unit a year ago, and 
firushed the off-season workouts behind Tom Boozer . . . slated 
to see quite a bit of game action this fall . . . first team all-
conference and second team all-state selection at Freedom High 
. . . induslTial education major. 
Earl Jay (Jay) Kreis LB 
6-1 .. 216 .. 21 .. Jr . .. Birmingham, Ala. 
Strong linebacker who was han1pered by a foot injury in tl1e 
early part of the 1973 season . . . had transferred to Clemson 
from Ole Miss, sat out the 1972 season, and then missed off-
season work one year ago because of service in the U. S. Arn1y 
. . . hard worker who could be in line for some duty this fall 
. . . l1ealth nut who enjoys weightlifting as a hobby . . . 
majoring in recreation and park administration. 
Kevin Joseph (Kevin) Kreis 
6-2 .. 209 . . 19 .. So . .. Baltimore, 
C 
Md. 
Strong sophomore who has a chance to break into the lineup 
this fall in a reserve role at center . . . has good quickness to go 
along with his strength, and his desire will play a major role 
in his grid fortunes . . . all-conference, all-state, and Catholic 
All-American at Mount St. Joseph High ... was also the top 
wrestler in the Catholic championships, and his diamond achieve-
ments on the mound helped his team nab the MSA title . . . 
civil engineering major. 
David Phillip (David) LeBel OT 
6-6 .. 218 .. 21 .. Jr . .. Jacksonville, N. C. 
Here's a prospect who might have found his new home this 
past spring and be headed for an outstanding year on the offen-
sive line . . . presently listed behind '73 starter Frank Bethea 
but could move to number one before the season begins . . . 
was primarily a defensive lineman in the past although his 
physical tools could land him a spot about anywhere he decides 
he wants to play ... all-conference in both football and basket-
ball at Jacksonville High . . . secondary education major. 
Mark Steven (Mark) Lee DB 
6-2 ... 178 ... 20 ... So . ... Spartanburg 
A talented back who spent a year as a red-shirt last fall, 
picked up some valuable experience, and enters the pre-season 
practice listed as a starter on one of the corners . . . speed and 
quickness give him the ability to make the big play ... hard 
hitter who started for the Cubs his freshman year in '72 after 
a tremendous prep career at Spartanburg High School where he 
was most valuable back and all-state . . . also played in the 
Shrine Bowl ... majoring in administrative management. 
Robert Rutledge (Rut) Livingston FLK 
6-2 . 190 . 20 . So .. Hendersonville, N. C. 
Versatile athlete who quarterbacked the Cub unit last fall and 
was headed for some varsity duty before a knee injury sidelined 
him in early November ... although he missed the majority of 
the off-season contact work, came on strong the final week and 
was locked in a head-to-head battle with Joey Walters for the 
starting slotback position ... has good speed and elusive moves 
and is a threat in the open field . . . amassed over 4,000 yards 
in two prep years at Hendersonville HS . . . political science 
maJor. 
William Solomon (Bill) Lynch 
6-3 ... 245 ... 21 ... Jr . . • • 
DT 
Lake City 
Big and rugged defender who came to Clemson prior to the 
1973 season from Chowan Junior College ... played prep ball 
at Lake City High School ... has a rugged road to climb at 
the defensive tackle spot in order to get in playing time . . . 
majoring in recreation and park administration. 
' 
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Daniel Black (Dan) 
6-5 . . 246 . . 21 
McBride 
. . Sr. . 
DT 
. Perry, N. Y. 
Massive lineman who was a spot starter at tackle last fall as 
coaches were looking for bulk and strength on the front wall 
. . . finished the spring drills in a neck-and-neck battle with 
Harry Lee Fulwood for a starting spot, and he will more than 
likely have to contend with some promising newcomers in the 
fall ... was an all-county and all-state lineman at Perry Central 
High School where he also lettered in basketball and track . . . 
dairy science major. 
Roger Allen (Roger) McCrary RB 
5-1 I ... 195 ... 19 ... So . ... Greenville 
Came to Clemson without a scholarship and worked right into 
a starting linebacker spot for the Cubs last fall . . . switched to 
his normal and familiar position at rt1nning back in the spring and 
can1e on as a promising runner ... was most valuable back and 
all-region performer at Greenville High School ... mechanical 
• • • eng1neer1ng maJor. 
Malcolm Lewis (Malcolm} Marler DB 
5-9 .. 158 .. 19 .. So . .. Gardendale, Ala. 
If a player's heart were measured in pounds, then this deter-
mined athlete would definitely land a spot in the nation's top 
10 . . . after hauling in a 43-yard scoring aerial in Cubs' 
season opener last fall , he moved up to the varsity and was 
seeing action mainly with the speciality units . . . but when an 
injury sidelined senior Marion Reeves, this diminutive performer 
moved into a starting cornerback role which he held for the last 
five games . . . father, who is a baptist minster, played football 
and basketball at Samford ... administrative management major. 
James Alvin (Peanut) Martin 
6-3 ... 179 ... 20 ... Jr. • • • 
DB 
Abbeville 
Although this gifted athlete opened the 1973 season out of 
position at cornerback, he returned to his normal safety spot 
and picked off five enemy aerials . . . and because of his per-
formance in just his sophomore year, which included his being 
the tea111 leader in punt returns, he landed a spot on the All-
Atlantic Coast Conference defensive tinit ... his quickness allows 
hin1 to gamble on occasion which usually results in him coming 
up with the big play . . . should be in for a super season . . . 
all-state at Abbeville High School ... secondary education major. 
Anthony Charles (Tony} Mathews RB 
6-0 . 20 I . 22 . Sr .. Altamonte Springs, Fla. 
Came to Clemson from Ferrum, Va., JC where he was Back-
of-the-Year in the Coastal Conference . . . was hampered in 
early pa_rt of season with nagging back injury, fought back and 
was seeing action at linebacker, then returned to his JC form 
a11d finished the year as Tigs' fifth-best rt1sher with 202 yards on 
41 carries ... tallied twice in 37-29 win over UNC ... under-
went knee surgery in spring but responded well to treatment 
and will loom as top candidate for strongback spot this fall ... 
all-state at Lyman HS ... education major. 
Albert (Al) Murray OG 
6-3 ... 229 ... 22 ... Sr . ... Tampa, Fla. 
Hard-working and determined lineman who should have his 
best year yet this fall . . . lettered at the tackle spot a year 
fgo but was moved to guar<:1 i11 the off-season and is pushing 
73 starter Curt Buttermore for the top position this year . . . 
re_ga~,dless, will give Clen1son some good depth in the ''Fox Hole 
Five b_t1nch . , . football, track, ,1nd wrestling standout at 
King High School . . . married . . . recreation and park ad-
n1inistration major. 
Claude Wayne (Wayne) Neely OT 
6-2 ... 207 ... 20 ... So . ... McConnells 
Good prospect who had missed his entire freshman campaign 
because of an injury, was red-shirted a year ago, and now looks 
to be headed for three prosperous years for the Tigers . . . 
has enough quickness that he could play anywhere on the 
offensive line . . . needs to make his surge in the pre-season 
workouts . . . football and baseball standout at York High 
School . . . two-time all-conference grid selection as prep 
athlete ... majoring in administrative management. 
Michael William (Mike) Newsome OG 
6-5 .. 224 .. 19 .. So . .. East Point, Ga. 
Big, strong lineman who was moved from tackle to guard as a 
freshman on the Cub unit, but one who was hampered by 
nagging injuries throughout the season . . . came right back in 
the spring and did an outstanding job in a fight for a spot on 
one of the first two teams . . . outstanding prep lineman at 
Headland High School . . . majoring in administrative manage-
ment. 
Thomas Michael (Mike) O'Cain QB 
6-0 . . . 17 6 ... 20 ... So . ... Orangeburg 
Red-shirt soph who, along with Mark Fellers and Joey Riley, 
is locked in a battle for the quarterbacking honors this season 
. . . although all three had their moments in the spring, this 
talented and determined signal-caller came up with probably the 
most consistent job in the off-season drills giving him a slight 
edge going into the fall practice . . . a more-dedicated player 
cannot be found . . . All-American quarterback and 4-A 
Back-of-the-Year at Orangeburg-Wilkinson High . . . brother, 
Lynwoocl, ran track at Clemson . . . civil engineering major. 
Harry Arthur (Harry) Plexico, Jr. DB 
5-10 . . . 140 . . . 19 ... So . ... Columbia 
Played wide receiver for the Cubs as a freshman a year ago, 
but was moved to the secondary in spring drills due to the 
excess of receivers . . . could also see some action with the 
speciality teams . . . preped at Columbia High School . . . 
mechanical engineering major. 
Jeffrey Clark (Jeff) Pollard OG 
6-1 .. 208 . . 19 .. So . .. Plantation, Fla. 
A non-scholarship gridder who, after playing tight end in high 
school, started for the Ct1bs last fall on the offensive line . . . 
was sidelined for the majority of the spring drills because of 
illness ... by improving speed, could become a valuable member 
of the team before he graduates . . . baseball, basketball, and 
football letterman at Plantation High School . . . administrative 
management major. 
Joseph Phillip (Joey} Riley 
6-5 . 200 . 22 . So .. Stone Mountain, 
QB 
Ga. 
A natural athlete who may well wind up with the number 
one signal-calling duties when the Tigers open the season ... 
outstanding career at Avondale High, followed with impressive 
year at Gordon Military as prep atl1lete, then led 1972 Cubs in 
both passing and total offense . . . returned to school this past 
spring after a semester's absence and came up with a fine show-
ing in the off-season drills ... strong throwing arm ... can 
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Paul Anthony (Tony) Rouse DB 
6-0 .. 178 .. 21 .. So . .. Knoxville, Tenn. 
A reserve quarterback with the Cub unit two years ago, 
was out of school last fall , but returned in the spring and came 
up with an impressive showing at rover behind starter Jim Ness 
. . . possesses good quickness and together with his natural 
abilities should be in line to see a considerable amount of game 
time this fall . . . playing time will make him even better . . . 
superb prep athlete at Fulton High . . . had a chance to play 
collegiate basketball as well . . . administrative management 
• ma1or. 
Richard Hough (Richard) Shafer OT 
6-2 .. 212 .. 19 .. So . .. Fort Myers, Fla. 
Tough lineman from the Sunshine State and one of two in-
dividuals on the Tiger varsity from Fort Myers High School 
. . . was linebacker and tight end in high school but quickness 
landed him a spot with the ''Fox Hole Five'' ... all-'State gridder 
and team captain as prep senior . . . also lettered in track, 
baseball, and wrestling . . . father played football at Wooster 
... financial management major . 
Robert George (Bob) Sharpe, Jr. DE 
6-1 . . . 194 ... 20 ... So . ... Anderson 
Hard-hitting and rugged individual who was moved to the 
defensive unit after starting at fullback for the Cubs in 1972, 
was red-shirted last fall, and has moved from a linebacker spot 
into a role of contention at defensive end . . . although the 
first-team berths looked to be in good hands when the off-season 
drills ended, this former T. L. Hanna standout is close behind 
and figures to see action this fall . . . father was all-state 
center for Tigs in late 30's ... history major. 
Dennis Lane (Dennis) Silver LB 
6-1 .. 203 .. 22 .. So . .. Asheville, N. C. 
Another in a long line of non-scholarship players to join the 
Clemson grid program and one who seems to be headed for 
that same successful career that has followed other walk-on 
candidates . . . has battled some injury problems and if he can 
stay healthy this fall he will definitely be in line for a con-
siderable amount of duty at his linebacker spot ... all-conference 
and All-Western North Carolina selection at North Buncombe 
HS . . . married . . . majoring in industrial education. 
Edward Dennis (Dennis) Smith 
6-0 . . . I 7 0 . . . 2 I . . . Jr. . . . 
DB 
Elba, Ala. 
Made a most successful transition from the starting split re-
ceiver position as freshman on Cub team, and after spending a 
red-shirt season with the scout team, moved into the limelight 
last fall and put a good bit of playing time under his belt . . . 
listed as number two at the safety spot behind Peanut Martin, 
and will once again see a considerable amount of duty . . · 
picked off one opponent pass last fall . . . led his conference 
in both rushing and scoring at Elba High . . . industrial man-
agement major. 
Gregg Alan (Gregg} Smith C 
6-3 ... 199 ... 19 ... So . ... Toccoa, Ga. 
Husky center up from last year's Cub team who very well 
might surprise some folks with his hustling play ... however, 
witl1 a pair of senior lettermen back at this position, he could 
figure in as the man for the future . . . voted as the best 
offensive lineman on his team at Stephens County High School 
. . . cousin was center at Vanderbilt . . . administrative 
management major. 
Donald Anthony (Don) Stone DT 
6-5 .. 230 . . 19 .. So . .. Levittown, Pa. 
One of nine sophomores who lettered as a freshman last 
fall . . . his size and strength gave him the opportunity to 
make the successful transition from high school ball to college 
play ... was co-captain of his prep team at Woodrow Wilson 
High School ... landed berths on both the all-area offensive and 
defensive units . . . recreation and park administration major. 
Timothy Joseph (Tim) Stough LB 
6-2 .. 20 I . . 19 .. So . .. Levittown, Pa. 
Hard-nosed linebacker who broke into the starting lineup 
as a freshman last season, mainly because of some early season 
injuries to some key personnel, and immediately established 
himself as a star for the future . . . strong, quick, and 
aggressive, and a linebacker, according to head coach Red 
Parker, "Who will put something on you that soap and water 
won't wash off" . . . all-city and all-state player at Bishop 
Egan High School ... recreation and park administration major. 
Mark Allan (Mark) Strawbridge DT 
6-2 .. 215 . . 19 .. So . .. Levittown, Pa. 
One of three defensive standouts on the team from the 
Philadelphia area of Levittown . . . played defensive end on 
the Cub team last fall but switched back to his more natural 
spot at tackle in the spring . . . has a great future at Tigertown 
... all-area, All-Big-Eight, All-Philadelphia Inquirer selection at 
Neshaminy High School ... was Lower Bucks County Lineman-
of-the-Year ... liberal arts major. 
Patrick Lee (Pat) Swisher RB 
5-8 .. 170 .. 20 .. So . .. Charlotte, N. C. 
It seems as if Clemson has been blessed by walk-on running 
back candidates for the past two years as this rugged little back 
appeared on the scene and when the season was over last fall 
he had finished as the Cubs' leading rusher, as did Lynn Carson 
the year before . . . lettered in football , basketball, and base-
ball at South Mecklenburg HS . . . father was three-year starter 
at halfback for California in early 1940's . . . history major. 
Donald Ray (Don) Testerman RB 
6-2 .. 220 .. 21 .. Jr . .. South Boston, Va. 
Another standout running back from Hank Norton's highly-
successful grid program at Ferrum Junior College ... a starter 
for the Coastal Conference champs this past season . . . will 
definitely be a contender for a starting spot in the Tiger backfield 
this fall . . . great prospect who reaped prep All-American 
honors at Halifax Co. High School as a wishbone fullback . . 
set school record for two 263-yard rt1shing games as prepster ... 
majoring in textiles . 
O'Neal (0. J.) Tyler RB 
5-11 . 170 . 22 . So .. Fernandina Beach, Fla. 
Quick and elusive running back who, if he can overcome 
his nagging injury problems, will definitely provide a spark to 
the Tiger offense this fall ... was number two ground-gainer for 
Cubs in 1972, having long runs of 76 and 80 yards against 
Georgia and South Carolina respectively . . . was out of school 
last fall but returned in the spring and showed moments of 
greatness ... preped at Gordan Military after graduation from 
Fernandina Beach HS ... recreation major. 
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Mitch ell Eugene (Mitch) Tyner 
6-1 . . . 2 I 5 . . . 2 I . . . Sr. • • 
p 
. Lamar 
In c111, l1c1rt _ a on tl11 indi, idual ha, gone fro111 a11 1111t tcd 
J(, tr n ft!r to tht prt:r111t·r p1111tcr in tl1e . .\tlantic Co ,t Con-
fc•r1'n= •••. 1ftcr , d111,ti11g to 11c,,· le, •I of co111pct1tio11, rn 
011 trc111~ 11d fi111,hccl tl1c '7;3 cn111paig;n t·co11cl in th le gu 
, ncl 12tl1 in th c.01111lr)' in 1111nting ,,·1th a 41.9 u, r.1g • l,ehi11,I 
\\'akt• Forl ,t·~ l111ck R:in1 e)·. ,,·ho al,o lt:d the nation ,n tl1 t 
cll'p.1rt111c11 t ... ,\·as all-confcrenc.e at Lccs-~lcRae JC oriel all-
late at L.1mar High chool ... liberal art. major. 
William Dale (Dale) Ulmer 
5- I I . . . I 7 0 . . . 2 I . . . Jr. • • • 
DB 
lslandton 
Anotl1er non- cholar hip atl1lete who ha landed a berth on th 
,·ar. it) sc1uacl ... ha good quickne a11d thi ,, as in trun1ental 
111 his seeing resen e action on the peciality teams a ) e,1r ago 
... listed in the econclar) as a ro,·er ... majoring in agricultural 
education. 
Nelson Lynn (Nelson) Wall ace 
5-10 ... 202 ... 19 ... So .. • • 
MG 
Pageland 
It would be hard for this cat-quick middle guard to ha,e 
an)• better year than l1e had as a freshman last fall, rigl1t out 
of Pagelancl High cl1ool . . . started for the Tiger and pro,ed 
to11gl1 all season long ... be t gan1e came against 1 . C. State 
,v!1en he ca111e up with 16 i11di,•idt1al tackles. ,vas credited ,vith 
se, e11 assists. and e, en ])locked a e:\tra point attempt . . . 
for that perfom1ance he ,va selected ,vinner of Che, rolet's 
011tst.111ding Dcfensi,•e Player award in that regionalJy-tele,i ed 
affair . . . father is a preacher . . . p ychology major. 
Joey Laverne (Joey) Walters 
6-0 . . . I 6 7 . . . I 9 . . . So. • • • 
FLK 
Florence 
Coul,l , ·ef)' \.\•e ll be labeled the plea ant urpri e of the entire 
1973 i11co111ing freshn1en .. . although he hac.l led hi!, \\'e, t 
Flort•11ce lligl1 c:hool tea111 in rcc:ei, ing, lib coaches mo\·ed hin1 
to tl1c st·,·011,lar}' ,,•here l1e started last fall, but he really b gan 
to \lJine ,,·hen l1c ,,·as 1110,ed to the slotback spot in the spring 
ar1cl going into the pre-sea on \\'Orkouts he has an e,c !lent 
tha11tt• to land the st,irting berth before the ea on open· ... 
rccrt•atio11 and park atlmini tration major. 
George Travers (Travers) Webb, Ill 
6-2 .. 215 . . 19 .. So ... Graham, 
LB 
N. C. 
\\'l1t•n tr1tic . aicl that fr ,!1111en ,,·ould l1u,·e h rel tim 
l,111cli11g IX>t, 011 tc>l!t•gt· , ,Ir it)' tL-nn1~, special!>· ,t;artin~ b rth , 
tl1,, e\ idc11tl) l1acl11 t l1l'1r,l of thi )Ol111g man ... c 01 up 
,,•1th 0111t• k,·)' 11la). n } t•,1r as.:o, like l1is ,top of \ 'ir¢r1i 
11 r 011 1 fot1rtl1-,lo,,·n rt 1>tior1 that , •aled Ir 01 011" 32-:!7 
11"111 . . . ,1·c1n f"ourth-Q11, rtcr \1·,1rcl tl1i. p t ,prins.: for out-
t. 11d111 JX rfom1 11 i11 lem_or1" ,1ff- "or1 pro~.11n . . • no 
l11n1 011 thl pl,> er' I)()l nti I ... me }1ar1i<.: I ngir1 ring rn jor. 
Thomas Michael {Mike) W ebber TE 
6-3 ... 209 ... 21 ... J r .... Greenwood 
I 1 thl fro111 th t p-r1 di nd h1i}1!1• u ~--ssful 
rn or Pi11} ]J bb" ' ( r 1\\-ood 11,ih. ool ... 
) I 1ld r IOJUf) fr hm 11 It! ou h 11 " 
} t} £ I II t.' 11d ff I \ :md . . . red hirtcd t} 
nd th I m , to l,n f II . • . 
p t1 1n h1 h hool . in dmin· r -
mn 
Rick Gaston (Rick) Weddington QB 
6-2 .. 181 .. 19 .. Fr . .. Charlotte, N. C. 
Although having freshman status, this promising signal-caller 
has a year of prep schooling under his belt as he spent the 
past season at Massanutten in Woodstock, Va. . . . entered 
Clemson in January and went through the off-season workouts 
with the Tigers in an effort to beoome better acquainted with the 
triple option ... with more practice at throwing the ball on the 
run, the coaching staff looks for some great moments from this 
player . . . Myers Park HS product . . . liberal arts major. 
Kenneth Harry (Ken) Weichel DT 
6-5 .. 215 . . 19 .. So . .. Whitehall, Pa. 
Rugged sophomore who could see action at either defensive 
end or tackle this fall . . . has good size and agility to go along 
with his toughness . . . a three-letter winner at Whitehall High 
School where he was named as his team's captain ... cousin 
plays football at Southern Cal ... sociology major. 
James Arthur (Jimmy) Williamson LB 
6-1 ... 205 ... 21 ... Jr . ... Walterboro 
Just the presence of this player in the lineup will make 
Clemson's defense tougher in 1974 ... after landing a berth 
on FOOTBALL NEWS' Rookie All-American second unit as a 
soph and being tabbed a pre-season All-ACC performer in 
'73, went down with a knee injury on the second defensive play 
of the season opener last fall and missed the entire year . . . 
granted an extra year by the NCAA . . . had limited work in 
spring but excelled in workouts like he played as a soph . . . 
All-American prepster at Walterboro High . . . administrative 
management major. 
Willie B. (Bill) Wingo, Ill 
5-8 . . . I 6 8 . . . I 9 . . . So. . • • 
DB 
Union 
Spurned the critics who said he was too small to play major 
college ball and finished his freshman year with varsity letters 
in both football and baseball ... had 47-yard interception and 
83-yard punt returns for touchdowns on JV unit a year ago 
and played major role as kickoff and punt return specialist on 
varsity as well . . . competitive spirit 0£ this individual is 
second to no one's ... Shrine Bowler from Union High School 
. . . played both JV and varsity baseball this past spring . . . 
liberal arts major. 
Frank Edward (Frank) Wise 
6-2 . . . 2 I 5 . . . 2 0 . . . Jr. • • • 
DE 
Columbia 
Spirited performer who has been a standout ever since his 
first day on the Tiger gridiron . . . came to Clemson from 
Eau Claire HS where he reaped All-Southern honors and suited 
up with the varsity as soon as he arrived ... played at the line-
backer spot as freshman and sophomore and picked off a Wake 
Forest pass last fall and rambled 36 yards for a touchdown . . . 
moved to defensive end because of lack of depth at that posi-
tion but missed majority of off-season drills because of wrist 
iniury . . . expected to have great year . . . political science 
• ma1or. 









1974 Clemson Varsity Football Roster 
NO. NAME POS. BIRTHDATE HGT. WGT. LTRS. CLASS HOMETOWN, HIGH SCHOOL, HIGH SCHOOL COACH 
1 Peanut Martin DB 7-17-54 6-3 179 2 Jr. Abbeville, S. C., Abbeville, Preston Cox 
2 Roger McCrary RB 12-22-54 5-11 195 0 So. Greenville, S. C., Greenville Sr., Slick Moore 
3 Mitch Tyner p 7-3-5 3 6-1 215 1 Sr. Lamar, S. C., Lamar, William McDonald 
4 Brad Ashley SR 12-2-54 5-11 170 0 So. Greensboro, N. C., Grimsley, Bruce Morton 
5 Rut Livingston FLK 10-15-54 6-2 190 0 So. Hendersonville, N. C., Hendersonville, Joe Hunt 
6 Bob Burgess PK 5-27-52 6-2 197 1 Sr. Avondale, Ga., Avondale, C. G. Ramsey 
7 Jim Ness DB 1-<i-51 5-10 178 2 Sr. Daytona Beach, Fla., Seabreeze Senior, Jack Armstrong 
8 Rick Weddington QB 9-1-5 5 6-2 181 0 Fr. Charlotte, N. C., Myers Park, Gus Purcell 
9 Joey Riley QB 9-9-52 6-5 200 0 So. Stone Mountain, Ga., Avondale, Crawford Kennedy 
10 Joey Walters FLK 10-29-54 6-0 167 0 So. Florence, S. C., West Florence, Gerald Holley 
11 Mike O'Cain QB 7-20-54 6-0 176 0 So. Orangeburg, S. C., Orangeburg-Wilkinson, Dick Sheridan 
12 Mark Fellers QB 1-21-52 6-2 202 2 Sr. Charlotte, N. C., Myers Park, Gus Purcell 
13 Eddie Crawford DB 1-30-54 6-1 192 0 So. Pelzer, S. C., Palmetto, Charlie Martin 
14 Lawson Holland QB 9-29-52 6-1½ 199 0 Sr. Mooresville, N. C., Mooresville, Perry Pearson 
15 Tony Rouse DB 7-12-53 6-0 178 0 So. Knoxville, Tenn., Fulton, Jim McClain 
16 Bill Wingo DB 10-31-54 5-8 168 1 So. Union, S. C., Union, Rick Carlisle 
17 Mike Cornell DB 7-7-55 5-9 160 1 So. Delaware, 0., Rutherford B. Hayes, Gerald Cornell 
18 Harry Plexico DB 4-20-55 5-9½ 140 0 So. Columbia, S. C., Columbia, John Daye 
19 Rickey Bustle FLK 8-23-5 3 5-11 187 0 So. Summerville, S. C., Summerville, John McKissick 
20 Roy Eppes DB 7-22-54 6-1 180 0 So. Anderson, S. C., Westside, Will Roberts 
21 Chris Clifford DB 7-29-55 6-4 192 0 So. Coral Gables, Fla., Coral Gables, Gary Ghormley 
22 Malcolm Marler DB 7-9-5 5 5-9 158 1 So. Gardendale, Ala., Gardendale, Dennis Love 
23 0. J. Tyler RB 7-7-52 5-11 170 0 So. Fernandina Beach, Fla., Fernandina Beach, Johnny MacConner 
24 Craig Brantley SR 8-<i-54 6-1 170 1 Jr. Charlotte, N. C., Myers Park, Gus Purcell 
25 Dennis Smith DB 7-12-53 6-0 170 1 Jr. Elba, Ala., Elba, Leon Akins 
26 Pat Swisher RB 10-8-54 5-8 170 0 So. Charlotte, N. C., South Mecklenburg, Bob Patton 
27 Jimbo Davis RB 1-28-49 6-0 180 0 So. Greenville, S. C., Wade Hampton, Vernon Prather 
28 Mark Lee DB 4-4-54 6-2 178 0 So. Spartanburg, S. C., Spartanburg, Bill Carr 
29 Richard Ibach TE 9-9-5 5 6-5 193 0 So. Ft. Myers, Fla., Ft. Myers, Sam Sirianni 
30 Dale Ulmer DB 7-7-5 3 5-9½ 175 0 So. Island ton, S. C., Ruffin, Owen McAlister 
31 Leon Hope RB 1-12-5 2 5-11 203 1 Jr. York, S. C., York, Jimmy Wallace 
32 George Bosse RB 12-20-53 6-½ 197 0 Jr. Upper Falls, Md., John Carroll, Gerald Gray 
33 Bobby Sharpe LB 4-15-54 6-1 194 0 So. Anderson , S. C., T. L. Hanna, Jim Fraser 
34 Steve Jasin ski RB 2-21-5 5 5-10 190 0 So. Coral Gables, Fla., Coral Gables, Gary Ghormley 
35 Marvin Anderson RB 11-7-53 5-10 178 0 Jr. Travelers Rest, S. C., Travelers Rest, Roger Hayes 
36 Jay Kreis LB 10-4-52 6-1 216 0 Jr. Birmingham, Ala., Mountain Brook, Darrell Fitts 
37 Leighton Cubbage LB 2-19-5 3 6-1½ 207 0 Jr. Sumter, S. C., Sumter, Steve Satterfield 
39 Dennis Silver LB 7-12-52 6-1 203 0 So. Asheville, N. C., North Buncombe, Bill Ensley 
' 40 Lynn Carson DB 3-4-54 5-11 162 1 Jr. Upper St. Clair, Pa., Upper St. Clair, William Merritt 
41 Frank Wise DE 6-19-54 6-2 215 2 Jr. Columbia, S. C., Eau Claire, Bobby Carlton 
42 Tony Mathews RB 10-14-51 6-0 201 1 Sr. Altamonte Springs, Fla., Lyman, Richard Copeland 
43 Bob Coffey RB 10-16-54 6-0 193 0 So. Linwood, N. J ., Holy Spirit, Lou Paludi 
44 Ken Callicutt RB 8-20-55 6-1 188 1 So. Chester, S. C., Chester, Jim Kimmell 
45 Tommy Ducworth LB 12-31-52 5-9½ 187 1 Jr. Anderson, S. C., T. L. Hanna, Jim Fraser 
46 Rick Carter DB 6-26-54 5-11 173 0 So. Walhalla, S. C., Walhalla, Bob Mauro 
47 Tim Stough LB 8-9-5 5 6-2 201 1 So. Levittown, Pa., Bishop Egan, Bernard Farrell 
48 Don Testerman RB 11-7-52 6-2 220 0 Jr. South Boston, Va., Halifax Co., Coleman Starnes 
49 Rich Bollinger FLK 11-<i-54 6-5 195 0 So. Denville, N. J., Morris Knolls, John Deibert 
50 George Jehlen LB 12-22-55 6-2 216 0 So. Glen Ridge, N. J., Glen Ridge, William Horey 
51 Curt Buttermore OG 9-7-52 6-0 224 2 Sr. Perryopolis, Pa., Frazier, James Newmeyer 
52 Jimmy Williamson LB 11-25-52 6-1 205 1 Jr. Walterboro, S. C., Walterboro, Dick Covington 
53 Maret Cobb C 2-19-53 6-2 232 2 Sr. Greenville, S. C., Carolina, Rick Carlisle 
55 Ron Bowlan C 5-13-53 6-2½ 218 1 Sr. Wichita, Kan., Wichita Southeast, Marvin Vandiver 
56 Wayne Neely OT 4-27-54 6-2 207 0 So. McConnells, S. C., York, Jimmy Wallace 
57 Ford Gibson OG 11-11-53 6-3 217 0 So. Knoxville, Tenn., Bearden, Jim Smelcher 
58 Gregg Smith C 6-3-55 6-3 199 0 So. Toccoa, Ga., Stephens Co., C. S. Veazey 
59 Mike Gravely OT 2-10-55 6-0 204 0 So. Pickens, S. C., Pickens, Bill Issacs 
60 Nelson Wallace MG 11-21-54 5-10 202 1 So. Pageland, S. C., Pageland, Bill Few 
61 Kevin Kreis C 5-7-55 6-2 209 0 So. Baltimore, Md., Mt. St. Joseph, Gene Neiberlien 
62 G. G. Galloway DT 9-10-53 6-4 225 2 Jr. Anderson, S. C., T. L. Hanna, Jim Fraser 
63 Chuck Gordon DT 7-19-54 6-3 236 0 So. Charlotte, N. C., Olympic, Joe White 
64 Jerome Hill DT 11-18-53 6-2 240 0 Jr. Pilot Mountain, N. C., East Surry, Owen Fulk 
65 Richard Shafer OT 8-1-55 6-2 212 0 So. Ft. Myers, Fla., Ft. Myers, Sam Sirianni 
66 Jeff Pollard OG 12-3-54 6-1 208 0 So. Plantation, Fla., Plantation, Don Gatewood 
67 Breck Culler OG 5-19-55 6-4½ 232 0 So. High Point, N. C., Andrews, Bob Boswell 
68 David LeBel OT 10-25-53 6-<i 218 1 Jr. Jacksonville, N. C., Jacksonville, Cameron Little 
69 Mike Newsome OT 7-29-55 6-5 224 0 So. East Poir1t, Ga., Headland, Ralph Lynch 
36 
NO. NAME POS. BIRTHDATE HGT. 
70 Neal Jetton OG 
71 David Hughston OT 
72 Frank Bethea OT 
73 Harry Lee Fulwood DT 
74 Gary Alexander OT 
75 Don Stone DT 
76 Don Homyak OG 
77 Ken Peeples OT 
78 Ed Hornonoff OG 
79 Al Murray OG 
80 Mark Strawbridge DT 
81 Harold Cain TE 
82 Jim Lanzendoen SR 
83 Mike Webber TE 
84 George Hyams DE 
85 Bennie Cunningham TE 
86 Torn Boozer DE 
87 Jeff Buesing SR 
88 C.H. Ducworth DE 
89 Willie Anderson MG 
90 Tim Blackwelder DE 
91 Bob Bolubasz DE 
92 Ken Weichel DT 
93 Travers Webb LB 
94 Gary Kesack DE 
95 Dan McBride DT 
96 Ronnie Huffman OT 
97 Guy Gehret DE 
98 Mark Heniford LB 
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Charlotte, N. C., West Mecklenburg , Clyde Peek 
Charlotte, N. C., Garinger, Ron Wright 
Springfield, S. C., Hunter-Kinard, John Weathers 
Sumter, S. C., Eastern, W. G. Wright 
Seneca, S. C., Seneca, Eddie Buck 
Levittown, Pa. , Woodrow Wilson, Pat Picerillo 
West Mifflin, Pa., West Mifflin North, James Pickett 
Tirnoniurn, Md., Riverside Military, William Magginis 
Los Angeles, Calif., Canoga Park, Jim Fazio 
Tampa, Fla., King, Dick O'Brien 
Levittown, Pa., Nesharniny, J. Swartz 
Columbus, Ga., Hardaway, Sammy Howard 
River Edge, N. J., River Dell, Ralph Kirchenhiter 
Greenwood, S. C., Greenwood, Pinky Babb 
Silver Spring, Md., Good Counsel, Andrew Guida 
Seneca, S. C., Seneca, Eddie Buck 
Columbia, S. C., Eau Claire, Jim Satterfield 
Pompton Plains, N. J ., Pequannock Township , Fred Hill 
Anderson, S. C., T. L. Hanna, Jim Fraser 
Mayesville, Mayewood, Eugene Nalley 
Charlotte, N. C., Olympic, Joe White 
Elizabeth, Pa., Elizabeth-Forward, George Hayes 
Whitehall, Pa., Whitehall, Andy Melosky 
Graham, N. C., Graham, Bill Joye 
Bethlehem, Pa., Freedom, William Moll 
Perry, N. Y., Perry Central, Del Bell 
Columbia, S. C., Eau Claire, Jim Satterfield 
Altoona, Pa., Altoona, Earl Strohm 
Loris, S. C., Loris, Donald Graham 
Lake City, S. C., Lake City, Bobby Ivey 
1973 Jayvee Results 






34 The Citadel 6 
8 Georgia 24 
10 Sou th Carolina 14 
7 Georgia Tech 28 
21 Ferrum JC 24 
1974 Jayvee Schedule 
Sept. 16 THE CITADEL AT CLEMSON 
Sept. 23 FURMAN AT CLEMSON 
Oct. 7 Georgia at Athens 
Oct. 21 South Carolina at Columbia 
Nov. 1 FERR UM JC AT CLEMSON 
Nov. 8 Georgia Tech at Atlanta 
All Cub games start at 2:00 p.m. EDT 
37 
197 4 Freshman Signees 
DA VlD ALLEN, 6-D, 160-pound back from Sylva-Webster 
High School in Sylva, N. C .... played both quarterback and 
tailback on prep team that ran up 34-game winning streak over 
more than two years ... averaged almost 200 yards rushing 
per game in four state playoff encounters as senior. 
THAD ALLEN, 6-2, 230-pound tackle from Garinger High 
School in Charlotte, N. C. . . . Shrine Bowl starter, All-
Sou thern , and prep All-American . . . although tabbed 
''Baddest Man in Town'' in Queen City, maintained ''B'' 
average in classroom ... close second for Mecklenburg County 
Player-of-the-Year award. 
DA VlD ALSTON, 6-2 , 263-pound tackle from Sylva-Webster 
High School in Sylva, N. C .... two-way starter for the Golden 
Eagles who claimed their second straight State AA crown and 
posted three-year mark of 36-1-1 ... Paul Bunyan-type player 
was voted best lineman in Western North Carolina. 
BOB BALDWIN, 6-3 , 195-pound back from Archbishop 
Curley High School in Baltimore, Md. . . speedy and rangy 
athlete who was running back and defensive back as prepster 
. . . abilities will likely land him a spot in the secondary as 
collegian. 
LACY BRUMLEY, 6-7, 270-pound tackle from A. L. Brown 
High School in Kannapolis, N. C .... one of country's most 
sought-after prepsters ... Shrine Bowl performer and all-
conference gridder ... hopes to play collegiate baseball for the 
Tigers as well. 
FRITZ EDWARDS, 6-1, 196-pound back from Johnsonville 
Higl1 School in Johnsonville . . . all-state and prep All-
American who was four-year starter for coach Bob Rankin ... 
scored 53 times in prep career ... played defensive back in the 
Shrine Bowl. 
THOMAS ELEY, 6-1 , 198-pound back from Northern Nash 
High School in Nashville , N. C .... younger brother of former 
Arizona State A-A Monroe Eley ... rushed for 241 yards in 
one game ... speedster who was clocked at 9 .6 in dual track 
meet as prep senior. 
STEVE GIBBS, 6-3 , 200-pound lineman from Greer High 
38 
School in Greer ... started at both linebacker and split end for 
coach Jim Few . .. Spartanburg Herald-Journal Player-of-the-
• 
Year ... all-state and MVP in baseball and basketball as well. 
J. D. HAG LAN , 6-1 , 180-pound back from Freedom Area 
High School in Conway , Pa . . . . all-conference , All Western 
Penn sylvania , and All-American quarterback who hit over 60 
per cent of his passes ... accounted for more than 1,300 yards 
this past year ... all-state hurdler. 
OGDEN HANSFORD, 6-1 , 180-pound back from Central High 
School in Macon, Ga . .. . three-year starter at both defensive 
back and slot back, leading Central to league crown past two 
years ... team captain ... all-conference selection as prepster . 
BILLY HUDSON , 64 , 225-pound tackle from A. C. Flora 
High School in Columbia ... Columbia Area's Lineman-of-
the-Year as prep senior . .. two-way perfo rmer for Sou th 
Carolina in Shrine Bowl ... fine prep basketball player for 
Falcons. 
DANNY JAYNES, 6-5, 230-pound lineman from East 
Mecklenburg High School in Charlotte, N. C .... tight end 
who was one of top offensive threats for the Eagles as a prep 
junior ... separated shoulder and missed major portion of 
final year. 
STEVE KENNEY, 64 , 225-pound lineman from Sanderson 
High School in Raleigh , N. C . ... linebacker for prep team 
that was tabbed one of the best in the state ... Shrine Bowl 
selection . . . also All-Eastern NC and All-American who 
averaged 15 tackles per game. 
RICK KENYON, 6-D, 180-pound back from Bellevue High 
School in Bellevue , Pa. . . . speedster who played both 
quarterback and defensive back in high school . . . great 
offensive threat who also captured his prep sectional 100-yard 
dash championship. 
GARRY McDOWELL, 6-3 , 201-pound lineman from Griffin 
High School in Griffin , Ga. . .. although leading team in 
tackling this past year , also amassed more than 1,000 yards in 
rushing and pass receiving statistics ... outstanding cage and 
track star at Griffin. 
JEFF MILLS, 6-3 , 225-pound lineman from J. L. Mann High 
School in Greenville . . . Sou th Carolina 4-A Lineman-of-the-
Year ... co-captain of SC Shrine Bowl team and voted game's 
outstanding lineman ... everybody's prep All-American ... 
super strong lineman who bench presses well over 400 pounds. 
WARREN RATCHFORD, 5-10 , 155-pound back from 
Gaffney High School in Gaffney ... all-state running back 
who was outstanding wishbone starter and punt and kickoff 
returner as prepster . .. another sub-10 flat sprinter in the 
100-yard dash to ink with Tigers. 
WILLIAM SCOTT, 5-10 , 170-pound back from Johnson 
County High School in Wrightsville , Ga .... probably swiftest 
of '74 signees ... Georgia's 100-yard dash champ ... has been 
clocked at 9.5 in the 100 in dual competition ... netted more 
than 2 ,000 yards rushing as prep junior and senior. 
RONNIE SMITH, 6-2 , 210-pound back from Sylva-Webster 
High School in Sylva, N. C .... All-American and one of 
nation's most sought-after backs as prepster ... three-year 
total of 4 ,100 rushing yards ... state scoring leader this past 
fall ... also one of top defensive players on team. 
TED TOTH, 6-3 , 205-pound back from Hawthorne High 
School in Hawthorne , N. J . ... two-time all-conference per-
former at split receiver who also started at safety in the 
secondary ... handled punting chores as prepster ... led team 
to two league ti tie s. 
JIMMY WEEKS, 6-4 , 220-pound lineman from Rocky Mount 
High School in Rocky Mount , N. C. . .. two-way starter at 
tackle who was first-team all-state selection and starter for NC 
Shrine Bowl team . .. outstanding academic perfo1111ance in 
high school in addition to being a cage standout. 






NET TOT AL OFFENSE 
Total Number Plays 
Average Gain Per Play 
NET RUSHING OFFENSE 
Total Number Rushes 
Average Gain Per Play 




Avg. Gain Per Attempt 
Avg. Gain Per Completion 
PUNTING (No.-Y ds.) 
Avg. Per Punt 
Had Blocked 
PUNT RETURNS (No.-Yds.) 
Avg. Punt Return 
KICKOFF RETURNS (No.-Yds.) 
Avg. Kickoff Return 







































































































































































































Pct TD Pass 
.436 8 66 
.583 1 34 
.200 0 21 
































































TC Yds Avg. 
113 627 5.5 
182 571 3.1 
101 505 5.0 
84 428 5.1 
41 202 4.9 
11 73 6.6 
19 66 3.5 
9 30 3.3 
24 15 0.6 
2 11 5.5 
1 5 5.0 
1 4 4.0 
1 1 1.0 
2 -41 
591 2497 4.2 
INDIVIDUAL RECEIVING 
No. Y ds. Avg. 
22 341 15.5 
21 358 17.0 
19 265 13.9 
7 73 10.4 
5 86 17 .2 
4 66 16.5 
3 86 28.6 
3 128 42.6 
2 46 23.0 
2 35 17.5 
2 28 14.0 
90 1512 16.8 
INDIVIDUAL PUNTING 
No. Yds. Avg. 
61 2552 41.8 
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INDIVID AL RECEIVING 
No. Yd. Avg. 
24 342 14.1 
8 90 11.3 
3 38 12.6 
2 22 11.0 
1 43 43.0 
38 535 14.0 
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Holly Hill WKHJ 
Johnston WJES 
Kingstree WDKD 






Moncks Corner WBER 
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• • 
For the third straight grid campaign, Jim Phillips (above left) and Scott Shannon 
(above right) will bring Clemson pigskin action into the homes of fans throughout the 
State of South Carolina on a more than SO-station Tiger football network. 
Phillips, three-time South Carolina Sportscaster-of-the-Year and sports director of 
Greenville's WFBC-TV, has been calling the play-by-play at Clemson since 1968, and 
Shannon joined the tiger team for the '72 grid season as color man. 
Following Saturday's contest, Phillips serves as host of the ''Red Parker Show'' as the 
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( e1Jtember 14 at College Station-5:00 p. m. EDT) 
LOCATION: • • • College Station, Tex . 
FOUNDED: • • • • • 1876 




ASSISTA TS: t-.lelvin R 
i' oung, Dan LaGrasta, 
Donnie \Vigginton, Bob 











(Office Phone: 713-845-5725 
(Home Phone: 713,-846-9682 
. . . . Jim Butle 
· y Pickc1r 
STADIUM AND CAPACITY: • • 
TE ~1 COLORS: . . 
ICK A~1E: 
1973 CO FERE CE RECORD· 
1973 0\1ERALL RECORD: 
OFFE SIVE LETTER~lE 
• 
• • 




Richc1rd Osborne, Carl Roaches, David Greeno, 
Kee e; T-Glen Bujnoch, Dennis Smelser, Dennis S,vi 
ley; G-Brt1ce \Velcl1, Billy Lemons, Crc1ig Glend 
l ,-Ricky eeker, I-Ienr1' Tracy; QB-Da,1id 
\like Jay; RB-skip \V,1lker, Bt1bba Bean. Bue 
Ron11i H l1bby, J er11· Honore, J in1 Hartman; Pl1nter·-
\l ,1rk t.101 y; Place Kicker-Randy Haddox. 
l)EFE:'\ I\'E LETTER.\lE 1 RET R I 1G (23): £-
Don Long, Paul Hulin, Blake Sch,varz, Tank \1arsl1all : 
T-\\',1rr n Tral1,1n, Ted Lamp. Jimmy Dean; LB,-E(l 
in1onini. Ken tr,1tton, Gartl1 Ten • 1 apcl. Jol1n \lc-
,r,1n1I)!~. ,r,1(1) \\'ilk rson. L t r Ila)' , arl \\'ar11ke. 
I)B-P,1t Tl10111.1s, Tin1 ray, Jaine Dani 1 .. Jacki(· 
\\ illi.1n1 , 1\l Tl111rn1oncl. h,1rlcs .-\melt. \\1illi .. 1111 Tl1on1p-











Cle r11son ;1t c)ll1 g;t St ·1tio11 
L. S. U. at Baton Rouge (N) 
Washington at cattle 
Kan as at La,vrenc 
Tccl1 at Coll g t,1tio11 
9 
16 
• • • 
C. U. at College St,1tio11 
Baylor at \Vaco (N) 
Arkansas at Collcg Station 
S. l. U. at Dallas 
Ric at Coll ge tation 






. ggies 20 
,\ggies 1-'3 
1973 











Wichita tate 0 
L. . u . 28 
Boston Coll gc 32 
(']1 111 (lll I '5 
Texas Tccl1 2,~ 
T. . 16 
B,1ylor 22 
rkar1 s,1s 14 
• • 10 
Rict· 24 
T 'Xl\S 42 





(September 21 at Raleigh-7:00 p. m. EDT) 
LOCATION: .... . ................... Raleigh, N. C. 
FOUNDED: . . . . . .. .. . 1887 
CONFERENCE: . . .. . . . .. . ........... Atlantic Coast 
ENROLLMENT: ....... . .. ... ............ . .. 13,809 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: ..... . ....... Willis R. 
HEAD COACH: ...... . . . ................ L 
ASSISTANTS: Chuck Amato, Larry Beightol, 
well, Brian Burke, Dale Haupt, Jerry Kirk, 




(Home· Phone: 919-~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . 
TRAINER: ....................... . 
NICKNAME: ............................ . 
1973 CONFERENCE RECORD: .. . ............ . 
1973 OVERALL RECORD: ...................... 9-3 
OFFENSIVE LETTERMEN RETURNING (13): 
Don Buckey, George Gantt, John Gargano, Mike Hardy; 
TE.-Pat Hovance; T-T. J. Kennedy; G-Bob Blanch-
ard, Tom Serfass; C-Justus Everett; QB-Dave Buckey; 
FB-Stan Fritts; RB-Roland Hooks; K-Ron Sewell. 
DEFENSIVE LETTERMEN RETURNING (14): E-
Craig Xander; T-John Goeller, Frank Haywood, Randy 
Lail, Sam Senneca; MG~Doug Carter, Dan Meier; LB-
Ron Banther, Mike Daley, Jack Hall; DB,-Mike Devine, 
Joe Robinson, Ralph Stringer, Doh Divens. 
CAPTAINS: ......................... Game Captains 
44 
HOLTZ 
197 4 Schedule 
FRITTS 
Sept. 7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Wake Forest at Winston-Salem 
Sept. 14 .... . .............. . ........ Duke at Raleigh 
Sept. 21 ......................... Clemson at Raleigh 
Sept. 28 ......... . ...... . . . ..... Syracuse at Syracuse 
Oct. 5 ...................... East Carolina at Raleigh 
Oct. 12 .......... . . . ....... Virginia at Charlottesville 
Oct. 19 ...... . .......... North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Oct. 26 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Maryland at College Park 
Nov. 2 ...... . . . ........... South Carolina at Raleigh 
Nov. 9 ........................ Penn State at Raleigh 
Nov. 16 ...................... Arizona State at Tempe 
1973 Results (Won 9, Lost 3, Tied 0) 
57 ......... . ....... .. ...... East Carolina 8 
~ ... . . . . . ... Virginia23 
k 14 ......... . ... . ....... . ..... Nebraska 31 
ack 12 ... . .............. . ..... . .. Georgia 31 
pack 28 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . North Ca1·olina 26 
£pack 24 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mary land 22 
£pack 29 ............................. Clen1son 6 
lfpack 56 ....................... South Carolina 35 
lfpack 29 ............ . ............. Penn State 35 

























. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Wake Forest 13 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kansas 18 
( Liberty Bowl) 




































































































(September 28 at Clen1son-l:OO p. m. EDT) 
LOCATION: .............. . . ........... Atlanta, Ga. 
FOUNDED: .................................. 1885 
CONFERENCE: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . 
ENROLLMENT: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: 
LOCATION: .......... . 
HEAD COACH: ...... . 
ASSIST ANTS: Dave Fag 
wick, Bud Casey, Robbie 
ville, Frank Brooks, Da 
Thompson and Jin1my Hi 




. . . 8,100 
Bobby Dodd 
SID : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(Office Phone: 40 
( Home Phone : 404-
ASSIST ANT: 
TRAINER: .......................... B' l 
STADIUM AND CAPACITY: .... Grant 
TEAM COLORS: ............... Old Go 
NICKNAME: ........................ Yello 
1973 OVERALL RECORD: .............. . 
OFFENSIVE LETTERMEN RETURNING 
Jim Robinson, Eddie Ellerbee, Steve Raible. T-Billy 
Shields, Scott BeVier. G~John Sargent, Mark Hunter, 
Bill McLeod. C-Alex Bryan, Stephen Daniel. RB-Pat 
Moriarty, Rick Hill. PK-E. 0. Whealle1·. 
DEFENSIVE LETTERMEN RETURNING (16): E-
Rick Rawlins, Dean Campbell. T-Rick Gibney, Tony 
Lubischer, Jeff Urczyk. LB-Don Shank, Joe Harris, 
Leavitt Sanders, Jimmy Coleman, John Tucci, Billy Foy. 
DB- Randy Rhino, Danny Myers, Eddie Porter, Jim 
Kroll, Steve Crawford. 
CAPTAINS: ........ ...... .......... . Game Captains 
RODGERS RHINO 
197 4 Schedule 
Sept. 14 .................... South Carolina at Atlanta 
Sept. 21 . __ .... _ ................ Pittsburgh at Atlanta 
Sept. 28 _ . _ .... _ .............. Clemson at Clemson 
Oct. 5 ........................... Virginia at Atlanta 
Oct. 12 .................... North Carolina at Atlanta 
Oct. 19 ........................... Auburn at Auburn 
Oct. 26 ... _ ........................ Tulane at Atlanta 
Nov. 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Duke at Durham 
. . Not1·e Dame at Atlanta 
. . . . . . . ........ Navy at Atlanta 
. . . . . . . . . . . Georgia at Athens 
, Lost 6, Tied 0) 
_ . . . . . . . . . ...... South Carolina 41 
. . . . . . . . . . ........ Southern Cal 23 
. . . __ . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . Clemson 21 
. . . .. _ . . . . ... . .......... Army 10 
w Jackets ........... Tennessee 20 
w Jackets .1.v ........................ Auburn 2A 
,v Jackets 14 ......................... Tulane 23 
w ckets 12 .. __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Duke 10 
c ets 36 ........................ V. M. I. 7 
ckets 26 . _ ........................ Navy 22 




























































































































(Octobei· 5 at Clemson-1:00 p. m. EDT) 
LOCATION: .... .. ..................... Athens, Ga. 
FOUNDED: ...... . .......... . ................ 1785 
CONFERENCE: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Southeastern 
ENROLLMENT: ... .. . ..... 20,500 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: ................ Joel Eaves 
HEAD COACH: ...................... Vince Dooley 
ASSISTANTS: Erskine Russell, Bill Pace, Jim Pyburn, 
Chip Wisdom, Sam Mrvos, Jimmy Vickers, Pat Hodgson, 
John Kasay. 
SID: . .... .. . . Dan 
(Office Phone: 404 4 
(Home Phone: 4 ~3-
ASSISTANT: -' f 
TRAINER: ................... ~ .... . -• , . 
STADIUM AND CAPACITY: S -_ ford ~ 
:: :v. 
TEAM COLORS: . . . . . . . . . . . . . - .... '.fR 
r~ 
NICKNAME: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
1973 CONFERENCE RECORD: .... . 
1973 OVERALL RECORD: ............ . 
r~) ? 
I 
OFFENSIVE LETTERMEN RETURNING (21): E 
Butch Box, Gordon Robbins, Dave Christianson, Ric 
Appleby; Gene Washington; T Bariy Culler, Steve 
son, Craig Hert,vig; G-Will Legg, Randy Johnson; 
Vern Smith; QB-Ralph Page; RB-Horace King, Glynn 
Harrison, Keith Whitworth, Andy Reid, Mike Robinson, 
Robert Wilson; FLK-Kevin Hartman; PK-Allan 
Leavitt. 
DEFENSIVE LETTERMEN RETURNING (19): E-
David McKnight, Jim Bauer, Jerry Paul, Rusty Russell; 
T-Bobby Gibbs, John Gurley, Dan Spivey, Ric Reider; 
G-Chuck Kinnebrew; LB-Sylvester Boler, Clarence 
Pope, Keith Harris , Kirk Price, Butch Wood; DB-Steve 
Taylor, Larry West, David Schwag, Bubba Wilson, Abb 
Ansley. 






197 4 Schedule 
Sept. 14 .. _ .. _ ................ Oregon State at Athens 
Sept. 21 ... _ . ............. Mississippi State at Jackson 
Sept. 28 .................... South Carolina at Athens 
Oct. 5 ... _ ...... . .............. Clemson at Clemson 
Oct. 12 ..... . .......... . ......... Ole Miss at Athens 
Oct. 19 ......................... Vanderbilt at Athens 
Oct. 26 ..... . . ........... . .... Kentucky at Lexington 
Nov. 2 ........... .. ............. Houston at Athens 
9 .... . ...... . ........... Florida at Jacksonville 
16 .......................... Auburn at Auburn 
Nov,, uv ....., ....... Georgia Tech at Athens 
V ,j 1'~ :- 7~ R ults, 0 n 7, Lost 4, Tied 1) 
r'i • -~- . BJJ' ldo · 7 ...... x_: -,1 ,, . . . . ............ Pittsburgh 7 ,B't1lld s ~8}, . - . . . r . . . , ............. Clemson 14 
./B. lld ' ,~- .. · .... ,1, 1~ _ . _ . . ...... N. C. State 12 
11 . . ; I"" . , " . . .. . ........ Alabam~ 28 
. . ............. 0 le Miss 0 
11 . . ... .. ..... Vanderbilt 18 
. . .. . ...... . . Kentucky 12 
......... . .... Tennessee 31 
'._ ..... . ......... Florida 11 
. . .............. Au bum 14 
. . ........... Georgia Tech 3 
.. . . .............. Maryland 16 
ch Bowl) 
Clemson Ga. 
24 1920 0 55 
20 1921 0 28 
0 11 1927 0 32 
39 5 1932 18 32 
29 5 1937 0 14 
36 0 1944 7 21 
29 0 1945 0 20 
10 0 1946 12 35 
05 35 0 1947 6 21 
1906 6 0 1954 7 14 
1907 0 8 1955 26 7 
1908 0 6 1962 16 24 
1909 5 0 1963 7 7 
1910 0 0 1964 7 19 
1911 0 23 1965 9 23 
1912 7 27 1967 17 24 
1913 15 18 1968 13 31 
1914 35 13 1969 0 30 
1915 0 13 1970 0 38 
1916 0 25 1971 0 28 
1919 0 0 1973 14 31 
Overall Series 
Games Won Lost Tied Pts. Opp. 
42 10 29 3 413 732 
• 
(Octobe1· 12 at College Park-1:30 p. m. EDT) 
LOCATION: ...................... College Park, Md. 
FOUND ED: .................................. 1807 
CONFERENCE: ...................... Atlantic Coast 
ENROLLMENT: ............................ 34,414 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: ................ Jim Kehoe 
HEAD COACH: ................. Jerry D. Claiborne 
ASSISTANTS: John D evlin, Jerry Eisaman, George 
Foussekis, Thomas Groom, John Hallum, Gib Romaine, 
T erry Strock, Dick Redding, Thomas Park, Joe Krivak, 
Brett Hart. 
SID: .................................... Jack Zane 
(Office Phone : 301· 8 
(Home Phone : 
ASSIST ANTS: ......... Steve Sig 
TRAINER: ................. . 
ST ADI UM AND CAPACIT 
TEAM COLORS: ..... Re 
NICKNAME: ......... . 
1973 CONFERENCE R 
1973 OVERALL RECO 
OFFENSIVE LETTER 
Walter White, Don Weiss, 
Frank Romano, Stan Ro 
Schick, John Nash, Ed Fu 
Koprowski; QB-Ben Kina 
' '- ' . . . . . . . " . . . 
' 
Carter, Rick Jennings, Alan Bloomingdale, Joe Brancato, 
George Shihda; WB,-J ohn Schultz, Kim Hoover, Ken 
Roy; WR,-Fra11k Russell; KS-Steve Mike-Mayer, Phil 
Waganheim. 
DEFENSIVE LETTERMEN RETURNING (20): E-
LeRoy Hughes, Rod Sharpless, Ralph Fisher; T-Randy 
White, Joe Campbell, Rick DiCaprio; G-Guy Deitz, 
David Visagio, Paul Divito; LB-Harry Walte1·s, Kevin 
Benson, Jim Santa, Steve Zannoni; DB-Ken Schroy, Pat 
Ulam, Jim Brechbiel, Mike Cielensky, Joe Younge; SF-
Bob Smith, Pete Zachary. 
CAPTAINS: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Game Captains 
CLAIBORNE WHITE 
197 4 Schedule 
Sept. 14 ................... Alabama at College Park 
Sept. 21 ........................... Florida at Tampa 
Sept. 28 ............... North Carolina at College Park 
Oct. 5 ......................... Syracuse at Syracuse 
Oct. 12 .................... Clemson at College Park 
Oct. 19 . ake Forest at College Park 
Oct. 2 .. ~ . North lina State at College Park 
Nov. State at University Park 
Nov. 9 .. ( · . Villanova at College Park 
. 16 . . . . . . . . . ....... . ...... Duke at Norfolk 
V. 23 . ....... Virginia at Charlottesville 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . rps 
Te1-ps . . . . . . . . . . 
T ps 3 . . . . 




























t 4, Tied 0) 
... West Virginia 20 
. . . . . . .. North Carolina 3 
. . . . . . ....... Villanova 3 
............... Syracuse 0 
.. North Carolina State 24 
.......... Wake Forest 0 
............... Duke 10 
............. Penn State 42 
........ . ...... V irgi."lia 0 
.............. Clemson 13 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tulane 9 















































(October 19 at Clemson-1:00 p. m. EDT) 
LOCATION: ............ . . . . ......... Durham, N. C. 
FOUNDED: . . .. . ... . ........... .. ............ 1839 
CONFERENCE: . . . . . . . . ... . . .. ...... Atlantic Coast 
ENROLLMENT: ......... . ................... 5,250 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: . . ..... . ........ Carl James 
HEAD COACH: ...... . ................ Mike McGee 
ASSISTANTS: Bob Bossons, Dick Towers, Eddie Wilson, 
Dick Kupec, Jerry NlcGee, John Gutekunst, Bishop 
Harris, Dennis Satyshur. 
SID: .............................. Richard Giannini 
• 
McGEE CLARK 
197 4 Schedule 
Sept. 14 .................... N. C. State at Raleigh (N) 
Sept. 21 .............. South Carolina at Columbia (N) 
Sept. 28 ......................... Virginia at Durham 
Oct. 5 ............... . ........... Purdue at Durham 
Oct. 12 ............................ Army at Durham 
Oct. 19 Clemson at Clemson 
Oct. 26 . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ Florida at Gainesville 
(Office Phone: 919 684-2633)!_.-~t,,,._ 
.. Georgia Tech at Durham 
. . . ... Wake Forest at Durham 
........... Nlaryland at Norfolk 
.. North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(Home Phone: 919--471- ~~ 
ASSISTANT: ........................... To 
TRAINER: ............. . .... . ........... . 
STADIUM AND CAPACITY: .. Wallace W 
TEAM CO LO RS: .................... . 
NICKNAME: ............ Blue Devil 
1973 CONFERENCE RECORD: ... . 
I 
1973 OVERALL RECORD: . . .. . .......... ;j .. . 
OFFENSIVE LETTERMEN RETURN! 
-Ben Fordham, Randy Cobb, Rich Mc 
Upshaw and Troy Slade; T-Gary Pello · o ert Jack-
son, Ted Hanenberg; G-Bruce Snyder, Jim Fehling, 
Bill Bryan; C-Dave Schmit; QB-Hal Spears and Roger 
Neighborgall; TB-Tony Benjamin, Chuck Williamson, 
Larry Martinez, Art Gore; KS-David Malechek and Bob 
Grupp; FB-Mike Bomgardner. 
48 
DEFENSIVE LETTERMEN RETURNING ( 23) : E-
Ernie Clark, Dave Dusek, Mark Landon, Glen Sandefur; 
T-Dennis Turner, John Hill, Sonny Falcone, Charlie 
Brown, Maurice Carders; LB Keith Stoneback, Dave 
Meier, Craig Stephenson, Louie King, Vince Roser, 
Elmer Gilson, Steve Milner; CB-Ronnie Hoots, Earl 
Cook, Buck Bowers; DS-Mark Johnson, Jeff Christo-
pher, Rod Sensibaugh, Weldon Baird. 
CAPTAINS: ............... . .......... To be Named 
1 (Won 2, Lost 8, Tied 1) 
. . ................. Tennessee 21 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Washington 21 
V. . . 7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1rg1n1a 
7 . . . . ...................... Purdue 27 
17 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tulane 24 
8 . . . . .. Clemson 24 
s 10 . . . ..................... Maryland 30 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Georgia Tech 12 
7 ....................... Wake Forest 7 
Blue Devils 3 ........................ N. C. State 21 































































(October 26 at Knoxville,-2:00 p. m. EDT) 
LOCATION: ........ ... . . .......... Knoxville, Tenn. 
FOUNDED: ... ..... . ..... . .... . .............. 1794 
CONFERENCE: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Southeastern 
\ 
BATTLE HOLLOWAY 
ENROLLMENT: ............................ 26,000 
1974 Schedule 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: ..... . ...... Bob Woodruff Sept. 7 .......... . ........... U. C. L. A. at Knoxville 
HEAD COACH: .. . ...................... Bill Battle Sept. 21 ..... .. ............... Kansas at Knoxville (N) 
Sept. 28 ................... . ...... Auburn at Auburn 
ASSISTANTS: Ray Trail, Larry Jones, Lide Huggins, Oct. 5 ......... . . . .............. Tulsa at Knoxville 
Jerry Elliott, Lon Herzbrun, Gary Wyant, George Oct. 12 ................... L. S. U. at Baton Rouge (N) 
C~fego, Bob Davis, Clifton Stewart, Sid Hatfield, Wayneq.~ Oct. 19 ........................ Alabama at Knoxville 
Stiles. , . I Oct. 26 ....................... Clemson at Knoxville 
l Nov. 9 ............ . ..... Memphis State at Knoxville 
SID: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Haywood Harris 
(Office Phone: 615,-97 4-3371 
(Home Phone: 615-584-3347 
ASSISTANT: ............. . ............... Buu,,: 
TRAINER: .................. . .. .. ....... To 
STADIUM AND CAPACITY: .. . ..... Neyland 
TEAM COLORS: .... ............. Orange and 
NICKNAME: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ol 
1973 CONFERENCE RECORD: ............... 3- -
1973 OVERALL RECORD: .................... 8- 0 
OFFENSIVE LETTERMEN RETURNING (21): E-1-1 
Mitchell Gravitt, Jim Richardson, Tommy West, Stanle 
Morgan; T-Dave Brady, Phil Clabo, Joe Mills, Larr 
Satterfield; G-Nlike Caldwell, Steve Cone, Micke)l 
Marvin; C-Paul Johnson, Mike Overton; QB-Ccrn-
dredge Holloway; RB-Paul Careathers, Sid Withering-
ton, Terry Moore; FL--John Yarbrough, Tim Fitchpat-
rick; PK-Ricky Townsend; P-Neil Clabo. 
DEFENSIVE LETTERMEN RETURNING (22): E-
Jon Burnett, Phil Doolin, Sammy Hair, Ronnie Wheeler; 
T-J oe Gallagher, Mike Mohrman, David Page, David 
Poley, Robert Pulliam, Mike Smith; LB-Bill Bandemier, 
Lee Hidinger, Ronnie McCartney, Steve Poole, Andy 
Spiva, lfank Walter; B-Bill Cole, Ricky Heath, Jon 
Murdic, Russ Rabenstein, Ernie Ward, Jim Watts. 
CAPTAINS: ..................... . .... To Be Named 
16 ...................... Mississippi at Memphis 
23 . . . . ....... .......... Kentucky at Knoxville 
30 . . ........... . . .. ... Vanderbilt at Nashville 
1973 Results ( Won 8, Lost 4, Tied O) 
eers 21 .............................. Duke 17 
o eers 37 ....... . . .. ..... ... ........... Army 18 
o unteers 21 .............. .. .... .. ....... Auburn 0 
·-"olunteers 28 .......... .. ................. Kansas 27 
olunteers 20 ............... ... ..... Georgia Tech 14 
olunteers 21 ...... . . . .................. Alabama 42 
olunteers 39 ............................ T. C. U. 7 
olunteers 31 ................. . ... . ...... Georgia 35 
Volunteers 18 ........ . . .. ..... . ...... Mississippi 28 
Volunteers 16 ... . ............ . .. ....... Kentucky 14 
Volunteers 20 ......................... Vanderbilt 17 




























































(November 2, 1974 at Winston-Salem, N. C. 1:30 EDT) 
LOCATION: .................. Winston-Salem, N. C. 
FOUNDED: .............................. . ... 1834 
CONFERENCE: ..................... Atlantic Coast 
ENROLLMENT: ............... . ............. 4,025 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gene Hooks 
HEAD COACH: ........................ Chuck Mills 
ASSISTANTS: Jim LaRue, Garth Hall, Steve Bernstein, 
Harry Elliott, Mike Ellison, Bill Hayes, Tony Man · 
cina, Gene McKeehen, Paul Wargo, Cliff Y 
SID: . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(Office Phone: 919 
(Home 
ASSISTANT: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
TRAINER: ............. . 
ST ADI UM AND CAPAC! 
TEAM COLORS: ...... . 
NICKNAME: .......... . 
1973 CONFERENCE RE 
1973 OVERALL RECORD: 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
: . Groves Sta 
. . ' . . . . ' . . . 
RD: ...... . 
OFFENSIVE LETTERMEN R 
-Tom Fehring, Walter Sims, Bill ••• 
Henderson, Aubrey Turbeville, Lee Al 
Arthur, Jerry Cartwright, Tim Tremblay; 
l)e'acons 
. . . . . 
Barnes, Kevin Firquin; Quarterback-Bill Arm 
Running Back-Frank Harsh, Jim Mach, Bob Paquette, 
Terry Karl. 
so 
DEFENSIVE LETTERMEN RETURNING (15): Ends 
-J. D. Harris, Doug Benfield, Gary Moody, H enry 
Sigmon; Tackle Kieth Carter, Rick Gregory, David 
Bartholmew; Linebacker-David Bailey, John Bryce, 
Terry Carroll, David lebs, Tom Tony; Defensive Back 
-Randy Sitts, Spencer Horne, Robert Richards. 
CAPTAINS: . . . ' . . . • • • • Game Captains 
MILLS BAILEY 
197 4 Schedule 
Sept. 7 ................. N. C. State at Winston-Salem 
Sept. 14 ....... . .... William & Mary at Winston-Salem 
Sept. 21 .... . ... . .... North Carolina at Winston-Salem 
Oct. 5 ......... . .............. 0 klahoma at Norman 
Oct. 12 ................. Penn State at University Park 
Oct. 19 .. . ... ... . ........ . Maryland at College Park 
Oct. 26 ...... . ........ ... .. Virginia at Winston-Salem 
Nov. 2 ................... Clemson at Winston-Salem 
Nov. 9 ...... . .................... . Duke at Durham 
Nov. 16 .................. South Carolina at Columbia 
23 .................... Fur111an at Winston-Salem 
3 Results (Won 1, Lost 9, Tied 1) 
Deacons 9 . . . . . .................. Florida State 7 
Deacons 14 . . . . . . . ..... ........ William & Mary 15 
Deacons O . . . . . . . . . . . ............... Richmond 41 
Deacons O . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Texas 41 
12 . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... South Carolina 28 
0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. . ...... Maryland 37 
s 10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Virginia 21 
s 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ Clemson 35 
7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Duke 7 
0 . . .. . ..... . .. ... . . U. N. C. ~ 




















































































































(Novembe1· 9 at Clemson-1:00 p. m. EDT) 
LOCATION: ................ . .... Chapel Hill, N. C. 
FOUNDED: .... . .... .. ................ 1795 
CONFERENCE: ..................... Atlantic Coast 
ENROLLMENT: ............. . .............. 19,300 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: ............... Homer Rice 
HEAD COACH: ........................ Bill Dooley 
ASSISTANTS: Bobby Collins, Pat Watson andy Kin-
ney, Vito Ragazzo, Charlie Carr, 
Tom Fletcher, Jim Don11an, Joh 
SID: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . ' . 
ASSISTANT: ........ . 
• 
~ 
"'4,;:; :' :: J!P 
• 
DOOLEY ROBINSON 
197 4 Schedule 
Sept. 14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ohio at Chapel Hill 
Sept. 21 ............... Wake Forest at Winston-Salem 
Sept. 28 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Maryland at College Park 
Oct. 5 ................. . ... Pittsburgh at Chapel Hill 
Oct. 12 ..................... Georgia Tech at Atlanta 
Oct. 19 .................... N. C. State at Chapel Hill 
Oct. 26 . . . . . . . . . . . . .... South Carolina at Columbia 
Nov. . ...... Virginia at Chapel Hill 
.......... Clemson at Clemson 
. . ....... Army at Chapel Hill 
._, ..... Duke at Chapel Hill 
7, Tied 0) 
TRAINER: . . . . . . . . . . . 
STADIUi\lI AND CAPAI 
~U~ ar~ Heels 
illiam & Mary 27 
. ... Maryland 23 
..... Missouri 27 
. . N. C. State 28 
TEAM co·LORS: . .. .. . 




Ellis Alexander, yd 
David Barrett, Ken Huff; 
Chacos, Pat Norton, Ray Stanfor , 
-Chris Kupec, Bill Paschall; RB- ames Betterson, 
Jimmy Jerome, Ed Lamens, Dick Oliver, Mike Voight. 
DEFENSIVE LETTERMEN RETURNING (16): E-
Ted Elkins ; DT-Steve Baker, Rod Broadway, Scott 
Reynolds, Ronnie Robinson; LB-Terry Cantrell, Gary 
Cowan, Jimmy DeRatt, Mark DiCarlo, Mike Duffy, Tom 
Embrey, Mark Gaines; DB,-Kip Arnall, Russ Conley, 
Frank Townsend, Bobby Trott. 
CAPTAINS: ......................... Game Captains 
ar Heel .-:i. v 
Tar Heels O . 
Tar Heels 28 ...... . 
































... Kentucky 10 
. ... Tulane 16 
st Carolina 27 
. ... Virgina 44 
... Clemson 37 
. . Wake Forest 0 


























Pts . Opp. 
338 360 
51 
(November 16 at Clemson-1:00 p. m. EDT) 
LOCATION: . . . . ........... . .... Charlottesville, Va. 
FOUNDED: . . . ..... ... . . .. .. ................ 1819 
CONFERENCE: ............ . .. . ..... Atlantic Coast 
ENROLLMENT: .............. . ......... . ... 13,500 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: ............. Gene Corrigan 
ASSISTANT: 
52 
TEAM COLORS: .. 
. . . ' NICKNAME: . ...... . .............. _.:,.·., ·. ' . 
. ,•. . . 
• 
1973 CONFERENCE RECORD: ....... . i-· ,·:., .. • 
1973 OVERALL RECORD: . . . . 
,•'.• ·-:-: '•'.• 
:-: '.: 
. . ' ' . ...... , ..,_._.,._,_,-... . 
,: : 
'.- ·-· . ·-· •.· ' 
. . 
OFFENSIVE LETTERr-.1EN RETURNING (17), • E .. 
Jim Colleran, Tom Fadden, Ken Shelton ; T-4Uoug. . 
Parcells, J ol1n Sims; OG-Tom Classic, Charlie Hale, 
De11nis Kuczy11ski , Phil Silas ; C-Tony Timperio; QB,-
Scott Gardner ; RB-Billy Copeland, David Sloan, r-.1ike 
Do,ve; FLK-1 like Bennett, Billy Lanal1an; K-Joe 
J e11kins. 
DEFE SIVE LETTERr-.IEN RETURNING (17) : E-
Bob ;\leade, Butcl1 Po,,1ers; T-Jeff Cikra, D ennis H ack-
\\'Or tl1, Tom :\IcGra,v, Ron 11orley, John \Valker ; LB-
Dick Ambrose, Bill Dennis, Jim Grobe, Mike Ozdowski; 
DB,-Carl Barile, like Cornachione, Eric D ahlgre11, 
Doug Jones, Chris Turner, Tony Zmudzin. 
CAPTAI S : ' • • 
RANDLE 
197 4 Schedule 
a 
GARDNER 
. . . . . ....... .. . . . . ... North Carolina 40 
. . ..................... . . Maryland 33 
· . · ': i ';< · i ia 42 . ava:!1e~s 17 ...... . ................ West V1rg n 























































(November 23 at Clemson-1:00 p. m. EDT) 
LOCATION: ' . . . . . . ' . . . . . Columbia, S. C. 
FOUNDED: • • • • • • • • • . . . 1801 
Independent 
25,000 
CONFERENCE: • • • • • 
ENROLLMENT: • 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: • 
HEAD COACH: 
ASSISTANTS: Bob Gatlin g, 
Jaynes, Bill Cl.1y, Pete Je 




STADIU~l AND CA 
TEAM COLORS: 
NICKNA~lE: . ' . 
• • 




Paul F. Dietzel 





OFFENSIVE LETTERMEN RETURNING (18): E-
Mike Farrell, Jay Saldi, Steve Blackmon; FLK-Scott 
Thomas, Eddie Muldrow, Keith Colson; T-Buck 
Thompson; G--Jerry Witherspoon, Brad Kline; C-
Dwight Efird, Mike McCabe; QB,-Ron Bass, Jeff Grantz; 
RB-Jay Ly11n Hodgin, Tom Amrein, A11dy LeHeup, 
Casper Carter, Randy Chastain. 
DEFENSIVE LETTERMEN RETURNING (17): E-
Don Abraczinskas, Al Carpenter, Robert Wood; T-
Steve Courson, Gerald Witt; LB-BiH Cregar, Gary Mc-
Laren, Tony Pepper, Bruce Hoffman, Garry Mott, Grahl 
Phillips; DB,-C. A. Wilson, Henry Laws, Tom Zipperly, 
Andy Nelson, Zeb Shue, Jacyn Adamski. 
CAPTAINS: ......................... Game Captains 
~ 
I ' DIETZEL GRANTZ 
1974 Schedule 
Sept. 14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Georgia Tech at Atlanta 
Sept. 21 . . . . . . . . . ........ . . Duke at Columbia (N) 
Sept. 28 . . . ..................... Georgia at Athens 
Oct. 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . Houston at Columbia (N) 
Oct. 12 . . . . . . . . . . Virginia Tech at Columbia (N) 
Oct. 19 . . . . . . ......... Ole Miss at University 
Oct. 26 . . . . . . . North Carolina at Columbia (N) 
ov. 2 . . . . . ....... N. C. State at Raleigh 
Nov. . . . . Appalachian State at Columbia (N) 
1 2 
1909 





































Clemson at Clemson 
s (Won 7, Lost 4, Tied 0) 
. . . . ........... Georgia Tech 28 
~ · ,. , . . ............ Houston 27 
. . ~. -:-' ..... Miami of Ohio 13 


















































.......... Ohio 22 
............. L.S.U.33 
......... N. C. State 56 
... Appalachian State 14 
......... Florida State 12 
















































































































It's been called the life blood of Clemson athletics, and it's 
also been referred to as the finest collegiate scholarship club in 
America. And to back up those statements, members of 
IPTAY (I Pay Twenty A Year) continued to show their 
support for the Tigers as they donated more than $600,000 in 
an effort to make Clemson's well-rounded athletic program the 
best in the nation. 
When the late Dr. Ruppert H. (Rube) Fike started turning 
the thoughts of IPT A Y over in his mind, he probably never 
imagined that the organization would blossom into what it is 
today. 
Back then, in 1934, the Tigers were at orie of their lowest 
depths as far as their grid program was concerned. In three 
years, Clemson had managed but seven wins while losing 17 
and tieing five. 
But the late Dr. Fike organized IPT AY to finance athletic 
scholarships, and the initial success was more than anticipated. 
Because in the next eight grid campaigns, the Tigers had break 
even or better seasons. And in just a short six years after the 
birth of IPT A Y, Clemson's 9-1 record included a 6-3 Cotton 
Bowl win over Boston College, marking the first time ever that 
a Tiger team had advanced to a post-season contest. 
Moreover, it didn't stop there, as Clemson made six other 
bowl trips in the next 19 seasons and the Tigers completely 
dominated the grid circles in the Atlantic Coast Conference. 
Not only did Clemson fare well as a team, but the Tigers 
have had more than their share of All-ACC and All-American 
gridders, and even today Clemson has more ex-footballers still 
active within the National Football League than any other 
team in the conference. 
Whereas football was to be the main beneficiary of IPTAY 
funds back in 1934, Clemson's 10 other athletic teams have 
reaped the benefits of the organization as well. 
For instance, conference crowns have been won in baseball 
' 
basketball , soccer, and tennis, as well as the five in football 
' 
and thousands of student-athletes have been able to receive a 
college education at Clemson thanks to the funds raised 
through IPT A Y. 
And as IPTA Y '75 begins Sept. 1st , a new goal will be set, 
and no doubt like tl1e past eight years , contributions will 
continue to exceed each previous years'. 
IPT A Y is definitely the life blood of Clemson athletics, and 
whereas few can play , many can join the Tiger team as 
supporters. 
Al though the late Dr. Fike never realized how his idea 
would develop into such a great organization, he, like officials 
of this decade , realized that IPT A Y was an investment with 
today's youth - the leaders of tomorrow. 
Football Lettermen Since 1896 
A 
Aaron, Jack- 1961-62-6 3 
Abell, Frank - 1931-32 
Abrams, Jimmy - 1966-67 
Adams, J. P.- 1914-15-16 
54 
Addison , Jimmy - 1965-66-67 (Capt.) 
Alexander, Gazy - 1973 
Alford , Hugh - 1945 
Alford , J. L.-1916 
Aliffi, Vic- 1961-63 
Allen, Banks-1906-07 
•Allison, J. W. (Switzer)-1917-18-19-20 
Ammons, Billy - 1966-6 7-68 (Capt.) 
Anderson, Ben- 1970-71-72 
Anderson, Jack.- 1968-69-70 
Anderson, Joe- 1960-61-62 
Anderson, Sam- 1958-59-60 
Anderson, Tony - 1970-71-72 
Anderson, Will.ie - 1972-73 
Andreas, Karl - 1971-72-73 
Andreo , Ron- 1959-60-61 (Capt.) · 
A~kuta, Neuf- 1954-55 
Ard. Wendall - 1943-44 
Armstrong , F. E. (Boo) - 1918 
(Acting Capt.) 19-20 (Capt.) 
' Armstrong, Hoyt- 1921 
Armstrong , Junior- 1930 
Armstrong, Lon- 1959-60-61 
Arthur, Gary - 1966-67-6J 
Asbill, Henry - 1927-28-29 
Austin , P. B. Q'lowboy) - 1925-26 
Avery, Wingo - 1953-54-55 
(Alt. Capt) . 
B 
Bailes, J. P.- 1919-20-21 
•Bailes, W. B.-1922 
Bailey , Bob- 1936-37-38 
Baker, Archie - 1950-51-52 
Baker, Wayne- 1969-70-71 
Baldv1in, Bob- 1964 
Bradley, L. T . (Prep) - 1925 
•Brandon , T . B.-1914-15-16 
Brantley, Craig - I 973 
Branton , Joey - 1965-66-67 










Cagle. Bully - 1940-41-4 2 
Cagle. John- I 966-67-68 
Cagle, Mavis- 1944-45-46-4 7 
Cam, Sammy - 1967-68-69 
Caldwell, Charue - 1969-1970 
Callahan, Sonny - 1971 
Callicutt , Ken- 1973 
Calvert, Forrest - 1950-53 
Calvert, Jackie- I 948-49-50 
•Calvert , J tm- 1949-50 
Camp, Bill - 1904 
Candler, Steedley - 1967 
Cann, George - 1920-21 
•cannon , C. L.- 1907 
Cannon , W. M.-1915 
Cap lan , Sru - 1964-65 
Carothers, Rocky - I 948-49-50 
Carson, Gene - 1948-49 
•Carson , Jules L. (Doc)- I 910-11-12-13 
Carson, Lynn - 1973 
•Carter , Bert - 1906 
Carter, Oscar- 1969-70 
Case, Johnny - I 96 1-62-63 
Cassady, Sonny- 1968-69-70 
Cathcart, Joe- 1933 
Catoe, Jimmy - 1966-67-68 (Capt.) 
Cauble, Charlie - 1969 
•Caughman, F . P. - 1907 
Caughman, Kenny - 1911-12-13 
Chamberlain, Force- 1970-71-72 
Chandler, Tommy - 1949 
Chappell, Henry - 1943 
Chattin , Rabbit - 1957-58-59 
Childers, Tracy - 1962-63 (Capt.) 
Childers, Wilson- 1965-66-67 
•Childress, John - 1948-49-50 
Chipley, Bill- I 940-41 
*Chovan, Phil - 1938 
•Chreitzberg, C. K. - 1898 
•chritzberg, A. M.- 1896 
Chuy, Don - 1961-62 
Clanton, Ray - 1945-46-47-48 
•Clardy , Wanen- 1904 
Clark , Chip-194 2-45-46 (Capt.) 
Clark, W. C.-1906-07 
Cleveland, Olin- 1945-46 
Cline, Doug- 1957-58-59 
Cobb, Maret- 1972-73 
•Cockran, J . T. (Boots)-1908-09-10 
Cockfield, Barry - 1966 
Cogburn, H. L.- 1903 
•Colbert , W. C. (Pinky)- 1919-20-21 
Coleman, Bob - 1959-oO-ol 
Coleman, Dan - 1937-38-40 
Coleman, Jim- 1954-55-56 
•Coles, Marion (Pony)- 1910-11-12 
-Coles, Strick- 1906-07-08 (Capt.) 
Collins, Joe- 1928 
Compton, Gary-1968-09 
Cone, Fred-I 948-49-50 (Capt.) 
•Connelly, Bill- 1909-10 
Cook, Pete- 1950-51-52 
Cooper, Jay- 1964-05-06 
Cooper, Richard - 1963-04 
Cordileone, Lou - 1957-58-59 
Cornell, Milce - 1973 
Coursey, Tom - 1949 
Cox, Carol-I 945-4 7-48-49 
Cox, Cary-1946-47 (Capt.) 
Cox, Ed- 1949 
Cox, Jack - 1948-49 
-Cox, M. E.-1914-15 
Cox, Walter, Sr.-1938-39 
Cox, Walter, Jr.- 1961-02-o 
Cox, Wyatt - 1957-58 
Craig, Arthur- 1965-06-07 
Craig, Bob - 1966-08-09 
Craig, Johnson- 1931-32 
Craig, Marion- 1940-41-42 
(Alt. Capt.) 
Crain, Pat- 1962-o3-o4 
Crain, Willis - 1954 
Crawford, Barclay - 1950-5 
Crolley, Ronnie- 1959-oO-o 
Cropp, Willie- 1966-08 
Crout, Sarnmy - 1958-59 
Croxton, Bill- 1933-34-35 
Crombie, Alton- 1944-45 
Cunningham , Bennie- 1973 
Cummings, Pony - 1932-33-
Curtis, Ralph - 1946 
Cuttino, H. B. (Hop) - 1925 
D 
Daigneault , Doug- 1958-59 
Daley, B. T.-1915 
Daniel, Ralph- 1969-70-71 
Dantzler, Ellis-l 963-o4-o5 
Davis, Guy-1926-27-28 
Davis, Hal- 1962-o3-o4 
Davis, Heide- 1970-71-72 
Davis, Footsie - 1930-31-32 
Davis, Guy - 1926-27-28 
Davis, Jerry- 1972-73 
Davis, Jud - 1944-45-47-48 
•Davis, St. Clair-1928 
Davidson, L. S.-1925-26 
Deanhardt, Luke - 1946-47 
Deanhardt, Luke, Jr. - 1971 
DeBardelaben, Bob- 195 8-5 
Decock, Bruce- 1971-72-73 
DeCosta, E. J . (Bee0-1901 
Deitz, Frank-1938-40 
Deloach, Billy - 1949 
Depew, Bill- 1968-09 
•Derrick, 0. L. (Puss)-190 
DeSimone, Dick- 1954-56-
Dickson, Laury- 1905 
Dillard , Bill- 1932-3 3-34 
DiMucci, Dan - 1949-50-51 
Dorn, Jim- 1969-70-71 
•Dotterer, E.G. (Gilly)-19 
Dotherow, Fudge-1962 
•Douthit, Claude (Pug) - 18 
(Capt.) 
Dozier, Ted- I 931-32-33 
•Duckett , Graves-1916 
*Duckworth, Joe- 1898-99 
Ducworth, George-1968-o 
Ducworth , Ronnie - 1966~ 
Ducworth, Thomas- 1973 
Dukes, Mike- 1956-57-58 
Duley , Tom- 1965 
Dumas, Charlie-1962-o3-o4 
•Dunlap, Tom - 1919-20 
Dyer, Clint- 1945-46-48 
•Dyess, Jimmy- 1929 
E 
Earle, J . C.-1900 
Eberhart, Terry-1958 
Eidson, Wesley- 1967-08 
Ellenburg, Charlie-1966-07 
Ellison, Gill- 1904-05 
Elvington, B. B.- 1968-09-70 (Capt.) 
Emanuel, Emmett- 1920-21-22 (Capt.) 
*Emerson, Jack-1947 
Engel, Karl - 1962 
English, Tom - 1968 
' Epps, M. H. (Pepper)-19 10 
Eskew, H. L. (Bud)-1925-26-27 (Capt.) 
Etheridge, Brooks- 1970 
Ethredge, Don - I 969-70-71 
Evans, Cha.rlie-1962 
Eyler, Rick- 1969-70 
Ezell, J . F. (Sarn)-1909-10 
•Ezell, R. B. (Doc)- 1912 
F 
Fabers, Leon-1972-73 
Facciolo, Milce- 1964-05-06 (Capt.) 
Farnham, Dave- 1969-70-71 




ee Wee)- 1901-02-03 
. C.-1898-99-1900-01 
arry-1941-42 
, Eddis- 1943-44-45-46 
, W. L. (Red)- 1918 
George-1939-40-41 
r, John - 1967-08-09 
rburk, Milce- 1968 
ck, Fritz- l 903-04-04-06 (Capt.) 
G 
Bobby - 1945-46-47-48 
, Chick-1943-46-4 7-48 
ay , G. G.- 1972-73 
a, Pete- 1969-70-71 
, A. P. (Hop)- 1909-11-12-13 (Capt.) 
t , Jonnie- 1902 
W. A.- 1905 
, Richard- l 966-07-08 
son , Bill- 1902-03 
n,C.C.- 1923 
n, Gene- 1958 
, Dreher- 1950-51-52 
Capt.) 
, Clark-1961-o2-o3 
ay , Jim - 1928-29 
, R. T.- 1905-06-07 
. F. (Little Mutt) - 1912-13-14 
. G. (Mutt) - 1914-15-16-17 
, Guy- 1972-73 
rich , Gary - 1970-71-72 
· ry , Charlie-1896-97-98 
, Frank- I 950-51-52 
, A. P. - 1899-1900 
, Buck - 1951-52-53-54 (Capt.) 
, Henry - 1965 
s, E. F. (Red)-1918-19-20-21 
ie , Dan- 1943 
ie, Dick- 1948-50 
ie, Frank- 1946-4 7-48 
er, Grover G.-1917-19-20-21 
er, Frank-1908-09-10 
p, Earl-1970-71 
p, Rick - 1969-70-71 
Coleman-1960-61-02 
e, Robert- 195 8 
ohnnie Mac- 1958 
Gus-1936-37-38 
ing, R. F. (Fatty)-1904 
Buddy- 1966-07-08 
ennis- 1971-72 
, Bernie- 1950-51 
, George- 1944 
, Bill- 1911 
, John- 1955-56-57 (Co. Capt.) 
, Harry - 1901-02 
, Earle- 1955-56 
, Johnny- 1955 




Hair , B y-
Hair, J . C.- 1925-26-27 
Hall, Bill- I 938-39-40 (Alt. Capt.) 
•Hall , R. M. (Fatty) - 1926-27-28 
Hall , Wade - 1960-03 
Hamer, Ray- 1939-40-41 
•Hammett, L. 0.-1918 
•Hamilton, R. G.- 1896 (Capt.) 
Hane, J . K.-1924-25 
•Hane, Kit- 1928-29 
Hankinson, Crimmins-1953-54 
Hankie, W. H.-1908-09-10 (Capt.) 
•Hanvey, Emest-1 913 - ~ .... __ ,.' 
•Hanvey, George-1897-98 
•Hanvey, lock T.-1896-97-1902-03 
Hardin, L. G.-1916 
•Harmon, H. M. (Duck)-1914-15-16 
•Harmon, S. E. (Pat)-1922-23-24 
Harrell, Ricky - 1970-71-72 
Hanis, H. S. (Lazy Bill)-1914-15-16 
•Harris, L. D.-1919 
Hart, W. L. (Bub)-1916-17 
Harvey, B. C. (Chubby)-1925-26 (Capt.) 
Harvey, Randy- 1967-08 
' Henry, Dale- 1969-70-71 
Herlong, Doug- 1948-51 
Herlong, Henry - I 930 
Hicks, Harry - 1954 
Hicks, Ken - 1972 
Hildebrand, Nolten- 1953 
Hinson, Randy - 1933-34-35 
Holland, Joe- 1904 (Capt.) 
Holohan, R. F. (Butch)-1921-22-23 (Cap 
Homonoff, Edward-1973 
Hook , Charlie-1965-06-68 
Hook, Fred - 1931-32 
Hope, Leon- 1973 
Hopkins, Stan - 1971-72 
Home, Charlie - 1956-57-58 
Horton, Tate- 1933-34-35 
Hosteller, Hoss- 1964-06-07 
Hough, Jarnes-1945 
Howard, Jimmy - 1961-02-63 
Hubert, Pooley- I 950-5 3 
Hudson, Billy - 1954-55-56 
Hudson, Bob - 1947-48-49-50 
Hudson, J . C.-1950-5 1-52 
Hughes, Wade- 1971-72 
Hunt, Revonne- 1951 
Hunter, Bill - 1942-46-47 
Hunter, Harnp- 1953-54-55 
•Hunter, N. M. (Buster)-1899-1900-01 
Huntley , Chuck-1970-73 
Hydrick, Onan- 1908-09 
Hynes, Dave- 1960-o l-o2 (Capt.) 
I 
Inabinet, B. C. - 1953-54-55 
*Inabinet, Clarence J .- 1933-34-35 
J 
Jackson, J ack - 1969 
Jackson, Jacky - I 965-06-07 
Jackson, Jackie Lee- 1966-07-08 
Jackson, Kit- 1965-06-07 
Jackson, M. E.- 1921 
Jackson, Scott-1952-53-54 (Capt.) 
Jackson, S. L. (Stonewall)-1922-23-24 
Jackson, Wister- 1938-39 
James, M. B. (Jimmy)-1911-12-13-14 
Jameson , Hugh- 1939-40-41 
•Jenkins, Ralph - 1943-44 (Capt.) 
45 (Capt.); 46 (Alt. Capt.) 
Jennings, A. T.-1914 
•Jeter, J . P.- 1913 
Jetton, Neal-1973 
Johnson, Bobby - 1970-71-72 
Johnson, Ricky - 1963-o4-o5 
Jolley, Bobby - 1951 
Jones, Bob - 1928-29-30 
Jones, Bob - 1972-73 
Jones , Jimmy - 1949 
Jordan, Leonard - 1941 
Jordan , Whitley - 1955-56-57 
Keasler, A. L. (Gus)-1904-05 
'Keel, J . W. (Rastus)-1906 
Keller, Morris - 1959 
Kelley, Don- 1969-70-71 
Kelley, Freddy-1965-06-07 
Kelley, Steve- I 973 
Kempson, Otis- 1950-51-52 
Kendrick, Tommy - 1969-70-7 l 
Kennedy, Frank-1950-51 
Keys, Larry- 1965-06-07 
•Keyserling, H. L. (Golden)-1920 
Killen, Pat-1959 
King, Buddy- 1970-71-72 
King, Don-1952-53-54-55 (Capt.) 
King , Jack-1968-09 
King, Jimmy- 1959-oO-o 1 
King, L. 0.-1901-02 
King, Tommy-1959-oO-ol 
•Kinsler, J . H.-1900 
IGrkconnell, Ben - 1932 
Kissam, Roddy- 1933-34-35 
Kitchens, Ronnie- 1967-08-09 
Knight , Herman- 1949-51 
Klugh, W. W.-1925-26 
Knoebel, Fred-1950-51-52 
Knott, Hal - 1959 
Kormanicki, Dave - 1968~9 
L 
otte, G. E. (Boo)-1910 









Lewis, Gus- 1900-01 
Lewis, Harold - 1935-36-37 (Capt.) 
Lewis, J . B.- 1898-99-1900 
Lewis, Merritt - 1932-33-34 
Lewter, Steve- 1969-70-71 
Lhotsky, Joe- 1966-07-08 
Liberatore , Frank-1964-06-07 (Capt.) 
•Lightsey, F. B. (Bull)- 1922-24-25 
•Lightsey, L. M . (Yen)- 1917-18-19-20 
Link, A. C.-1926 
•Littlejohn, C. E. (Mule)- 1913-14-15 
•Locklair, Ed (Pop)- 1941 
Locklair, Milce - l 966-o7-o8 
Logan, Jirnmy - 1966 
•Logan, J . R. - 1912-13 
Long, Evans-1930 
Long, Steve- 1971-72 
Lowman, P. I. (Pi)- 1918-19 
Lundeen, Danny - 1970-71 
Luzzi, Richie- 1966-07-08 
'Lykes, Powell- 1905-06 
'Lynah, Jim - 1900-01 
Lynn, Dave- I 958-59-oO (Capt.) 
Mc 
McBride, Dan - 1973 
McCanless, lirn- 1955-56-58 
McCarley, Bob- 1927-28-29 
McCauley, J im - 1 94 9 
McClure, Bruce- 1963-o4-o5 
•McConnell, H. S.- 1914-15 
McConnell, R. E.-1925-26 
McConnell , S. W.-1934-35-36 
McConnell, T. S.- l 935-36-37 
McCory, Bob- 1944 
McCown, Fred - 1942 




















akin, John- 1969-70-71 
cMillan, Goat-1928-29 
McMillan, Raiford- 1926-27=28 
•McMillan, W. L. (Red)-1913-14-15 
M 
Magee, Watson- I 936-37-38 
Magill, Dick - 1927-28-29 
'Magill, W. K. (Rummy)-1913-14-15 (Capt.) 
Major, C. S. (Dopey)-1913-14-15-16 (Capt.) 
Maness, Chippy-1938-39-40 
Manos, Pete- 1949-50-5 I 
Marazza, Dick-1954-55-56 
Marion , Phil - 1964-05-06 
Marler, Malcolm- 1973 
•Marshall , L. E.- I 926 
55 
Martin, Bob-1946-47-48 (Co.-Capt.) 
•Martin, J . M.-1909-10-11 
Martin, Peanut- 1972-73 
Martin, W. N.-1925-27 
Masneri, Ray- 1956-57-58 
Mass, Wayne-1965-66-67 
Massengill, Wells - 1972 
Mathews, Mike-1971 
Mathews, Ray-1947-48-49-50 
Mathews, Tony - 1973 
•Mathis, A. J .-1898 
Mathis, Bill-1957-58-59 
•Matthews, Bill- 1915-16 
Matthews, Mack-1960-62-63 
Mattos, Tommy- 1952-53-54 
Mauldin, Hugh-1963-64-65 




Medlin, Rick- 1967-68-69 
•Mellette, F. M.- 1911 
•Melton, L. H. (Doc) - 192 
Michael , Benny- 1966-6 
Midkiff, Bob-1926 
Miller, Bill- 1962 
Miller, Billy- 1943 
Miller, Bob - 1931-32 
Miller, H. E.-1937-3 
Miller, J ack-1944-4 
Miller, Jim - 1948 
Miller, Ron - 1968 
Milton, Fred-1968 
Mimms, Charlie- 194 
Monledous, Zag- 19 
Montone, Neil-1947 
Monneyham, Jack- 1 
Moore, Gene- 1947 





Morgan, Bobby- 195 
Morgan, Lewis-194 
Morris, David - 1973 
Morrison, Pete- 1961 
Moss, Charlie-19 30-
Mulherin, Eddie-19 
Mullen, Ray- 1965-6 
Mulligan, Wayne- 19 
Mullins, H. D. (Horse 
Murray, Al-1972-73 
N 
Ness, Jim- 1972-73 
Neville, J. L.-1943 
Newell , Mike- 1969· 
Nimitz, H. J. (Foots) 
0 
O'Dell, Billy- 1953-5 
O'Dell, J. H.-1918-1 
O'Dell, Wayne- 1941 
•Odom , W. F.-1908 
Okurowski , Whitey -
Olson, Dave- 1958-5 
Olson, Harold- 1957 
Olszewski, Harry - 19 
O'Neal, Belton (Spec 
O'Neal, Brad - 1969-7 
Orban, Turk-1936 
Osborne, Ronnie - 19 
Owens, J. C. (Susie)-
p 
Padgett, F . M.-1918 
Padgett , G. L. - 1931 
Padgett, Jim- 1957-5 
•Padgett, 0 .D.-1928 
Padgett, Wade - 1939 
Page; Wayne- 1965-6 
Pagliei, Joe- 1953-54 
Palmer, E. D. (Frog) 
Palmer, Johnny- 1963 
Paredes, Bob- 1951-54 
Parker, Ace- 1940-41 
•Parker, H. L.-1912-13 
Parker, Jim - 1961-62-63 (Alt. Cap 
Pasley, Jim - 1939-40 
Pate , Milton- 1951-52 
Patrick, Chris- 1932 
56 
Patterson, Gene- 193 1-32 
Patton, Bob- 1949-50-51 (Capt.) 
Pavilack, Harry - 19 5 9-60-61 
Payne, Booty - 1940-41 
Payne, Jim- 1956-57-58 
Payne, Joe-1937-38-39 (Capt.) 
Payne , Oliver - I 936-37 
Pearce, Frank - 1963-64-65 
Pearce, Roy - 1939-40 
•Pearman , Fred- 1899-1900-0 l 
Pearson, Ben- 1936-37-38 
Peeples, Ken- 1972-73 
•Pegues, E. S.- 1899 
Pengitore, Ken- 1971-72-73 (Capt.) 
*Pennington, Clyde-1935-36 
Pennington, Cwtis- 1937-38 
(Alt. Capt.) 
•Perry, Bill-1911 
Perry L. (Tom)-1911 
Petoskey, Ted - 1963-64 
Phillips, Harley- 1943-44 
Phillips, Jim-!945 
Pierce, Hal-1940-41-42 
Pilot, Joe- 1958 
•Pinckney, E. H. - 1909 
•Pitts, Lewis- 1927-28 
Poe, Billy-1944-45-46 
•Pollitzer, H. R. (Polly) - 1902 
esse-1937 
une- 1945-46 
r, Landrum- 1930-31 
Q 
Quarles, Jimmy- 1951-52 
Qusenbury , Sonny - 1957-58 
Quinn, Dewey-1945-46 
R 
•Radcliff, Charles- 1950-51-52 
•Randle, E. L. (Cat) - 1913-14-15 
•Randle, M. B. (Little Cat)-1918-19-20 
Rankin, Gary- 1963-64 
Ray, Thomas - 1963-64-65 
Rayburn, Lee- 1966-67-68 
Reams, T. J.-1918-22 
Reeves, Marion- 1971-72-73 
Reynolds, C. M. (Pete)- 1926 
Reynolds, Jim - 1945-47-48-49 
Rhinehart, Jim- 1955 
Rhodes, John - 1971-72 
Richardson, Cotton-1943-44 
•Richardson, Joe- 1940 
Riddle, Leonard - 1943 
•Riggs, A. F.-1897-98-99 
•Rion, Aubrey - 1939-40 
ivers, Dalton-1955-56 
obbins, Butch- 1963-64 
•Robbs, C, M.-1907-08-09 (Capt.) 
Robinson, Charlie- 1922-23-24 (Capt.) 
Robinson, E. D.- 1934 
obinson, Joe- 1927 
odgers, George- 1950-51-52 
(Co,-Capt.) 
ogers, Bill- 1943-46 
ogers, Billy G.- 1944-46 
ogers, Floyd- 1965-66 (Capt.) 
Rogers, J ohnny - 1929 
Rogers, Phil- 1965-66-6 7 
ogers, Rodney- 1961-62 
ogers, Shot- 1955-56 
oper, T. H. (Pug)- 1918-19 
Rothell, Claude-1941-42 
oss, Don - 1952-53-54 
oss, J ack - 194 2-46-4 7 




ushton, Gil - 1945-48-49-50 
ussell, J. A.-1943 
utledge, Bill- 1943 
s 
, Hope- 1902 (Capt.) 
egars, 
t.) 
om - 1943-44-47-48 
*Segars, Kent - 1936 
Sellen, Joe - 1963-65 
Sharpe, Bill- 1964 
Sharpe, Bob- 1938-39-40 (Capt.) 
Sharpe, F . l .- 1931 
•Shealy , A. S. (Shack)- 1896-97-98 
(Capt.) 99 
Shealy , Pat - 1971-72 
Shell, Bob - 1970-72-73 
Shields, John- 1968-69 
*Shingler , Lo\vndes- 1958-5 9-60 
(Co.-Capt.) 
Shirley, Jim- 1950-51-52 
Shish, Paul- 1969 
•Shockley, J . A.-1922 
Shore, Henry - 1933-34-35 (Capt.) 
Shown, Jack - 1952-53 
Shuford, Don - 1934-35-36 
Siegel, Reuben - 1929-30-31 
Siepe, Jeff- 1970-71-72 
Simmons, T . D. (Shag)- 1919 
Simmons, Ralph - 1937 
Simpson, Don - 1943 
• • 
Snowden , Moon - 19 
Snyder, Paul- 1957-58-
Soloman, Homer- 1930 
Southerland, lvan- 1967-68 
•Sowell, Frank - 1930 
•spearman , John - 1920-21 (Capt. 
Spooner, Bob - 1955-56-57 
Squires, Tappey - 1969 
Stacy,Jack - 1942 
Stanford , M. C.-1940 
Stevens, Alex - 1932-33-34 
•Stevens, R. G.- 1909 
•Stewart, J . D.-1924 
Stewart, Watt - 1944 
Stocks, Jeff- 1971-72-73 
Stone, Don- 1973 
Stough, Tim- 1973 
Strayer, Phil - 1969 
Stribling J . W.-1913-14-15 
•Strother, Frank - 1923 
Sublette, Dick - 1948 
•Suggs, H. L.-1914-15 
•Sullivan, Frank - 1897-98-99 
Sultis, Jim - 1945-46-47 
•summers, J. C. (Chuck)- 1905-06 
Sursavage, Butch- 1965-66-67 
Sursavage, Jim - 1968-69-70 (Capt.) 
Sutton, George- 1962 
Sweatte, Johnny - l 941 
•swetenburg, J. R.-1920-21 
Swift , Bob- 1963 
Swofford , Bob - 1927-28-29 
•Swygert, George- 1896-97 
T 
Talley , J. H.-1926 
Taylor, Jerry - 1961-62 
Taylor, J. W.-1943 
•Tennant, A. B. (Dutch)- 1921-22-23-24 
•Toackson , L. P.- 1917-18-19 
Thomas, Bill - 1956-57-58 (Co.-Capt.) 
Thomas, David- I 972 
Thomason, Johnny - 1955 
Thompson, Dave - 1968-69-70 
Tho.mpson, Doug- 1955 
•Thompson, J. W.- 1916 
Thompson, Marion - 1950-51-52 
Thompson, Oscar- 1946-47-48 
Thornton, R. E.- 1918 
Thorsland, Oscar- 1960-61-62 
Tice, Johnny - 1954 
•Tillman, Henry - l 902 
Timmerman, W. P. (Pop) - 1926-27 
Timmons, Charlie - 1939-40-41 
Tinsley, Sid- 1940-41-44. (Alt . Cap 
Tisdale, Charlie- 1938-39-40 
Todd, Moe- 1969 
Tolley , Charlie- 1967-69 (Capt.) 
•Tompkin s, F . G.-1896 
Tompkins, James-1966-67 
Trayharn, Arden- 1943 
Trembley , Jimmy - 1969 
Trexler, Bru - 1937-39 
u 
Usry , George- 1957-58-59 
V 
Veronee, J ack - 1959-60-61 
•Vogel , R. T.-1896-97 
w 
Wade, Connie- 1966-67 
Wade, D. A.-1952 
Wade, Don- 1950-51 
•Wade, Grady - 1920 
Wagner, Larry - 1958 
Waldrep, Joe- 1964-65 
Waldrep, Perry - 1967 
Walker, Henry - 1946-4 7 
•Walker, J . E.-1923-24-25 
•walker, Nonman - 1897-98-99 
(Capt.), 1900 (Capt.) 
•walker, R. H.-1909-10 
•wan, 1. E.- 1926 
Wallace , Nelson- 1973 
Walters, Henry- 1970-71 
Wall, Pete- 1953-55 
Ward, Billy - 1962-63-64 
Ward, Jimmy - 1950-51-52 
are, Billy - 1966-67-68 
, Elza- 1926-27 
n, George- 1906-07 














954-55-56 (Alt . Capt.) 
, ck-1966-68-69 
Werntz, Eddie- 1960-61-62 
Werts, Rufus- 1931-32 
Wertz , J. B.- 1922-23 
West , Calvin- 1959-60-61 (Capt.) 
White Clyde- 1952-53-54 (Capt.) 
White , Harvey - 1957-58-59 
(Co.-Capt.) 
•Wrute, J. D.- 1896 
White , W. P. - 1908-09 
Whitmire, Jim- 1943-46-47-48 
Whitten, Red- 1952-53-54 
•Wiehl, E. M. - 1916 
Wiggins, Don- I 969-70 
Wiggs, Milton- 1945 
Wild, Ormond - 1953 
Wiles, Bill - 1935-36-37 
*Whilhite, F . T . (Rusty)-1921 
Williams, Billy- 1947-48-49 
Williams, Bratton - 1923-24 
Williams, Jack - 1920-21-22 
Williams, M. H.- 1917-19 
William s, Tommie-1904 
Williams, Tommy- 1953-54 
Williamson, Jimmy- 1972 
Willimon, Gene- 1932-33 
Willis , Albert - 1950 
•Willis, Don- 1936-37-38 
Wilson, C. C.- 1921-22-23-24 
W'tlson, lim - 1959 
Wilson, Mac- 1969-7 0-71 
Wilson, Ralph- 1944 
Windham, E. E.- 1907 
Windham , Kermit - 1936 
Wingo, Bill - 1973 
Wirth, Frank- 1970-71-72 
Wise, Frank- 1972-73 
•withers, George- 1950-51-52 
•Witsell , F . L. (Fish) - 1915-16-17 (Capt.) 
Woods, Charlie- 1936-37-38 (Capt.) 
Woods Footsie- 1941-45 
y 
h- 1903 
ggy - 1928-29-30 
enry - 193 2-33-34 
. M. (Jake)- 1909-10 
ake- 1900 




, Earl - l 950-51-52 
- 1942-53 
mb-Dumb - 1948-49-50 
1935-36-37 
Yarborough, Mule- 1929-30 
Yarbrough, Al- 1933-34-35 
Yauger, Ray- 1968-69-70 (Capt.) 
z 
Zager, Emil- 1958 





Ken Pengitore set a new Clemson single season total offense mark last 
fall as the Tiger signal-caller accounted for 1,941 yards of real estate on 
his way to being named to the All-Atlantic Coast Conference first team. 
Pengy hit 82 of 188 passes for 1,370 yards, including this 53-yard 
scoring bomb to Craig Brantley against Ga. Tech in 1973. 
TEAM RECORDS - SEASON 
RUSHING 
Most Rushes: 698 (1956) 
Most Yards Rushing: 2800 (1950) 
Most TD'S Rushing: 35 (1950) 
FORWARD PASSING 
Most Passes Attempted: 302 (1970) 
Most Passes Completed: 145 (1970) 
Most Yards Passing: 1755 (1969) 
Most TD'S Passing: 14 (1950) 
Most Passes Had Intercepted: 24 (1969) 
TOTAL OFFENSE 
Most Total Plays: 796 (1973) 
Most Total Yards: 4211 (1950) 
PUNT RETURNS 
Most Punts Returned: 5 3 (1945) 
Most Yards Returned: 700 (1948) 
Most TD's Punt Returns: 2 (1938, 1948, 1954, 1970) 
Most TD's By Blocked Punt: 3 (1940, 1948) 
KICKOFF RETURNS 
Most Kickoff Returns: 57 (1970) 
Most Yards Returned: 1187 (1970) 
58 
INTERCEPTION RETURNS 
Most Passes Intercepted: 25 (1951) 
Most Yards Returned: 361 (1951) 
Most TD's By Interceptions: 3 (1959) 
FIRST DOWNS 
Most First Downs: 204 (1973) 
Most First Downs Rushing: 133 (1957) 
Most First Downs Passing: 89 (1969) 
PENALTIES 
Most Penalties: 65 (1973) 
Most Yards Penalized: 605 (1973) 
FUMBLES 
Most Fumbles: 49 (1963) 
Most Fumbles Lost: 26 (1963) 
SCORING 
Most Points Scored: 344 (10 Games, 1950) 
Least Points Scored: 19 (9 Games, 1931) 
----
---·-·-
Additionally, his elusive running was good for 571 yards, and he is 
shown here against North Carolina in a game in which he baffled the 
Tar Heel defense by netting 312 yards of total offense. 
Most Times Held Scoreless: 6 (1920-26-31) 
Most Field Goals: 11 (1971, 1972) 
DEFENSE 
Best Total Defense: 1533 (10 Games, 1939) 
Least Yards Rushing By Opponents: 904 (10 
Games, 1941) 
Least Yards Passing By Opponents: 449 (10 
Games, 1939) 
Most Points By Opponents: 311 (11 Games, 1970) 
Least Points By Opponents: 4 (7 Games, 1906) 
Most Times Held Opponents Scoreless: 7 (1928) 
OTHER 
Most Wins: 11 (1948) 
Most Ties: 3 (1906) 
Most Losses: 8 (1970) 
TEAM RECORDS - SINGLE GAME 
RUSHING 
Most Rushes: 76 vs. South Carolina 1940 , 
Most Yards Rushing: 516 vs. Presbyterian, 1945 
Most TD's Rushing: 11 vs. Presbyterian, 1945 
FORWARD PASSING 
Most Passes Attempted: 48 vs. North Carolina, 
1965; tied 48 vs. Florida State 1970 , 
Fewest Passes Attempted: O vs. South Carolina, 
1956 
Most Passes Completed: 25 vs. Florida State, 1970 
Fewest Passes Completed: 0 vs. George Washington, 
1938; Presbyterian, 1942; South Carolina, 1943-
44-52-56; Fordham, 1952; VPI, 1956 
Most Yards Passing: 354 vs. Duke, 1963 
Fewest Yards Passing: - 1 vs. Maryland, 1956 
Most Passes Had Intercepted: 7 vs. South Carolina 
1945 ' 
Most TD Passes: 4 vs. Auburn, 194 7 
TOTAL OFFENSE 
Most Total Offense: 597 vs. Presbyterian, 1945 
PUNTING 
Most Punts: 17 vs. South Carolina, 1943 
PUNT RETURNS 
Most Punts Returned: 11 vs. George Washington, 
1941 
Most Yards Returned: 167 vs. Maryland, 1970 
KICKOFF RETURNS 
Most Kickoff Returns: 10 vs. Georgia Tech, 1944 
Most Yards Returned: 198 vs. Florida, 1952 
INTERCEPTIONS RETURNED 
Most Passes Intercepted: 6 vs. Sou th Carolina, 
1971 
Most Yards Returned: 143 on 4 Returns vs. 
Maryland, 1970 
FIRST DOWNS 
Most First Downs Rushing: 27 vs. Presbyterian, 
1957 
Most First Downs Passing: 17 vs. North Carolina, 
1965 
Most Total First Downs: 30 vs. Presbyterian, 1957 
Fewest Total First Downs: 1 vs. South Carolina, 
1943 
PENALTIES 
Most Penalties: 14 vs. Furman, 1964 
Most Yards Penalized: 180 vs. Furman, 1964 
FUMBLES 
Most Fumbles: 14 vs. Presbyterian, 1953 
Most Fumbles Lost: 5 vs. Wake Forest, 1950; 
Boston College, 1953; Presbyterian, 1953; Auburn, 
1954; Maryland, 1957; Wake Forest, 1963 
Most Opponent Fumbles Recovered: 6 vs. Duke, 1965 
SCORING 
Most Points Scored: 122 vs. Guilford, 1901 
Greatest Victory Margin: 122-0 vs. Guilford, 1901 
Greatest Defeat Margin: 7-74 vs. Alabama, 1931 
INDIVIDUAL RECORDS - RUSHING 
MOST RUSHES 
Game: 36, Jim Shirley vs. N. C. State, 1951; 36, 
Ray Yauger vs. Wake Forest, 1969 
Season: 230, Buddy Gore, 1967 
Career: 600, Buddy Gore, 1966--67--68 
MOSTY ARDS RUSHING 
Game: 234, Don King vs. Fordham, 1952 
Season: 1045, Buddy Gore, 1967 
Career: 2571, Buddy Gore, 1966-67--68 
BEST RUSHING AVERAGE 
Game: 30.4, Ken Moore vs. The Citadel, 1954 (5 
for 15 2) 
Season: 7 .2, Billy Poe, 1945 (53 for 380) 
Career: 3 years: 5.92, Jackie Calvert, 1948-49-50 
(194 for 1149) 
4 years: 5.69, Ray Matthews, 1947-48-49-50 
(331 for 1886) 
LONGEST RUN FROM SCRIMMAGE 
90 yards, Buck George vs. Furman, 1951; 90 yards, 
Banks McFadden vs. Presbyterian, 1939 
FORWARD PASSING 
MOST PASSES ATTEMPTED 
Game: 48, Tommy Kendrick vs. Florida State, 1970 
Season: 267, Tommy Kendrick, 1970 
Career: 3 years: 644, Tommy Kendrick, 1969-70-71 
4 years: 318, Don King 1952-53-54-55 
Bobby Gage, a four-year 
letterman in the late-l 940's, is 
still the holder of 12 indivi-
dual school grid marks, includ-
ing the single-game total of-
fense mark of 3 7 4 yards 
against Auburn in 1947. 
. .. .. 
It"" j .,_ I J 
-
Charlie Waters, now a defen-
sive back for the Dallas Cow-
boys, was an All-Atlantic 
Coast Conference receiver for 
the Tigers in the late-l 960's, 
and his 44 receptions in 1969 
is still a school record for most 
catches in one year. 
MOST PASSES COMPLETED 
Game: 25, Tommy Kendrick vs. Florida State, 1970 
Season: 133, Tommy Kendrick, 1970 
Career: 3 years: 303, Tommy Kendrick, 1969-70-71 
4 years: 134, Don King, 1952-53-54-55 
MOST YARDS PASSING 
Game: 323, Thomas Ray vs. North Carolina, 1965 
Season: 1491, Jimmy Addison, 1966 
Career: 3 years: 3,893, Tommy Kendrick, 1969-70-71 
4 years: 2,448, Bobby Gage, 1945-46-4 7-48 
MOST TOUCHDOWN PASSES 
Game: 4, Bobby Gage, vs. Auburn, 1947 
Season: 11, Bobby Gage, 1947; 11, Harvey White, 
1957 
Career: 24, Bobby Gage, 1945-46-47-48; Tommy 
Kendrick, 1969-70-71 
LONGEST SCORING PASS 
81 yards, Joel Wells to Joe Pagliei vs. South 
Carolina, 1954 
BEST PERCENT OF COMPLETIONS 
3 years: 51.4, Jimmy Addison, 1965-66-67 (202 
completions on 393 attempts) 
4 years: 44.2, Bobby Gage, 1945-46-47-48 (123 
completions on 278 attempts) 
MOST PASSES HAD INTERCEPTED 
Game: 5, Don King vs. Auburn, 1953 
Season: 20, Tommy Kendrick, 1969 
Career: 3 years: ·Tommy Kendrick, 42, 1969-70-71 
4 years: Don King, 37, 1952-53-54-55 
TOTAL OFFENSE 
MOST OFFENSIVE PLAYS 
Game: 53, Tommy Kendrick vs. Florida State, 1970 
Season: 370, Ken Pengitore, 1973 
Career: 798, Tommy Kendrick, 1969-70-71 
MOST YARDS RUN AND PASS 
Game: 374, Bobby Gage vs. Auburn, 1947 
Season: 1941, Ken Pengitore, 1973 
Career: 3 years: 3464, Billy Hair, 1950-51-52 
4 years: 3757, Bobby Gage, 1945-46-47-48 
BEST AVERAGE, RUN AND PASS, CAREER 
3 years: 5.91, Jimmy Addison, 1965-66-67 (79 
rushes, 202 completions for 2788 yards) 
4 years: 6.32, Bobby Gage, 1945-46-47-48 (316 
rushes, 123 completions for 3757 yards) 
PASS RECEIVING 
MOST PASSES CAUGHT 
Game: 11, Phil Rogers, vs. North Carolina, 1965 
Season: 44, Charlie Waters, 1969 
Career: 106, Phil Rogers, 1965-66-67 
MOST YARDS GAINED 
Game: 148, Henry Walker vs. Auburn, 1947 
Season: 7 3 8, Charlie Waters, 1969 
Career: 1576, Glenn Smith, 1949-50-51 
MOST TOUCI-IDOWN PASSES CAUGHT 
Game: 3, Dreher Gaskin vs. Auburn, 1953 
Season: 7, Glenn Smith, 19 51 
Career: 18, Glenn Smith , 1949-50-51 
59 
BEST CAREER AVERAGE PER RECEPTION 
17.8, Glenn Smith, 1949-50-51 (88 for 1576) 
INTERCEPTIONS 
MOST INTERCEPTIONS 
Game: 3, Kit Jackson vs. Wake Forest, 1965 
Season: 7, Fred Knoebel, 1951 
Career: 15, Fred Knoebel, 1950-51-52 
MOST YARDS INTERCEPTIONS RETURNED 
Game: 100 (102 actual), Don Kelley vs. Duke, 1970 
Season: 156, Don Kelley on 3 interceptions, 1970 
Career: 3 years: 178, Don Kelley on 6 interceptions, 
1969-70-71 
Career: 4 years: 131, Ray Matthews on 10 inter-
ceptions, 194 7-48-49-50 
LONGEST INTERCEPTION RETURN 
100 yards (102 actual), Don Kelley vs. Duke, 1970 
PUNTING 
MOST PUNTS 
Game: 13 , Marion Butler vs. Wake Forest, 1942 
Season: 73, Marion Butler, 1942; Tony Anderson, 1971 
Career: 186, Tony Anderson, 1970-71-72 
BEST PUNTING AVERAGE 
Game: 48.3 yards Sammy Cain, 4 punts vs. Alabama, 
1967 
Season: 43.5 yards, Banks McFadden , 65 punts, 1939 
Career: 42 .0 yards, Banks McFadden, 111 punts, 
1937-38-39 
LONGEST PUNT 
81 yards, Mitch Tyner vs. Texas A&M, 1973 
MOSTY ARDS PUNTED 
6839, Tony Anderson, 1970-71-72 
MOST PUNTS BLOCKED 
2, Wingo Avery vs. The Citadel, 1954 
PUNT RETURNS 
MOST PUNT RETURNS 
Game: 10, Shad Bryant vs. Furman, 1939 
Season: 27, Shad Bryant, 1938 
Career: 88, Marion Butler, 1941-42-43-45 
MOSTY ARDS PUNT RETURNS 
Game: 167, Don Kelley on 4 returns vs. Maryland , 
1970 
Season: 487, Shad Bryant on 27 returns, 1938 
Career: 779, Shad Bryant, 1937-38-39 
60 
LO GEST PUNT RETUR 
I 00 yards (I 08 actual), R1ch1c Luzzi vs. Georgia, 
1968 
KICK011f" REIUR. 'S 
~10 f KICKOFF RE1URNS 
Game: 7. John Sl11eld, v . Alab3.Ina, 1969 
Season: 28. Bob Bosler, 197 0 
Career: 3) Lar, 30, John hh!ld,. 1968-69 
Career: 4 }'<.'ar,: 21, Bobb} Gage, 1945-46-47-48 
~10ST Y RD. KICKOFF RETUR, 'ED 
Game: 160 John ·1,1~ld, "' \laban1a, 1969 
Season: 568, Bob Bosler, 1970 
Career: 3 years: 647, John Shields on 30 returns, 
1968-69 
Career: 4 years: 491, Bobby Gage on 21 returns, 
1945-46-4 7-48 
LONGEST KICKOFF RETURN 
99 yard s, Bill Mathis vs. Georgia Tech, 1959 
SCORING 
MOST POINTS SCORED 
Game: 33, Maxcy Welch vs. Newberry, 1930 
Season: 92 , Fred Cone, 1950 
Career: 189 , Fred Cone, 1948-49-50 
MOST TOUCHDOWNS 
Game: 5, Maxcy Welch vs. Newberry , 1930 
Season: 15 , Fred Cone, 1950 
Career: 31, Fred Cone, 1948-49-50 
MOST TOUCHDOWNS RUSHING 
Season: 14, Fred Cone, 1950 
Career: 30, Fred Cone, 1948-49-50 
MOST TOUCHDOWNS RUN AND PASS 
Game: 5 , Bobby Gage, vs. Auburn, 1947 
Season: 15, Bobby Gage, 194 7 
MOST TOUCHDOWN PLAYS INVOLVED IN 
39, Ray Matthews (20 rush, 11 pass, 7 reception, 1 
punt return), 1947-48-49-50 
LONGEST SCORING LATERAL 
65, yards, Don Willis to Shad Bryant vs. George 
Washington , 1938 
MOST POINTS AFTER TOUCHDOWNS MADE 
Game: 9, Tommy Chandler vs. Presbyterian, 1949 
Season: 3 8 , Jack Miller, 194 8 
Career: 70, Charley Radcliff, 1950-51-52 
MOST CONSECUTIVE EXTRA POINTS 
35, Lon Armstrong , 1960 and 1961 
MOST FIELD GOALS 
Game: 3, Jimmy Barnette, vs. Maryland , 1969 
Season: 11 , Eddie Seigler, 1971, 1972 
Career: 30, Eddie Seigler, 1970-71-72 
LONGEST FIELD GOAL MADE 
52 yards, Eddie Seigler vs. South Carolina, 1971 
52 yards, Eddie Seigler vs. Maryland, 1972 
When Mitch Tyner boomed an 81-yard punt against Texas A&M last fall 
he broke Banks McFadden's 34-year record of 72 yards, which the 
latter kicked in 1939 against Tulane. Tyner, a senior from Lamar, is 
oho,vn here accepting congratulations from McFadden, Clemson's ftr5I 
All-American and the nation's most versatile athlete in 1939-40. 
Past Offensive Leaders 
CLEMSON'S PASSING LEADERS 
Year Name Pos. Att. 
1935-Joe Berzy, TB 72 
1936-Joe Berry, TB 99 
1937-Bob Bailey, TB 88 
1938-Bob Bailey, TB 35 
1939-~anks McFadden, TB 70 
1940-Chippy Maness, TB 61 
1941-~'Booty''Payne, TB 90 
1942-Marion Butler, TB 90 
1943-Marion Butler, TB 34 
1944-Sid Tinsle · , TB 51 
1945~Marion Buller, TB _ 45 
1946-Dutch Leverman, TB . . 62 
1947-Bobby Gage, TB . . "109' 
1948-Bobby Gage, TB · · ~105 
1949-Ray Mathews, WB . ,, 1~ 
1950-Billy Hair, TB - ~1 .. 
1951-Jlilly Hair,TB' 1~ · 
1952'<"' Don King,!f,B 69 
1.953-Don Klug, QB · · 9 
1954-Don King, QB 72 
1955-Don King, QB . 7,9 
19:;.6-€harlie Bussey, QB 68 
195 7 ~Harv~y White, QB 95 · 
1958-Harvey White, QB 87 
1959-J:larvey White, QB 107 
1960-Lowndes Shit\gler, QB 145 
1961-Jilp Parker, Q~ " 98 
1962-Jim ~ar"ker, QB . 67 
1963-Jim PaJke,r, QB "' 117 . . 
1964-l'homasRay, QB . 59 
19~-Thomas Ray, QlJ · · 1:r~ 
1966-Jimmy Addi~on, QB 186 
1967-Jimmy 'Addison1 QB . 1'74 
1968-Billy Ammons, Ql\ 162 
1969~ Tommy Kend11f1<, QB '227, 'S'! • 
1970-Tommy Kendl\Ck, QB 467 · 
1971-Tommy Js:ertdrick, QB . · 1S2 
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1973-K.en Pengito:te, QB 1'88 81 -- 8 . 370,. 
• "' . -
CLEMSON'S 'RUSIDNG LEADERS 
Year Name Pos. 
1935-Joe Berry, TB 
1936-Mac Folger, FB 
1937- Don Willis, FB 
1938-Don Willis, FB · _ 
1939-Charlie Timmons, FB 
1940-Chippy Maness, RB 
1941-Chatlie Timmons, FB 
1942-Marion Butler, TB 
1943-James Whitmire, WB 
1944-Sid Tinsley, WB 
1945-Dewey Quinn, FB 
1946-Bobby Gage, TB 
1947-Bobby Gage, TB 
1948- Ray Mathews, WB 
1949- Ray Mathews, WB 
1950- Fred Cone, FB 
1951- Billy Hair, TB 
1952- Red Whitten, FB 
1953-Don King, QB 
1954-Joel Wells, LHB 
1955-Joel Wells, LHB 
1956-Joel Wells, LHB 
1957-Bob Spooner, FB 
1958-Doug Cline, FB 
1959- Doug Cline, FB 
1960- Bill McGuirt, FB 
1961- Ron Scrudato, FB 
1962- Pat Crain, FB 































































































Year Name Pos. Att. 
1964-Hal Davis, LHB 87 
1965-Hugh Mauldin, TB 194 
1966-Buddy Gore, TB 186 
1967-Buddy Gore, TB 230 
1968-Budqy Gore, TB 185 
1969-Ray Yauger, TB 223 
1970-Ray Yauger, TB 183 
1971-Rick Gilstrap, TB 144 
1972-Wade Hughes, FB 177 
1973-Smiley Sanders, TB 113 . ' 




1"927-Bob ~cCar\ey, FB 
1928:-0. Di Padgett·; WB 
1929-Goat McMillan, 'IB 
·1930-Maxcy Welch, TB 
ct9_31-J. M. Lambert, WB 
,, "' -E. R. Patterson, E 
:_Fred Hook, FB 
1932-:l:lenry Woodward, TB 
"'1_933- Gene Willimon, TB 
. -BilLDillard;BB 
1934-Randyl:Unson, TB 
·. _1935-Mac Folger, FB 
. 1936..:.Mac Folge.t, FB 
" 19.31,!..Red Pearson, BB . 
1938-Banks MeFadden, TB 
-Shad Bryant, WB 
1939-Shad Bryant, WB 
1940""'1\:ubrey Rion, WB 
1941-Ch;irlie Timmons, FB 
l 94 2.....:Marion Butle1, :rB 
1943-James Whitmire, 1'B 
,1944-Bill Rogers, FB 
1945-Jim Reynolds, FB 
- Marion Butler, TB -
1946-Dutch Levennan, TB 
-Crup Clark, hE 
191J-Jim Reynolds, WB 
"1948-'Xay Mathews, WB 
1949-Fred Cone, PB 
1950-Fred Cone, FB 
1"951-Glenn Smith, LE 
1952-Don King, TB 
-Billy Hair, TB 
-Red Whitten, FB 
-Buck George, WB 
1953-Dreher Gaskin ; LE 
1954-Jim C~leman, RHB 
1955-Joe Pagliei, RHB 
1956-Joel Wells, LHB 
1957-Bob Spooner, FB 
- Bill Mathis, RHB 
1958-Harvey White, QB 
1959-Bill Mathis,LHB 
1960-Bill McGuirt, FB 
1961-Ron Scrudato, Fl3 
1962-Rodney Rogers, Kicker 
1963-Frank Pearce, Kicker 
1964- Hal Davis, LHB 
1965-Hugh Mauldin, TB 
-Thomas Ray, QB 
1966- Jacky Jackson, TB 
1967- Buddy Gore, TB 
1968- Ray Yauger, TB 
1969- Ray Yauger, TB 
1970- Eddie Seigler, Kicker 
1971-Eddie Seigler, Kicker 
1972-Eddie Seigler, Kicker 






































































































































































































































































Leaders By Classes 
Most Yards Rushing as a 
FRESHMAN 
Ken Callicutt - SOS (1973) Don King- 371 (1952) 
Buck George-453 (1951) Bobby Gage - 214 (1945) 
• • • 
Most Yards Rushing as a 
SOPHOMORE 
Ray Yauger-760 (1968) Lawrence Gressett - 590 (1951) 
Buddy Gore-750 (1966) Billy Hair- 573 (1950) 
Ray Mathews-646 ( 1948) Charlie Timmons- 556 ( 1939) 
Fred Cone-635 (I 948) 
• * * 
Most Yards Rushing as a 
JUNIOR 
Buddy Gore-1045 (1967) Billy Hair - 698 (1951) 
Ray Yauger-968 (1969) Fred Cone- 692 (1949) 
Joel Wells - 782 (1955) Butch Butler-616 (I 942) 
Ray Mathews- 728 (1949) 
• * * 
SENIOR 
Most Yards Rushing as a 
Fred Cone-845 (1950) 
Joel Wells-803 (1956) 
Buddy Gore - 776 (1968) 
Wade Hughes- 761 (1972) 
Jackie Calvert-7 14 ( 1950) 
Ray Yauger- 711 ( 1970) 
• • * 
Most Yards Rushing in a 
-
CAREER 
Buddy Gore- 2,571 (1966-67-68) 
Ray Yauger - 2,439 ( 1968-69-70) 
Fred Cone- 2,172 (! 948-49-50) 
Joel Wells- 1,937 (1954-55-56) 
- . 
Ray Mathews- 1,886 (! 947-48-49-50) 
Billy Hair- 1,579 (1950--51-52) 
* * • 
Most Yards Passing as a 
FRESHMAN 
Gore 
Don King- 3 I 7 (1952) Bobby Gage- 171 (1945) 
• * * 
Most Yards Passing as a 
SOPHOMORE 
Tommy Kendrick-1,446 (1969) 
Harvey White - 841 (I 957) Don King- 706 (1953) 
Jim Parker- 736 (1961) Billy Hair - 644 (1950) 
• * * 
Most Yards Passing as a 
JUNIOR 
Jimmy Addison- 1,491 (1966) BobbyGage- 1,002(1947) 
Tommy Kendrick- 1,407 (1970) Ken Pengitore-831 (I 972) 
Billy Hair- 1,004 (I 951) Joe Anderson- 531 (196 I) 
* * * 
Most Yards Passing as a 
SENIOR 
Ken Pengitore - 1,370 (1973) Jimmy Addison- 924 (! 967) 
Tommy Kendrick-1,040 ( I 971) Bobby Gage- 887 (1948) 
Thomas Ray- 1,019 ( 1965) L. Shingler- 790 ( I 960) 
Billy Ammons-1,006 (1968) Harvey White - 770 (1959) 
• • * 
Most Yards Passing in a 
CAREER 
Four Years 
Bobby Gage- 2,448 (1946-47-48-49) 
Don King- 2,077 (1952-53-54-55) 
Three Years 
Tommy Kendrick- 3,893 (1969-70--71) 
Jimmy Addison-2,616 ( I 965-66-67) 
Ken Pengitore- 2,412 (1971-72-73) 
Harvey White - 2,103 (1957-58-59) 
Jim Parker- 1,895 (1961-62-63) 
Billy Hair - 1,885 (1950-51-52) 
Thomas Ray- 1,665 (I 963-64-65) 
62 
Kendrick 
Lowndes Shingler- 1,5 17 ( I 958-59-60) 
Joe Anderson- I , I 26 (I 960-61-62) 
Billy Ammons- I , I IO ( I 966-67-68) 
• • * 
Best Total Offense as a 
FRESHMAN 
Don King- 688 (1952) 
Ken Callicutt - SOS (1973) 
Buck George-463 ( I 9 5 I) 
Bobby Gage- 385 (1945) 
• * • 
Best Total Offense as a 
SOPHOMORE 
Tommy Kendrick- 1,33 5 ( 1969) 
Billy Hair- 1,2 17 ( I 950) Jim Parker- 975 ( 196 I) 
Harvey White- 1,038 (I 957) Don King- 949 (1953) 
• • • 
Best Total Offense as a 
JUNIOR 
Billy Hair- 1,702 (1951) 
Bobby Gage - 1,504 (1947) 
Jimmy Addison- 1,489 (1966) 
Ray Mathews- 1,215 (1949) 
• • • 
Best Total Offense as a 
SENIOR 
Ken Pengitore- 1,941 ( I 973) 
Jackie Calvert- 1,271 (I 950) 
Bobby Gage- I ,230 ( 1948) 
Thomas Ray - 1,165 (1965) 
Lowndes Shingler- 1,064 ( 1960) 
Banks McFadden- 1,026 ( 1939) 
Jimmy Addison- I ,009 ( I 967) 
Best Total Offense in a 




Bobby Gage- 3,757 (1,309 Rush, 2,448 Pass) (I 945-46-47-48) 
Ray Mathews-2,793 ( I ,886 Rush , 907 Pass) (1947-48-49-50) 
Don King--2,761 (684 Rush , 2,077 Pass) (1952-53-54-55) 
Three Years 
Billy Hair-3,464 (! ,579 Rush, 1,885 Pass) (I 950--51-52) 
Tommy Kendrick- 3 ,409 (484 Rush , 3,893 Pass) (1969-70--71) 
Ken Pengitore- 3,310 (898 Rush , 2,412 Pass) (1971-72-73) 
Jimmy Addison - 2,788 (172 Rush , 2,616 Pass) (1965-66-67) 
Harvey White- 2,592 (489 Rush, 2,103 Pass) (1957-58-59) 
Buddy Gore - 2,571 (2,571 Rush , 0 Pass) ( 1966-67-68) 
Ray Yauger - 2,489 (2,439 Rush , 50 Pass) (1968-69-70) 
Jim Parker- 2,413 (518 Rush , 1,895 Pass) (1961-62-63) 
Fred Cone-2, 183 (2,172 Rush, 11 Pass) ( 1948-49-50) 
Lowndes Shingler- 2,073 (556 Rush, 1,517 Pass) (1958--59-60) 
Joel Wells - 2,052 (I ,937 Rush , 115 Pass) (1954-55-56) 
Jackie Calvert- 2,034 (1,149 Rush , 885 Pass) (I 948-49-50) 
• * • 
Most Passes Caught as a 
SOPHOMORE 
Phil Rogers- 36 (1965) Jack Anderson- 22 (1968) 
Glenn Smith- 25 (1949) Bennie Cunningham- 22 (I 973) 
John McMakin-24 ( I 969) 
Most Passes Caught as a 
Phil Rogers- 42 ( I 966) 
John McMakin-40 (I 970) 
• * • 
JUNIOR 
Wayne Bell- 25 ( 1965) 
Edgar McGee-25 (1966) 
• • * 
Most Passes Caught as a 
SENIOR 
Charlie Waters- 44 ( 1969) Phil Rogers- 28 ( 1967) 
Glenn Smith - 39 (1951) Brad O'Neal-27 (1970) 
John McMakin- 29 (1971) Wayne Bell-23 (I 966) 
• * * McMakin 
Most Passes Caught in a 
CAREER 
Pili! Rogers- I 06 ( 1965-06-67) 
John McMakin - 93 (1969-70-71) 
Glenn Smith- 88 ( I 949-50-5 I) 
Charlie Waters- 68 ( I 967-08-09) 
* * * 
Most Yards Receiving as a 
SOPHOMORE 
Phil Rogers- 466 (1965) Ray Mathews- 379 (1948) 
Glenn Smith---446 (I 949) Jack Anderson - 344 (1968) 
* * * 
·Most Yards Receiving as a 
JUNIOR 
Phil Rogers - 574 (I 966) 
John McMakin - 532 ( 1970) 
Glenn Smith---498 (1950) 
Charlie Waters- 411 ( I 968) 
Wayne Bell - 377 ( I 965) 
Oscar Thompson - 333 ( I 94 7) 
• • • 
Most Yards Receiving as a 
SENIOR 
Charlie Waters- 738 ( 1969) Phil Rogers-429 (I 967) 
Glenn Smith- 632 (1951) Dreher Gaskin- 426 ( 1953) 
Don Kelley- SOS (1971) John McMakin---421 (1971) 
• * • 
Most Yards Receiving in a 
CAREER 
Glenn Smith - 1,576 ( 1949-50-5 I) 
Phil Rogers- 1,469 (1965-o6-o7) 
John McMak.in - 1,255 (1969-70-71) 
Charlie Waters- I, 166 (1967-08-09) 
Wayne Bell - 883 ( l 964-o5-o6) 
Joe Blalock- 773 (I 939-40-41) 
Edgar McGee- 614 (1965-06-07) 
• * * 




Ray Mathews- 18 ( I 947) Don King- I 8 ( 1952) 
• * • 
Leading Scorers as a 
SOPHOMORE 
Ray Mathews- 78 (1948) Bill McGuirt- 54 ( 1960) 
• • • 
Leading Scorers as a 
JUNIOR 
Ray Yauger- 68 ( I 969) 
Maxcy Welch- 64 (I 930) 
Fred Cone- 5 S ( 1949) 
Goat McMillan - 54 (I 929) 
Jim Reynolds-48 (I 947) 
Jacky Jackson- 48 (I 966) 
• • • 
Leading Scorers as a 
SENlOR 
Fred Cone- 92 ( I 9 SO) 
Charlie Timmons- 77 ( I 94 I) 
Bill Mathis.-70 (1959) 
Smiley Sanders- 60 ( 1973) 
Mac F olger- 48 ( 1936) 
Joel Wells---48 ( 1956) 
Ron Scrudato- 48 (1961) 
• • • 
Leading Scorers In 
CAREER 
Four Years 
Ray Mathews- 168 ( I 947-48-49-50) 
Bobby Gage- 67 (1945-46-47-48) 
Three Years 
Fred Cone- 189 ( I 948-49-50) 
Ray Yauger- 140 (1968-09-70) 
Eddie Seigler- 134 (I 970-71-72) 
Bill Mathis- 126 (1957-58-59) 
Ray Yauger- I IQ (1968-09-70) 
• • • 
Most Touchdowns Responsibility as a 
FRESHMAN 
Yauger 
Don King- 5 (I 952) Buck George- 3 (1951) 
Ray Mathews- 3 (1947) 
• • • 
Most Touchdowns Responsibility as a 
SOPHOMORE 
Ray Mathews- IS (1948) Harvey White- 12 (1957) 
Billy Hair - 13 (1950) Tommy Kendrick- JO (I 969) 
* * * 
Most Touchdowns Responsibility as a 
JUNIOR 
Bobby Gage- 17 ( 1948) 
Billy Hair - 14(1951) 
Ray Mathews- 13 (1948) 
Ray Yauger- 12 (1969) 
• * • 
Most Touchdowns Responsibility as a 
SENIOR 
Fred Cone- I 5 (1950) 
Ken Pengitore- 14 (I 973) 
Jackie Calvert- 12 ( 1950) 
Bobby Gage - 12 (1948) 
• * • 
Most Touchdowns Responsibility in a 
CAREER 
Four Years 
Ray Mathews-39 (I 947-48-49-50) 
Bobby Gage- 35 (1945-46-47-48) 
Don King- 24 (1952-53-54-55) 
Three Years 
Fred Cone- 31 ( I 948-49-50) 
Billy Hair- 31 ( I 950-51-52) 
Harvey White- 25 (1957-58-59) 
Ray Yauger- 24 ( I 968-09-70) 






Post Season Honors 
(We have made an effort to tabulate a list of Clemson 
athletes who have made All-American , All-Southern 
Conference, All-South , All-South Atlantic, All-Atlantic Coast 
Conference, All-State and any other honor of state, sectional 
or national importance. In our research the first mention of an 
all-state team was in 1911 and the initial All-Southern 
Conference mention was made in 1902. Any additions or 
corrections to the below-listed names will be appreciated. All 
listings are first team unless otherwise designated.) 
ALL-AMERICAN 
1939- Banks McFadden, back 
1940- Joe Blalock, end 
1941 - Joe Blalock, end 
1945 - Ralph Jenkins, center (2nd) 
1948- Bobby Gage, safety 
1950- Jackie Calvert , safety 
1952- Tom Barton, guard (2nd) 
1955 - Joel Wells, back (3rd) 
1959- Lou Cordileone, tackle 
1966- Wayne Mass, offensive tackle 
1967- Harry Olszewski, offensive guard 
1970- Dave Thompson , offensive guard 
NATIONAL HALL OF FAME 
Banks McFadden- 1959 
HELMS FOUNDATION HALL OF FAME 
Banks McFadden- 1969 
SILVER .ANNIVE~ARY ALL-AMERICAN 
(Picked by Sports Illustrated, 1957) 
Buck Priester, Class of 1932 
NATION'S MOST VERSATILE ATHLETE 
Banks McFadden, football , basketball , track , 1939-40 
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SWEDE NELSON SPORTSMANSHIP AWARD 
1953- Don King, football 
ACC PLAYER-OF-THE-YEAR 
1967- Buddy Gore, Tailback 
TEAGUE AWARD 
1940- Banks McFadden 1950- Fred Cone 
McKEL VIN AWARD 
(Athlete of the Year) 
194 7 -4 8-Frank Gillespie 
ALL-AMERICAN SCHOLASTIC 
1956- Charlie Bussey, back (3rd) 
1957- Harvey White, back, (2nd) 
1959- Lou Cordilene, tackle 
197 1- Don Kelley, end (2nd) 
1971-Ben Anderson, defensive back (2nd) 
ALL-ATLANTIC COAST SCHOLASTIC 
1954- Billy O'Dell , back 1966- Jimmy Addison, QB 
1955-Charlie Bussey, back 1966-Floyd Rogers, DT 
1956- Charlie Bussey, back 1967- Jimmy Addison, QB 
1957 - Charlie Home, back 1969- Don Kelley, DB 
1957 - Harvey \Vhite, back 1969- Rick Medlin, FB 
1958- Doug Cline, back 1969-Jim Sursavage, OE 
1958- Ha.rvey White, back 1970-Ben Anderson, DB 
1958- Jim Padgett, T 1970-Don Kelley, DB 
1959- Lou Cordileone, T 1970-Jim Sursavage, LB 
1960- Lowndes Shingler, B 1971-Ben Anderson, DB 
1961- Tommy King, E 1971- Bobby Johnson, DB 
1962- 0scarThorsland, E 1971- Don Kelley,OE 
1963 - Jim Parker, QB 1972- Ben Anderson, DB 
1963- Tracy Childers, G 1972- Karl Andreas, TE 
1964 Junmy Bell, QB 1972- Bobby Johnson, DB 
1964- Richard Cooper, G 1973 - Art Brisacher, 0G 
1965 - Frank Pearce, PK 1973- Jeff Stocks, DE 
1966- Edga.r McGee, OE 1973- Ka.rl Andreas, TE 
1966- Wayne Ma , OT 
EARL H. BLAIK FELLOWSHIP 
1964- Jimmy Bell, QB 
MEDICAL AWARDS FOUNDATION AWARD 
1964- Jimmy Bell , QB 
ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN AWARD 
(Note: Recipient shall be chosen in recognition of his influence for 
good, his excellence in maintaining high ideals of living, his spiritual 
qualities, and his generous and disinterested service to others.) 
1970- Jim Sursavage, LB 
NCAA POST-GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP 
1964- Jimmy Bell, QB 
1967- Jimmy Addison, QB 
1972- Ben Anderson, DB 
ROBERT A. BOWEN POST-GRADUATE 
SCHOLARSHIP 
1970-Jim Sursavage, LB 
JIM WEAVER POST-GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP 
1972-Ben Anderson 
ALL-SOUTH ATLANTIC 
1930-Red Fordham, C 1935-Clarence Inabinet, G 
1930-Bob Jones, E 1936-Mac Folger, B 
1934- Randy Hinson, B 
ALL-SOUTH 
1937-Charlie Woods, C 1939-Banks McFadden, B 
1937- Don Willis, B 1948-Bobby Gage, B 
1938-Gus Goins, E 1950-Windy Wyndham, LB 
1938- Don Willis, B 1950-Bob Patton, T 
1939-George Fritts, T 1952-Tom Barton, G 
JACOBS BLOCKING TROPHY (ACC) 
1959- Doug Cline, FB 1967-Harry Olszewski, OG 
1966- Wayne Mass, OT 
JACOBS BLOCKING TROPHY (State) 
1928-0.D. Padgett, BB 1957-Bill Thomas, C 
1930-Grady Salley, WB 1959-Doug Cline, FB 
1937-Don J. Willis, FB 1964-Billy Ward, HB 
1938- Don J. Willis, FB 1965-Bo Ruffner, FB 
1942-Marion Craig, BB 1966-Wayne Mass, OT 
1944-Alton Cumbie, BB 1967-Harry Olszewski, 0G 
1945-Alton Cumbie , BB 1968-Joe Lhotsky, OT 
1948-Robert Martin, BB 1970-Dave Thompson, 0G 
1950- Dick Hendley, BB 1973-Ken Peeples, OG 
1955- Dick Marazza, T 
ALL-SOUTHERN 
1902- Hope Sadler, E 
1902- John Maxwell, QB 
1903- Vet Sitton, E 
1903- 0 .L . Derrick , G 
1903- John Maxwell, QB 
1903- Jock Hanvey, FB 
1904- 0.L. Derrick, T 
1905- 0.L. Derrick, T 
1905-Fritz Furtick , HB 
1913- W.A. Schilletter, T 
19 17- Mutt Gee, C 
1919- L.M. Lightsey, G 
1919- R.C. Potts, G 
1919-Stumpy Banks, B 
1920-L.M. Lightsey, G 
1922-L.M. Lightsey, T 
1928-0.K. Pressley, C 
1929-Goat McMillan, TB 
1935 - Tom Brown, T 
1935 - Clarence Inabinet, G 
1937-Charlie Woods, C 
1937 - Bob Bailey, B 
1938- Gus Goins, E 
1938- Don Willis, B 
1939- Joe Blalock, E 
1939- George Fritts, T 
1939-Banks McFadden, B 
1939-Shad Bryant, B 
1940-Joe Blalock, E 
1940- George Fritts, T 
1940-Charlie Timmons, B 
1941- Joe Blalock, E 
1941- George Fritts, T 
1941- Charlie Timmons , B 
1942- Chip Clark , E 
1944- Ralph Jenkins, C 
1945- Ralph Jenkins, C 
1945 - Bob Turner, T 
1948-Frank Gillespie, G 
1948- Bobby Gage, B 
1949-Fred Cone, B 
1949- Ray Mathews, B 
195 0-Glenn Smith, E 
1950-Fred Cone, B 
195 1-Glenn Smith, E 
1951-Billy Hair, B 
1952-Billy Hair, B 
ALL-A TLANTJC COAST 
1953-Dreher Gaskin, E 
1954-Clyde White, T 
1954-Scott Jackson, E 
1955-Joel Wells, B 
1956-John Grdijan, G 
1956-Charlie Bussey, B 
1956-Joel Wells, B 
1957-John Grdijan, G 
1957-Harvey White, B 
1958-Ray Masneri, end 
1958-Bill Thomas, center 
1958-Jim Padgett, tackle 
1959-Gary Barnes, E 
1959-Doug Cline, FB 
1959-Lou Cordileone, T 
1959-Bill Mathis, HB 
1959-Harold Olson, T 
1959-Paul Snyder, C 
1960-Lowndes Shingler, QB 
1961-Tommy King, E 
1962-Don Chuy, T 
1963-Ted Bunton, C 
1963-Billy Weaver, G 
1963-Pat Crain, FB 
1965-Butch Sursavage, DE 
1965-Johnny Boyette, OT 
1965-Bill Hecht, LB 
1965-Hugh Mauldin, TB 
1966-Jimmy Addison, QB 
1966-Wayne Mass, OT 
1966-Harry Olszewski, 0G 
1966-Wayne Page, DB 
1966-Butch Sursavage, DE 
1967-Jimmy Catoe, LB 
1967-Ronnie Ducworth, DE 
1967-Buddy Gore, TB 
1967-Frank Liberatore, DB 
1967-Wayne Mass, OT 
1967-Harry Olszewski, OG 
1968-Joe Lhotsky, OT 
1968-Buddy Gore, TB 
1968-Ronnie Ducworth, DE 
1968-John Cagle, DT 
1968-Jimmy Catoe, LB 
1969-Charlie Waters, OE 
1969-Ray Yauger, TB 
1969-Ivan Southerland, DE 
1970-Dave Thompson, OG 
1970-Don Kelley, DB 
1971-Wayne Baker, DE 
1971-Larry Hefner, LB 
1971-John McMakin, TE 
1972-Frank Wirth, DT 
1973-Ken Pengitore, QB 
1973-Peanut Martin, DB 
1973-Ken Peeples, OG 
ALL-STATE 
1911-Clare Webb, FB 
1911-W.A. Schilletter, T 
1912-Clare Webb, FB 
1912-W.A. Schilletter, T 
1913-Clare Webb, FB 
1913-W.A. Schilletter, T 
1914-Clare Webb, FB 
1914-W.A. Schilletter, T 
1914-W.L. McMillan, QB 
1914-E.L. Randle, C 
1916-Stumpy Banks, HB 
1916-R.F. Poole, G 
1916-Mutt Gee, C 
1916-Bill Mathews, T 
1917-R.C. Potts, T 
1917-MuttGee,C 
1917-L.M. Lightsey, G 
1917-L.P. Thackston,E 
1917-J.H. Bartles, B 
1917-Stumpy Banks, B 
1917-W.L. Hart, T 
1919-L.M. Lightsey, G 
1919-J.R. Schench, E 
1919-Stumpy Banks, B 
1919-Boo Armstrong, B 
1920-L.M. Lightsey, G 
1922-A.F. Wray, E 
1922-Rhett Turnipseed, B 
1922-L.M. Lightsey, T 
1922-Pat Harmon, HB 
1923-Dutch Tennant, G 
1923-Stonewall Jackson, G 
1923-Butch Holohan, T 
1923-Gilly Dotterer, B 
1923-Charlie Robinson, B 
1923-Bratton Williams, B 
1924-Dutch Tennant, G 
1924-Charlie Robinson, B 
1927-0.K. Pressley, C 
1927-Shag Mouledous, E 
1928-0.K. Pressle,y, C 
1928-Fatty Hall, G 
1928-Bob Swofford, T 
1928-0.D. Padgett, B 
1928-Goat McMillan, B 
1929-Bob Jones, E 
1929-Bill Gunnells, G 
1929-Bob Swofford, T 
1929-Goat McMillan, B 
1930-Red Fordham, C 
1930-Mule Yarborough, G 
1930-Maxcy Welch, B 
1930-Grady Salley, B 
1932-John Heinemann, T 
1932-Henry Woodward, B 
1933-John Heinemann, G 
1933-John Troutman, T 
1934-Stanley Fellers, E 
1934-Tom Brown, T 
1934-Manuel Black, T 
1934-Henry Shore, G 
1934-Randy Hinson, B 
1935-Tom Brown, T 
1935-Clarence Inabinet, G 
1935-Harry Shore, C 
1935-Joe Berry, B 
1936-Manuel Black, T 
1936-Bill Bryant, G 
1936-Harold Lewis, C 
1936-Joe Berry, B 
1936-Mac Folger, B 
1937-Tom McConnel, E 
1937-Curtis Pennington, T 
1937-0liver Payne, G 
1937-Fred Wyse, T 
1937-Charlie Woods, C 
1937-Don Willis, B 
1938-Gus Goins, E 
1938-Custis Pennington, T 
1938-Joe Payne, G 
1938- Charlie Woods, C 
1938-Don Willis, B 
1938-Shad Bryant, B 
1939- Joe Blalock, E 
1939-George Fritts, T 
1939-Bob Sharpe, C 
1939-Walter Cox, G 
1939-Banks McFadden, B 
1939-Shad Bryant, B 
1940-Joe Blalock, E 
1940-George Fritts, T 
1940-Wade Padgett, G 
1940-Chippy Maness, B 
1940-Charlie Timmons, B 
1941-Joe Blalock, E 
1941-Wade Padgett, G 
1941-George Fritts, T 
1941-Botty Payne, B 
1941-Charlie Timmons, B 
1942-John Cagle, G 
1942-Butch Butler, B 
1943-Butch Butler, B 
1944-Harley Phillips, T 
1944-Phil Prince, T 
1944-Tom Salisbury, G 
1944-Ralph Jenkins, C 
1944-Sid Tinsley, B 
1944-Billy G. Rogers, B 
1945-Eddie Freeman, E 
1945-Mavis Cagle, T 
1945-Chip Clark, E 
1945-Butch Butler, B 
1945-Billy Poe, B 
1946-Chip Clark, E 
· 1946-Frank Gillespie, G 
1946-Bobby Gage, B 
194 7-Frank Gillespie, G 
1947-Cary Cox, C 
1947-Bobby Gage, B 
1948-Phil Prince, T 
1948-Tom Salisbury, T 
1948-Frank Gillespie, G 
1948-Gene Moore, C 
1948-Bobby Gage, B 
1948-Ray Mathews, B 
1948-Fred Cone, B 
1949-John Poulos, E 
1949-Fred Cone, B 
1949-Ray Mathews, B 
1950-Glenn Smith, E 
1950-Bob Patton, T 
1950-Fred Cone, B 
1950-Jackie Calvert, B 
1951-Glenn Smith, E 
1951-Bob Patton, T 
1951-Don DiMucci, G 
1951-Billy Hair, B 
1952-Earl Wrightenberry, T 
1952-Tom Barton, G 
1952-Billy Hair, B 
1953-Dreher Gaskin, E 
1953-Nathan Gressette, T 
1953-Don King, B 
1954-Scott Jackson, E 
1954-Clyde White, T 
1954-Don King, B 
1955-Willie Smith, E 
1955-Dick Marazza, T 
1955-John Grdijan, G 
1955-Wingo Avery, C 
1955-Joel Wells, B 
1955-Billy O'Dell, B 
1956-John Grdijan, G 
1956-Earle Greene, G 
1956- Billy Hudson, T 
1956-Joel Wells, B 
1957- Ray Masneri, E 
1957-John Grdijan, G 
1957- Donnie Bunton, C 
1957-Harvey White, B 
1958-Lou Cordileone, T 
1958-Bill Thomas, C 
1958-Harvey White, B 
1959-Bill Mathis, HB 
1959-Harvey White, QB 
1959-Lou Cordileone, T 
1959-Gary Barnes, E 
1959-Paul Snyder, C 
1960-Lowndes Shingler, QB 
1960-Dave Lynn, G 
1960-Gary Barnes, E 
1961-Jim Parker, QB 
1961-Calvin West, G 
1962-Don Chuy, T 
1962-Ted Bunton, C 
1962-Rodney Rogers, Spcl. 
1963-Jack Aaron, T 
1963-Ted Bunton, C 
1963-Pat Crain, FB 
1963-Lou Fogle, E 
1963-Billy Weaver, G 
1964-Johnny Boyette, T 
1964-Ted Bunton, C 
1964-Hal Davis, HB 
1965-Wayne Bell, OE 
1965-Johnny Boyette, OT 
1965-Harry Olszewski, OG 
1965-Hugh Mauldin, TB 
1965-Butch Sursavage, DE 
1965-Mac McElmurray, DT 
1965-Bill Hecht, LB 
1965-Wayne Page, DB 
1965-Frank Pearce, PK 
1966- Jimmy Addison, QB 
1966-Wayne Bell, OE 
1966-Jimmy Catoe, LB 
1966-Buddy Gore, TB 
1966-Wayne Mass, OT 
1966-Harry Olszewski, OG 
1966-Wayne Page, CB 
1966-Butch Sursavage, DE 
1967-Ronnie Ducworth, DE 
1967-Buddy Gore, TB 
1967-Frank Liberatore, DB 
1967-Richie Luzzi, DB 
1967-Wayne Mass, OT 
1967-Harry Olszewski, OG 
1967-James Tompkins, MG 
1968-Joe Lhotsky, OT 
1968-Grady Burgner, OG 
1968-Wayne Mulligan, C 
1968-Buddy Gore, TB 
1968-Ronnie Ducworth, DE 
1968-John Cagle, DT 
1968-Jimmy Catoe, LB 
1969-Charlie Waters, 'OE 
1969-Grady Burgner, OG 
1969-Dave Thompson, C 
1969-Ray Yauger, TB 
1969- Ivan Southerland, DE 
1970-Dave Thompson, 0G 
1970- B.B. Elvington, DT 
1970- Don Kelley, DB 
1970-Jim Sursavage, LB 
1971 - Wayne Baker, DE 
1971-Jim Dom, OT 
1971-Larry Hefner, LB 
1971- John McMakin, TE 
1971-Frank Wirth, DT 
1972-Ricky Harrell, C 
1972-Wade Hughes, FB 
1972- Jimmy Williamson, LB 
1972-Franlc \Virth, DT 
1973-Bennie Cunningham, TE 
1973-Ken Peeples, OG 
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Against All Competition ... Through The Years ... 
Opponent Played Won Lost Tied Pts. Opp. 
Clem. Opp. 
Year w L T Pt,. Pt,. Captain Coach 
Alabama 13 3 10 0 122 300 1896 2 I 0 36 18 R.G. Hamilton 
W.M. Riggs 
Army 1 0 1 0 6 21 
1897 2 2 0 28 58 W.T. Brock W .M. Williams 
1898 3 I 0 110 20 A.B. Shealy J.A. Penton 
Auburn 4 11 31 2 356 867 1899 4 2 0 109 
40 J.W. Walker W.M. Riggs 
Bingham 1 1 0 0 55 0 
1900 6 0 0 222 10 J .N. Walker John W. Heisman 
1901 3 I 1 190 38 Claude Douthit John W. Heisman 
Boston College 12 7 4 1 245 188 1902 6 1 0 152 
22 Hope Sadler John W. Heisman 
1903 4 I 1 167 22 Hope Sadler John W. Heisman 
Camp Gordon 4 4 0 0 72 0 1904 3 3 1 50 45 Joe B. Holland A.B. Shealy 
Camp Hancock 1 0 1 0 13 66 1905 3 2 
I 81 63 O.L. Derrick E.B. Cochems 
1906 4 0 3 38 4 Fritz Furtick Bob Williams 
Camp Sevier 1 1 0 0 65 0 1907 4 4 0 67 45 J . M. Mclaurin Frank Shaughnessy 
Centre 3 0 3 0 7 63 1908 1 
6 0 26 102 Stricker Coles J.N. Stone 
1909 6 3 0 93 43 C.M. Robbs Bob Williams 
Charlotte ''Y'' 1 1 0 0 10 0 1910 4 3 1 106 54 W.H. Hankel Frank Dobson 
Citadel 31 25 5 1 524 118 1911 
3 5 0 71 110 Paul Bissell Frank Dobson 
1912 4 4 0 179 126 W.B. Britt Frank Dobson 
Col. of Pacific 1 0 1 0 7 21 1913 4 4 0 112 98 A.P. Gandy Bob Williams 
Colorado 1 0 1 0 21 27 
1914 5 3 I 167 123 W.A. Schilletter Bob Williams 
1915 2 4 2 118 48 W.K. McGill Bob Williams 
Cumberland 1 0 0 1 11 11 1916 3 6 0 81 146 S.S. Major Wayne Hart 
Davidson 20 11 5 4 239 125 
1917 6 2 0 183 64 F.L. Witsell E.A. Donahue 
1918 5 2 0 199 101 Stumpy Banks E.A. Donahue 
Duke 18 8 10 0 211 276 1919 6 2 2 15 1 55 Stumpy Banks 
E.A. Donahue 
Duquesne 4 4 0 0 162 53 
1920 4 6 1 99 147 Boo Armsuong E.A. Donahue 
1921 1 6 2 55 187 J .H. Spearman E.J. "Doc" Stewart 
Elon 1 1 0 0 60 0 1922 5 4 0 170 109 
E.H. Emanuel E.J . "Doc" Stewart 
. 1923 5 2 1 91 65 Butch Holohan Bud Saunders 
Erskine 8 7 1 0 242 19 1924 2 6 0 80 96 Charlie Robinson Bud Saunders 
Florida 13 3 9 1 161 313 1925 1 7 0 18 160 
G.I. Finklea Bud Saunders 
Florida State 1 0 1 0 13 38 
1926 2 7 0 20 169 B.C. Harvey Cul Richards 
Bud Saunders 
Fordham 1 0 0 1 12 12 
Bob Williams 
Furman 47 33 10 4 1068 375 
1927 5 3 I 74 84 Bud Eskew Jgsh Cody 
1928 8 3 0 192 77 0.K. Pressley Josh Cody 
Geo. Washington 5 3 1 1 59 13 1929 8 3 0 236 
110 O.D. Padgett Josh Cody 
1930 8 2 0 239 82 Johnnie Justus Josh Cody 
Georgia 42 10 29 3 413 732 1931 I 6 2 19 164 A.D. Fordham Jess Neely 
Georgia Pre-Flight 1 0 1 0 6 32 1932 3 5 I 
89 1 I 1 Bob Miller Jess Neely 
1933 3 6 2 50 98 John Heinemann Jess Neely 
Georgia Tech 43 9 33 1 451 908 1934 5 4 0 89 85 Henry Woodward Jess Neely 
Guilford 1 1 0 0 122 0 1935 6 
3 0 147 99 Henry Shore Jess Neely 
1936 5 5 0 98 95 Net Berry Jess Neely 
Howard 3 3 0 0 98 0 1937 4 4 I 128 64 H.D. Lewis Jess Neely 
Jacksonville NAS 1 0 1 0 6 24 1938 7 
I I 145 56 Charlie Woods Jess Neely 
1939 9 I 0 165 45 Joe Payne Jess Neely 
Kentucky 7 1 6 0 56 117 1940 6 2 I 182 73 Red Sharpe Frank Howard 
Louisiana State 1 0 1 0 0 7 
1941 7 2 0 233 90 Wade Padgett Frank Howard 
1942 3 6 I 100 138 Charlie Wright Frank Howard 
Maryland 22 10 11 1 314 334 1943 2 6 0 94 185 Ralph Jenkins Frank Howard 
Maryville 1 1 0 0 35 0 
1944 4 5 0 165 179 Ralph Jenkins Frank Howard 
1945 6 3 1 211 73 Ralph Jenkins Frank Howard 
Mercer 7 4 3 0 125 49 1946 4 5 0 147 174 Chip Clark Frank Howard 
Miami (Fla.) 5 1 4 0 28 95 
1947 4 5 0 206 146 Cary Cox Frank Howard 
1948 11 0 0 274 76 Bob Martin Frank Howard 
Mississippi 2 0 2 0 7 39 Phil Prince 
Mississippi State 2 1 0 1 28 14 
1949 4 4 2 232 216 Gene Moore Frank Howard 
1950 9 0 1 344 76 Fred Cone Frank Howard 
Missouri 2 2 0 0 58 23 1951 7 3 0 196 97 Bob Patton 
Frank Howard 
Navy 1 1 0 0 15 7 
1952 2 6 1 112 157 George Rodgers Frank Howard 
1953 3 5 I 139 172 Dreher Gaskins Frank Howard 
Newberry 6 6 0 0 288 7 Nathan Gressette 1954 5 5 0 19 3 121 Clyde White Frank Howard 
North Carolina 22 12 10 0 338 360 Buck George 
N. C. State 42 28 13 1 546 340 Scott Jack son Mark Kane 
Oglethorpe 1 0 1 0 0 12 1955 7 3 0 206 144 Don King Frank Hov,ard 
Oklahoma 2 0 2 0 17 83 1956 7 2 2 167 101 
Charlie Bussey Frank Howard 
1957 7 3 0 216 78 John Grdijan Frank Howard 
Pensacola NAS 1 1 0 0 7 6 Leon Kaltenbach 
Port Royal 1 1 0 0 19 0 1958 8 3 0 169 138 Bill Thomas 
Frank Howard 
1959 9 2 0 285 103 Paul Snyder Frank Howard 
Presbyterian 39 32 3 4 1136 139 Harvey W'hite 
Rice 6 3 3 0 83 104 1960 6 4 0 197 125 
Lowndes Shingler Frank Howard 
Riverside 1 1 0 0 26 0 
Dave Lynn 
1961 5 5 0 199 126 Ron Andrea Frank Howard 
Sewanee 1 0 1 0 5 11 
Calvin West 
1962 6 4 0 168 130 Dave Hynes Frank Howard 
South Carolina 71 40 28 3 1137 742 1963 5 4 I 181 140 Tracy Childers Frank Howard 
Southern Cal 1 0 1 0 0 30 
1964 3 7 0 105 135 Ted Bunton Frank Howard 
Johnny Boyette 
Southwestern 2 1 0 1 33 18 1965 Frank Howard 5 5 0 117 137 Bill Hecht 
Tennessee 16 5 9 2 80 205 1966 
Floyd Rogers 
Frank Howard 6 4 0 174 177 Mike Facciolo 
TexasA&M 1 0 1 0 15 30 1967 6 4 0 166 128 Jimmy Addison Frank Howard 
Texas Christian 3 2 1 0 36 21 
Frank Liberatore 
1968 4 5 1 184 179 Billy Ammons Frank Howard 
Tulane 8 3 5 0 120 153 Ronnie Ducworth 
Vanderbilt 4 1 3 0 32 111 1969 4 
Jimmy Catoe 
Frank Howard 6 0 178 250 Charlie Tolley 
Villanova 1 0 1 0 7 14 Ivan Southerland 
Virginia 15 15 0 0 
1970 3 8 0 164 313 B.B. Elvington Hootie Ingram 
408 185 Jim Su.rsavage 
Virginia Military 12 5 5 2 194 123 1971 5 6 0 
Ray Yauger 
Hootie Ingram 155 202 Larry Hefner 
Virginia Tech 15 8 6 1 194 170 John McMakin 
Wake Forest 39 28 10 1 765 450 1972 4 7 0 143 245 Wade Hughes 
Hootie Ingram 
Wofford 11 8 3 0 184 53 
Buddy King 
Frank Wirth 
TOTALS 695 367 291 37 11173 8654 
1973 5 6 0 231 263 Mike Buckner Red Parker 
Ken Pengitore 
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Clemson Milestones ... 
Since 1896, when Clemson's first football team took the 
field, the Tigers have won 367 games, lost 291 and tied 37. 
Listed below are the milestone games: 
Victory No. I-Defeated Furman, 14-6, in 1896 
Defeat No. 1- Lost to South Carolina, 12-6, in 1896 
Victory No. 25 - Defeated Auburn , 16-0 , in 1902 
Defeat No. 25 - Lost to V.P.I., 6-0, in 1909 
Victory No. SO- Defeated The Citadel, 17-0, in 1909 
Def eat No. SO- Lost to Georgia , 13-0, in 1915 
Victory No. 75-Defeated South Carolina, 27-0, in 1916 
Defeat No. 75 - Lost to Centre , 21-0 , in 1922 
Victory No. 100- Defeated South Carolina , 3-0 , in 1922 
Defeat No. 100- Lost to Furman , 30-0 , in 1926 
Victory No. 125- Defeated V.M.I. , 12-0, in 1928 
Defeat No. 125- Lost to Ole Miss , 13-0, in 1933 
Victory No. ISO- Defeated Presbyterian, 6-0 , in 1934 
Defeat No. 150-Lost to Auburn , 28-7 , in 1941 
Victory No. 175- Defeated Kentucky , 14-0, in 1938 
Defeat No. 175- Lost to Tulane , 54-13 , in 1946 
Victory No. 200- Defeated South Carolina, 18-6 , in 1942 
Defeat No. 200- Lost to V.P.I ., 18-7 , in 1954 
Victory No. 225 - Defeated South Carolina, 13-7 , in 1948 
Defeat No. 225 - Lost to South Carolina 21-14 , in 1961 
Victory No. 250- Defeated Boston College , 21-2 , in 1951 
Defeat No. 250- Lost to Georgia , 24-17 , in 1967 
Victory No. 275 - Defeated Virginia , 7-0 , in 1956 
Defeat No. 275 - Lost to Gerogia Tech, 14-24 , in 1971 
Victory No. 300- Defeated Texas Christian, 23-7 , in 1959 
Bluebonnet Bowl game 
Victory No. 325- Defeated Virginia , 29-7 , in 1964 
Victory No. 350- Defeated Maryland, 40-0 , in 1969 
The Last Time . .. 
A punt was returned for a touchdown: 
Clemson-85 Yards- Don Kelley vs. Maryland, Oct. 31, 
1970, at College Park, Md. (Clemson 24, Maryland 11). 
Opponents- 69 Yards-Phil Lamm of North Carolina , Nov. 
4, 1972, at Clemson. (Clemson 10, North Carolina 26). 
A kickoff was returned for a touchdown: 
Clemson- 98 Yards- Hal Davis vs. Georgia, Oct. 13, 1962, 
at Clemson, (Clemson 10, Georgia 24). 
Opponents- 96 Yards- Gene Washington of Georgia, Sept. 
22, 1973, at Athens. (Clemson 14, Georgia 31). 
An interception was returned for a touchdown: 
Clemson- 36 Yards- Frank Wise vs. Wake Forest , Nov. 3, 
1973 , at Clemson. (Clemson 35 , Wake Forest 8). 
Opponents- 49 Yards- Gary Faulkner of Georgia Tech, 
Oct. 7 , 1972, at Atlanta, Ga. (Clemson 9, Georgia Tech 31). 
A punt was blocked: 
Clemson-Joe Blackwell vs. North Carolina, Nov. 7, 1964, 
at Clemson (Clemson 0, North Carolina 29). 
Opponents- Bob Foyle of Duke, Oct. 16, 1965 , at Durham, 
N.C. (Clemson 3, Duke 2). 
A punt was blocked for a touchdown: 
. Clemson- Joe Blackwell vs. Wake Forest, Oct. 17, 1964, at 
Wmston-Salem, N.C. Blackwell blocked quick kick at Wake 
Forest eight-yard line, Butch Robbins fell on ball in end zone . 
(Clemson 21 , Wake Forest 2). 
Opponents- Bill Brafford of North Carolina, Nov. 6, 1971, 
at Chapel Hill , N .C., blocked a punt at the Clemson 15-yard 
line and carried it in for a score . (Clemson 13, North Carolina 
26). 
A safety was scored: 
Clemson- High pass from center over the head of Maryland 
punter , Greg Fries, into the end zone for a safety, Nov. 1, 
1969 at Clemson. (Clemson 40, Maryland 0). 
Opponents- High pass from center over the head of 
Clemson punter Tony Anderson, into the end zone for a 
safety , Nov. 7, 1970, at Tallahassee , Fla. (Clemson 13, Florida 
State 38). 
A fumble was recovered for a touchdown: 
Clemson- Smiley Sanders vs. Kentucky , Sept. 11 , 1971 , at 
Clemson. (Clemson 10, Kentucky 13). 
Opponents- Mike Lacika of Virginia , Oct. 13, 1973, at 
Clemson. (Clemson 32, Virginia 27). 
Clemson's 1000-Yard Club .. . 
(Players gaining 1,000 yards or better in total offense for a 
season) 
Player & Position 
Ken Pengitore, QB 
Billy Hair , TB 
Bobby Gage, TB 
Jimmy Addision, QB 
Tommy Kendrick, QB 
Jackie Calvert, TB 
Bobby Gage , TB 
Billy Hair, TB 
Ray Mathews, WB 
Thomas Ray, QB 
Tommy Kendrick, QB 
Butch Butler, TB 
Lowndes Shingler, QB 
Buddy Gore , TB 
Ken Pengitore , QB 
Harvey White , QB 
Banks McFadden, TB 

















































































Clemson Memorial Stadium - ''Death Valley'' 
In the past 32 seasons, 25 teams have made appearances in 
Clemson Memorial Stadium, now pretty widely known as 
''Death Valley." Eight teams (George Washington , Kentucky , 
Villanova, Alabama, Georgia, Auburn, Texas A & M and 
Maryland) have an edge on the Tigers' home ground and four 
of these, (George Washington, Kentucky, Villanova and Texas 
A & M) have just played one game in Memorial Stadium. 
Clemson has shutout opponents 28 times in ''Death Valley'' 
(Presbyterian 9 times; N. C. State 4; Furman, Citadel, 
Duquesne and Wake Forest, twice each; and VPI, Auburn, 
Virginia , Duke, North Carolina, Texas Christian and Maryland, 
once each). The Tigers have been shutout nine times at home 
in 32 seasons, the last time being in 1972 when Duke blanked 
the Tigers 7-0. 
Between the Maryland shutout in 1953 and the Duke 
blanking in 1962, the Tigers scored in 38 consecutive home 
games. 
There have only been two ties in 131 games played in the 
stadium, one with Mississippi State in 1949 and the other with 
Georgia in 1963. 
In the next column is how Clemson stands against teams 
who have played in ''Death Valley." 
CLEMSON'S PROS OF 1974 
Wayne Mulligan- St. Louis Cardinals center (6th Year) 
Charlie Waters- Dallas Cowboys defensive back (5th Year) 
Dave Thompson- New Orleans Saints center (4th Year) 
Larry Hefner- Green Bay Packers linebacker (3rd Year) 
John McMakin - Pittsburgh Steelers tight end (3rd Year) 
Ricky Harrell - New York Jets center (2nd Year) 
68 
Marion Reeves Philadelphia Eagles defensive back (I st Year) 
Ken Pengitore - Detroit Wheels quarterback (I st Year) 
Art Brisacher- Philadelphia Eagles guard ( I st Year) 
Jay Wasl1ington- Kansas City Chiefs return specialist (1st 
Year) 
John Rl1odes- New Orleans Saints linebacker (1st Year) 
Gary Gennerich New Orleans Saints offensive tackle, (1st Year) 
CLE~fSON'S BOWL RECORD 
(Won 4, Lo t 3) 
1940 ot ton Bo,vl lcmson 6 Boston College 3 
1949 Gator B,..,,,1 lemson 24 11 our1 23 
195 I Orange Bowl- lemson 1 S 1iarru 14 
1952 Gator 8t)w! Clemson O ~t1arni 14 
1957 Orange Bo\vl !em.son 21 Colorado 27 
1Q59 Sugar Bowl- Clemson O LA.JUtsta.na State 7 
1959 Blucbon11ct Bowl - 1cm on 23 Texa · hristian 7 
TEAM RECORDS IN DEATH VALLEY 
Team G W 
Furman 10 10 
Virginia 8 8 
The Citadel 4 4 
Duquesne 3 3 
Virginia Military 1 1 
Pensacola NAS 1 1 
Tulane 1 1 
Texas Christian 1 1 
Presbyterian 16 15 
Virginia Tech 4 3 
Wake Forest 17 12 
Boston College 3 2 
North Carolina 8 5 
South Carolina 7 4 
N. C. State 11 6 
Duke 6 3 
Mississippi State 1 0 
Maryland 11 5 
Auburn 6 2 
Georgia 6 1 
George Washington 1 0 
Kentucky 1 0 
Villanova 1 0 
Texas A & M 1 0 
Alabama 2 0 
















































































































(NOTE: Tie game is half game won, half game lost.) 


































































































































tadium Facts . • • 
Most Clemson stadium points: 
Southern Conference: 57 points (57-12 over Virginia 
Military, 1944; 57-2 over Furman, 1950) 
Atlantic Coast Conference: 40 points ( 40-35 over Virginia, 
1966);40 points (40-0 over Maryland, 1969) 
Non-Conference: 76 points (76-0 over Presbyterian, 1945) 
Most opponent stadium points: 
Southern Conference 41 points (41-12 by Wake Forest, 
1943) 
Atlantic Coast Conference: 35 points ( 40-35 over Virginia, 
1966) 
Non-Conference: 45 points (45-19 by Auburn, 1953) 
Last tie game in stadium: 
Clemson 7, Georgia 7, 1963 
Widest Clemson margin of victory in stadium: 
Southern Conference: 55 points (57-2 over Furman, 1950) 
Atlantic Coast Conference: 40 points ( 40-0 over Maryland, 
1969) 
Non-Conference: 76 points (76-0 over Presbyterian, 1945) 
Widest margin of defeat for Clemson in stadium: 
Southern Conference: 29 points (41-12 by Wake Forest, 
1943) 
Atlantic Coast Conference: 35 points (42-7 by North 
Carolina, 1970) 
Non-Conference: 44 points (44-0 by Auburn, 1970) 
Most combined stadium points (both teams) 
Southern Conference: 69 points (57-12 over Virginia 
Military, 1944) 
Atlantic Coast Conference: 75 points ( 40-35 over Virginia, 
1966) 
Non-Conference: 76 points (76-0 over Presbyterian, 1945; 
69-7 over Presbyterian, 1949) 
Tie Game: 14 points (7-7 vs. Mississippi State, 1949; 7-7 vs. 
Georgia, 1963 
Most stadium games won by Clemson in single season: 
5 games (1958, 1960) 
4 games (1948, 1950, 1951, 1956, 1966) 
Most stadium games lost by Clemson in single season; 
4 games (1970) 
3 games (1962, 1971, 1973) 
2 games (1943, 1949, 1953, 1961, 1964, 1967, 1968, 1969) 
Longest stadium winning streak: 
10 games (During 1949-50-51 seasons) 
9 games (During 1957-58-59 seasons) 
Longest stadium losing streak: 
4 games (1970) 
3 games (1962) 
2 games (1943, 1949, 1961, 1967, 1971) 
Since Stadium was dedicated 33 seasons ago (1942): 
Clemson has had only one season ( 1943) where the Tigers 
failed to win a game. They lost their only two home 
appearances then. 
Field: Runs East and West 
Press Box: Located atop South stands 
Record Stadium Crowd: 53,247, South Carolina, 1968 
Record stadium crowd (non-<:onference): 49,596, Alabama 
1967 
Record stadium conference crowd: 53,247, Sou th Carolina, 
1968 
Stadium Capacity: 43,451. Original stadium built in 1942 to 
seat 20,000. Addition of 18,000 sideline seats made prior to 
1958 season. West end zone seats added prior to 1960 
season. 

























































































































































































































































































































































































W.M. Riggs, 1896 & 1899 
Won 6 , Lost 3 
1896 {won 2, lo1t 1) 
Clemson 14 





W .M . Williams , 1 897 
Won 2 , Lost 2 








1898 (won 3, lost I) 
Clemso n 8 
Clemso n 55 
Clemso n 24 
Clemson 23 
1899 (won 4, lo1t 2) 
Clemson 41 
Clemson 24 







U. of Ga. 
Charlo tte " Y" 
U. of N.C. 
Carolina 




Ga . Tech 
N.C . State 
Caro lina 
Davidson 
U. of Ga. 
A uburn 
John Heisman, 1900- 190 3 


















Varsity Football Scores Since 1896 
1900 (won 6, lost 0) 
Clemso n 64 












U. of Ga. 
V.P.l. 
Alabama 
1901 (won 3 , lost 1, tied 1) 









1902 (won 6, lost I) 
Clemson 11 







U. of Ga. 
V.P.l . 
U. ofN .C. 
N.C. State 
Ga . Tech 
Furman 
Carolina 
U. of Ga . 
Auburn 
U. of Tenn . 
1903 (won 4, Iott I , tied 1) 
Clemso n 73 Ga. Tech 










U. ofN. C. 
Davidson 
Cumberland 
1904 ( won 3, lost 3, tied I) 
Clemson 18 Alabama 
Clemson O Auburn 










U. of Tenn. 
N.C. State 
Ga . Tech 
1905 (won 3, lost 2, tied l) 
Clemso n 5 U. of Tenn . 












Ga . Tech 
Bob Williams, 1906, 1919, 
1913-15,1926 
Won 21, Lost 14, Tied 6 
1906 (won 4, lo1t 0, tied 3) 
Clemso n O V .P .I. 
Clemso n 6 U. of Ga. 
Clemson O N.C. State 
Clemso n O Davidson 
Clemso n 16 U. o f Tenn . 
Clemson 6 Auburn 
Clemso n 10 Ga. Tech 
1907 ( won 4, l01t 4) 
Clemso n 0 
Clemson 0 
Qemson 5 
Cle mson 35 
Clemson 0 
















U. of Tenn . 





V .P .I. 
Vanderbilt 
Davidson 































































1909 (won 6, lost 3) 
















Ga . Tech 
Georgia 
Frank Dobson, 1910-12 
Won 11, Lost 12, Tied 1 
1910 (won 4, lost 3, tied 1) 
Clemson 26 Gordon 
Clemson O Mercer 
Clemso n 24 Howard 
Clemson 32 Citadel 





1911 (won 3, lost 5) 
Clemson 0 





































U. of Ga. 
Mercer 
















Ga . Tech 
1914 (won 5, lost .!l, tied 1) 
Clemson O Davidson 
Clemson O U f T . o enn. 
















U. of Ga. 
V.M.1. 
Ga . Tech 
1915 (won 2, lost 4, tied 2) 
Clemso n 99 Furman 
Clemso n 6 Davidson 
Oemson 3 U. of Tenn. 
Clemso n O Auburn 
Clemson 3 V .MJ. 
Clemson O Carolina 
O emson 7 U. ofN .C. 
Clemson O U. of Ga. 
1916 (won S, lo.t 6} 
Clemson 7 
Clemso n O 


















































































E. A . Donahue, 1917-20 
Won 21, Lost 12, Tied 3 



































Clemson 52 Erskine 
Clemson 7 Davidson 
Clemson O Ga. Tech 

















U. of Ga. 
Citadel 
1920 (won 4, lost 6, tied I) 
Clemson 27 Erskine 
Clemson 7 P.C. 
Clemson 26 Newberry 
Clemson 13 Woffo rd 
Clemson O Auburn 
Clemson O Carolina 











U. of Ga. 
Tennessee 
1921 (won 1, lost 6, tied 2) 
Clemso n 34 P. C. 
Clemson O Centre 
Clemson O Auburn 
Clemson O Furman 
Clemson O Carolina 



















U. of Ga. 










1925 (woo S, 1011 2, tied 1} 




















































































J924 (won 2, lost 6 , tied 0) 
Clemso n 60 Elon 
Oemso n O Auburn 
Clemson 14 Presbyterian 
Clemson O Soul ~, Caro lina 










1925 (won 1, lost 7, tied 0) 
Clemso n O Presbyterian 
Clemso n 6 Auburn 
Clemson O Florida 
Clemson 6 Kentu cky 
Clemson O South Carolina 
Clemson 6 The Citadel 
Clemson O Furman 
Clemson O Wofford 
1926 (won 2, lost 7, tied 0) 
h-Clemson 7 Erskine 
h-Clemson O Presbyterian 
a-Clemson O Auburn 
h-Clemson 7 N.C. State 
a-Clemson O South Carolina 
a-Clemson O Wofford 
a-Clemson O Florida 
h-Clemson 6 The Citadel 
a-Clemson O Furman 
Josh Cody, 1927-30 
Won 29, Lost 11, Tied I 
1927 (won 5, lost 3 tied I} 
h-Clemson O Presbyterian 
h-Clemson 3 Auburn 
a-Clemson 6 N.C. State 
h-Clemso n 26 Erskine 
a-Clemson 20 South Carolina 
h-Clemso n 6 Wofford 
a-Clemson 13 The Citadel 
a-Clemson O Georgia 
a-Clemson O Furman 
1928 (woo 8, lost 3, tied 0) 
h-Clemson 30 Newberry 
h-Clemson 6 Davidson 
a-Clemson 6 Auburn 






2-Clemso n 12 
3-Clemson 6 
a-Clemson 27 
a-Clemso n 7 
I-Florence, S. C. 
2-Lynchburg, Va. 
3-Jacksonville, Fla. 



















1-Ctwlotte, N .C. 
2 -Florenc.-e , SC 
)-Norfolk , Va 
Davidson 
Aub urn 
N.C. Sta te 
Wo fford 






























































1930 (won 8, lost 2, tied 0) 
h-Clemso n 28 Presby teri an 
h-Clemson 32 Wo fford 








I -Florence, S. C. 
2-Charlotte, N .C. 









4-J acksonville , Fla . 
The Ci tadel 
N.C. Stale 
Newberry 
South Carolin a 
Tennessee 
V.M.I. 
Flo rid a 
Furman 
Jess Neely, 1931-39 
Won 43, Lost 35 , Tied 7 
1931 (won l, lost 6, tied 2) 
h-Clem son O Presbyterian 
a-Clemson O Tennessee 
!-Clemson 6 N.C. State 
2-Clemson O The Citadel 
a-Clemson O South Carolina 
h-Clem son O Oglethorpe 
)-Clemson 6 V .M .I. 
4-Clemson 7 Ala barn a 
a-Clemson 0 
I-Charlotte , N.C. 
2-Flore nce, S.C. 
3-Norfolk , Va. 
4-Montgomery , Ala. 
1932 (won 3, lost 5, tied l) 
Furman 
h-Clemson 13 Presbyterian 
a-Clem son 14 Georgi a Tech 
a-Clemson O N.C. State 
h-Clemson 19 Erskine 













1933 (won 3, lost 6, tied 2) 
h<lemson 6 Presby terian 
a-Clemson 2 Georgia Tech 
h-Clemson 9 N.C. State 
a-Clemson 0 







1-Meridian , Miss . 
2-Charlotte, N.C. 
3-Savannah , Ga . 








1934 (won 5, lost 4, tied O) 
h-Clemson 6 Presby terian 
a-Clemso n 7 Geo rgia Tech 
a-Clemson 6 Duke 
a-Clemson O Kentucky 
a-Clemson 19 South Caro lina 
a-Clemson 12 N.C. State 





1935 (won 6, lost 3, tied 0) 
Mercer 
Furman 
h-C lemson 25 Presby tenan 
a-Clemson 28 V.P.I. 
I -Clemson 13 
a-C lemson 12 
a-Clemson 44 
• 




1-Chulotte , N.C. 
2-Augusta , Ga . 
Wake Forest 
Du ke 






























































1936 (won 5. losl 5. tied 0) 
Clemson 19 Presby leri an 
h-Clemson 29 V .P .I. 
a-Clemson O Alabama 
a-Clemson O Duke 
a-Clemson O Wake Fo res t 













1937 (won 4, lost 4, tied 1) 
h-Clem son 46 Presby terian 
a-Clemso n O Tulane 
a-Clemson 6 Army 
a-Clemson O Georgi a 
a-Clemson 34 So uth Ca roli na 
h-Clem son 32 Wake Forest 
a-Clemson O Georgia Tech 
a-Clemson IO Flo rid a 
a-Clemson O Furman 
1938 (won 7, lost l, tied 1) 
h-Clemson 26 Presby terian 
a-Clemson 13 Tulane 
a-Clem son 7 Tennessee 
I-Clemson 7 V.M.I . 
a-Clem son 34 
a-Clemson 7 
2-Clemson 27 
a-Clem so n 14 
h-Clem son 10 
I-Charl ott e, N.C. 
2-Gree nvi\le, S.C. 
South Carolina 
Wake Forest 
Geo . Washington 
Kentu cky 
Furman 
1939 (won 9, lost I, tied 0) 
h-Clemson I 8 Presby terian 
a-Clemson 6 Tul ane 
I-Clemson 25 N.C. State 





a-Clem so n 14 
2-Clemson 6 
(Cotton Bowl) 





Geo . Washington 




Frank Howard, 1940-69 
Won 165 , Lost 118, Tied 12 
1940 (won 6, lost 2, tied 1) 
a-Clemson 38 Presby teri an 
h-Clemson 26 Wo fford 
I -C lemson 26 N.C. State 
h-C lemson 39 Wake Forest 
a-Clemson 2 1 South Carolina 
a-C lemson O Tulane 
a-Clemson 7 Auburn 
a-C lemson 12 Southwestern 
a-C lemson 13 Furman 
I -Charlo tte, N.C. 
194 l (won 7, lost 3, tied 0) 
h-Clemson 41 Presbyteram 
I-Clemson 36 V.M.l 







































































1942 (won 3 , lost 6, tied I} 
h-Clemson 32 Presbyten an 
I -C lemso n O V.M.J. 
2-Clcmso n 6 N.C. State 
a-Clemson 7 Boston Co Uege 
a-C lemson 18 So ut h Carolina 
a-Clemson 6 Wake Fo rest 
h-Clemso n O Geo . Washmgton 
a-C lemson 6 J'ville Naval 
Air Stat1on 
Air St ta t1on 
h-Clemso n 12 
a-Clemson 13 




1943 (won 2, lost 6 , tied 0) 
h-Clcmson 12 Presby ter ian 
I -Clemso n 19 N.C. State 
2-Clemson 7 V.M.l . 
a-Clemso n 6 So ut h Ca rolin a 
h-Clemson 12 Wake Fo rest 
I-Clemson 26 Davidso n 
3-Clcmso n 6 Ga . Pre flight 
a-Clemso n 6 Georgia Tech 
I -Charlo tt e, N.C. 
2-Roa noke, Va. 
3-Gree nville, S .C. 
1944 (won 4, lost 5, tied 0) 
h-Clemson 34 P,esby ten an 
a-Clemso n O Geo rgia Tech 
I -Clemson I 3 N.C.S tate 
a-Clemso n 20 South Carolina 
a-Clemson 7 Tennessee 
a-Clemso n 7 Wake fo rest 
h-Clemso n 37 V.M.l . 
a-C lemson 20 Tulane 
a-C lemson 7 Geo rgia 
I -Charlo tte, N.C. 
1945 (won 6, lost 3, tied I) 
h-C lemso n 76 Presby teria n 
a-C lemson O Georgia 
a-C lemson 13 N.C. Sta te 
h-C lemson 7 Pensacola NAS 
a-C lemso n O So uth Carolina 
a-C lemso n 6 Miami (Fla .) 
h-Clemson 35 V.P.1. 
a-C lemso n 








1946 (won 4, loit 5 , tied 0) 
h-Clemso n 39 Presbyterian 
a-Clemson I 2 Georgia 
h-Clemson 7 N.C. State 
a-Clemson 7 Wake Forest 
a-Clemson 14 Sou th Caro lin a 











1947 (won 4, lost 5, tied 0) 
h-Clemso n 42 Presby teri an 
a-Clemson 22 Bosto n Co Uege 
h-Clemso n 14 Wake Forest 
a-Clemso n O N.C. State 
a-Clemso n 19 So uth Caro lin a 
a-Clemson 6 Georgia 
a-Clemson 35 F urman 
a.Clemson 34 Duq uesne 
h-Clemson 34 Au burn 
1948(won ll , lostO,tiedO) 
h-Clemso n 53 Presbylenan 
h-C lemson 6 N.C. Sta te 















2-Mobile, Ala . 
).Jacksonville, Fla. 
South Caro l1na 







1949 (wo o 4, lo.t 4, tied 2) 
h-C lemson 69 Presbytenan 
a-Clemson 7 Rice 




































































































1950 (won 9, lo!il 0 , tied 1) 















a--Clemson 4 I 
2-Clemson 15 
(O range Bowl) 
I-Winston-Sale m, N.C. 
2-Miami. Fla . 
1951 (won 7, lo!i l 3, lied 0) 
Missouri 
N.C. State 






Miami (Fla .) 
h-Clemson 53 Presby terian 
a-Clemson 20 Rice 
a-(]emson 6 N.C. State 
a-Clemson 7 Col. of Pacific 
a-Clemson O Sou th Carolina 
h-Clemso n 2 l Wak e Forest 
h-Clemson 2 t Bos ton College 
a-Clemson 34 Furman 
h-Clemso n 34 Auburn 
I-Clemson O Miami (Fla.) 
(Gato r Bowl) 
I-Jacksonville, Fla . 
1952 (won 2, lost 6, tied I) 






























Sou th Carolina 









Wak e Forest 
Georg ia Tech 
The Citadel 
Auburn 
1954 ( won 5, lost 5 , tied 0) 
h-Clemson 33 









a-Ja cksonville , Fla . 











I 955 ( won 7, lost 3, tied 0) 





h-C lemson 19 
I-Clemson 21 














I 956 ( won 7, lost 2, tied 2) 
h-Clem,;on 27 Presbyterian 
a-C:lem,;on 20 Florida 
a-Clemson 13 N .C. State 
a-Clemson 17 
a-Clemson 7 




h-Clem son 28 
a-Clemson 21 
(Orange Bowl) 
l -M 1am1, Fla. 
Wake Forest 







195 7 ( won 7, \oi l 3, tied 0) 
h-Clem son 66 Presb)' ten an 
a-Clem\Qn O Nonh Carolina 





































































































1958 (won 8, los t 3, tied O) 
h-Clemson 20 Virginia 
h-Clemson 26 North Carolina 
a-Clemson 8 Maryland 
a-Clemson 12 Vanderbilt 
a-Clemson 6 So uth Carolina 
h-Clem son 
a-Clemson 




h-Clem son 34 
h-Clemson 36 
I -Clemso n 0 
(Sugar Bo,vl) 
I -New Orleans, La. 
1959 ( won 9, lost 2, tied 0) 
Wake Forest 




Lou isiana State 





















I-Houston , Texas 





















N.C . State 














Sou th Carolina 
Boston Co llege 
Furman 
1961 (won 5, lost 5, tied 0) 
a-Clemson 17 Florida 
h-Clemso n 21 Maryland 
a-C lemson 27 North Carolina 

















South Caro lina 
Fu nnan 
N.C. Sta te 
a-{: lemso n 9 Geo rgia Tech 





















No rt h Carolina 
Furman 
Maryland 
South Caro lin a 
1963 (won 5, lost 4 , tied I) 
a-C lemso n 14 Oklahoma 
a-Clemson O Georgia Tech 
h-<::lemson 3 N.C. S tate 
h-Clemson 7 Geo rgia 












































South Carolin a 
1965 (won 5, lo!it 5, tied 0) 
h-C\emson 21 N.C State 
a-{:\emson 20 Virginia 
a-Clemson 6 Georgia Tech 
a-Clemson 9 Georgia 
a-Clemson 3 Duke 
h-Clcmson 3 TeJta'i Christian 




























































































1966 (won 6, lost 4, tied O) 
h-C\emson 40 Virgin ia 
a-Clemso n 12 Geo rgia Tech 
a-Clemso n O Alabama 
h-Clemso n 9 Duke 
a-Clemso n O Southern Cal. 
a-(:Jemson 23 Wake Forest 
h-C\emson 27 North Carolina 
a-Clemso n 14 Maryland 
a-Clemso n 14 N. C. State 
b-C lemson 35 South Carolina 
1967 (won 6, lost 4, tied 0) 


























N.C . State 
Sou th Caro lin a 
1968 (won 4 , lost 5, tied I) 



























Sou th Caro lina 
1969 (won 4, lost 6, tied 0) 
a-Clemson 2 1 
h-Clem s:on 0 




h-C lemso n 40 











North Caro lina 









































1970(won 3, lost 8, tiedO) 




























Florida Sta te 
North Carolina 
Sou th Caroli na 
1971 ( won 5, lost 6, tied 0) 
h-Clemson IO Ken tucky 
h-Clemson O Georgia 
a-Clemson 14 Georgia Tech 




a-Clemson 1 3 
h-Clemso n 20 
h-Clemso n 23 
a-Clemson 17 
I-Norfolk, Va. 
2-Richmond , Va . 








h-Clemson 13 The Citadel 
a-Clemson IO Rice 
a-Clemson 3 Oklahoma 
a.Clemson 9 Georgia Tech 













1973 (won 5, lost 6, tied 0) 
Virginia 
Wake Forest 
North Caro lina 
Maryland 
N.C. State 
Sou th Caro lina 






























Sou th Carolina 
Clemson's 19 Head Coaches 
No. Name 
1. W.M. Riggs 
2. W.M. Williams 
3. J.A. Penton 
4. John Heisman 
5. Shack Shealy 
6. E.B. Cochems 
7. Bob Williams 
8. Frank Shaughnessy 
9. J.N. Stone 
10. Frank Dobson 
11. Wayne Hart 
12. E.A. Donahue 
13. E.J. Stewart 
14. Bud Saunders 
15. John Cody 
16. Jess Neely 
17. Frank Howard 
18. Hootie Ingram 
19. Red Parker 















































































































































CLEMSON BASKETBALL '74-'75 
Tates Locke called it one year ago when he said ''This is the 
beginning of a new era in Clemson basketball history." 
It was one year ago when the Tiger boss landed 7-1 Wayne 
''Tree'' Rollins, a youngster out of the small town of Cordele, 
Ga.; and it was one year ago that Clemson's big center, in only 
his freshman year, led the Tigers to a 14-12 record, marking 
the first winning season for Clemson since the 1966-6 7 cagers 
went 17-8. 
Starting in all 26 varsity games, Tree paced the Tigers in 
shooting percentage ( .543) from the floor and rebounding 
( I 2.2), and was second in scoring with a 12.4 mark. 
Additionally, he blocked I 06 shots and was tabbed as the 
premier big man in the rugged Atlantic Coast Conference, the 
nation's toughest cage league, by Maryland All-American Len 
Elmore. 
But planted around the Tigers' Tree are some other 
experienced performers, headed by co-captains Van Gregg and 
6-9 forward Wayne Croft. 
Gregg has led Clemson's scoring attack the past two 
seasons, pumping in an average of 13.8 points per game last 
winter, and Croft, after a mediocre sophomore year, turned in 
what has to be the greatest turnaround ever by an ACC 
performer. 
Not only did Croft average 11.2 points a contest, but he 
was second to Tree in rebounding with an 8.0 mark, and 
together with Rollins gave Clemson a rugged one-two inside 
punch. 
Returning lettermen include 6-1 Jo Jo Bethea (3.3), 6-9 
Scott Conant (2.9), 6-0 Bruce Harman (3.7), 6-8 Marty 
Patterson (3.7), and 6-9 Charlie Rogers (5.5). 
And up from last year's Cub unit are 6-8 David Brown 
(16.1) , 6-6 Andy Butchko (11.1), 5-11 Kenny Davis (13.2), 
and 6-2 John Franken (15.7). 
Moreover, Locke has gone out and turned in the best 
overall recruiting job ever in Tiger cage history, as the 
fiftl1-year coach landed two bona fide prep All-Americans, and 
a pair of others with credentials that would put a flutter in the 
hearts of most coaches. 
Stan Rome brings to Tigertown a 32 point per game scoring 
average and the award as the nation's best athlete as selected 
by PARADE Magazine. 
At 6-5, Rome was All-American in both football and 
basketball at Valdosta, Ga., High School, and if he plays in the 
backcourt he could team up with 6-4 Baltimore , Md. , 
All-American Skip Wise , a whiz who was voted as the top 
guard in the nation by a panel of college coaches which 
included UCLA's John Wooden. 
Darlington's 6-6 Colon Abraham scored over 28 points a 
game as a prepster and Williston 's Jim Howell , at 6-5, averaged 
27 a game, and no doubt the entire incoming frosh foursome 
will give the vets a run for a starting bertl1 tl1is season. 
So tl1e 1974-7 5 Tiger cage slate looms to be the most 
exciting year yet in Clemson basketball history. 
TATES LOCKE JOJO BETHEA SCOTT CONANT 
WAYNE CROFT VAN GREGG BRUCE HARMAN 
MARTY PATTERSON WAYNE ROLLINS CHARLIE ROGERS 
1974-75 CLEMSON BASKETBALL SCHEDULE 
Nov. 29-30- IPT A Y Invitational Tournament (Clemson, 
Middle Tennessee, Ole Miss, Pennsylvania) 
Dec. 4 - Furman ........................... Home 
Dec. 7 - Appalachian State .................... Home 
Dec. 18- Louisville ......................... Away 
Dec. 20-21 - Dayton (0.) Tournament (Clemson, Dayton , 
LaSalle, Texas Tech) 
Dec. 27-28- Pillsbury Classic, Minneapolis (Auburn, 
Clemson, Minnesota, Navy) 
Dec. 31 - Florida Southern .................... Away 
Jan. 4 - Virginia ........................... Home 
Jan. 8- North Carolina ...................... Away 
Jan. 15- Duke .. .. ...... .................. Away 
Jan. 18- Wake Forest ....................... Home 
Jan. 22- Maryland ......................... Home • 
Jan. 25 - Virginia .......................... Away 
Jan. 29 - The Citadel ........................ Home 
Feb. I - North Carolina ...................... Home 
Feb. 4 - N. C. State ......................... Away 
Feb. 12- Wake Forest ....................... Away 
Feb. 15 - Duke ............................ Home 
Feb.19- GeorgiaTech . .. . .. ................ Away 
Feb. 22- N. C. State ... . .. . .. ... .. .......... Home 
Feb. 26- Maryland ................... . ..... Away 
March I- Biscayne ......................... Home 
Marcl1 6-7-8 - ACC Tournament .. ........... Greensboro 
• 














































Tulane at CLEMSON 
Alabama at Tuscaloosa 
Georgia'Tech at Atlanta 
Georgia at Athens 
Wake Forest at CLEMSON 
Duke at Dur ham 
N. C. State at CLEMSON 
Florida State at CLEMSON . 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Maryland at CLEMSON 
South Carolina at Columbia 
1976 
Citadel at CLEMSON 
Georgia at CLEMSON 
Georgia Tech at CLEMSON 
Tennessee at Knoxville 
Wake Forest at Winston-Salem 
Duke at CLEMSON 
N. C. State at Raleigh 
Florida State at Tallahassee 
North Carolina at CLEMSON 
Maryland at College Park 
South Carolina at CLEMSON 
1977 
Maryland at CLEMSON 
Georgia at Athens 
Georgia Tech at Atlanta 
VPI at Blacksburg 
Virginia at CLEMSON 
Duke at Durham 
N. C. State at CLEMSON 
Wake Forest· at CLEMSON 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Notre Dame at CLEMSON 
South Carolina at Columbia 
1978 
Citadel at CLEMSON 
Georgia at Athens 
Georgia Tech at Atlanta 
VPI at CLEMSON 
Virginia at Charlottesville 
Duke at CLEMSON 
N. C. State at Raleigh 
Wake Forest at Winston-Salem 
North Carolina at CLEMSON 
Maryland at College Park 
South Carolina at CLEMSON 
Right: Clemson cheerleader Miss Phyllis Corker of Signal Mtn., Tenn., is 
ready for Excitement Galore- Clemson Football '74. 
I 
